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Manned space flight, long popular in fiction and possible in theory, 
became fact through a number of related events stemming from World War 
II: rocket tests that began as an ex tens ion of wartime German techno l-
ogy; high-altitude high-speed jet and rocket aircraft research and devel-
opment; and perfect ion of atmosphere reentry capabilities for ballistic 
missile systems. 
Building upon previous achievements, new plateaus in air and space 
transportation have been reached--military aviation, air mail, commercial 
passenger service, the jet age, and manned space flight. Now, a new era 
is upon us. The beginning of regularly scheduled runs of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration•s (NASA) Space Shuttle to and from 
earth orbit in the 1980 1 s marked the coming of the space age. The Shut-
tle turned formidable and costly space missions into routine and economi-
cal operations that generate maximum benefits for all people. The Shut-
tle opened space to men and women of all nations. 
Long before the success of the Apollo moon-circling mission (Decem-
ber 21-27, 1968), Americans began signing up for trips to the moon. Not 
for two decades would the first private citizen in space become reality~ 
And by then, over one million people had submitted their names for a trip 
into outer space. 
On August 27, 1984, NASA launched one of the most ambitious educa-
tional initiatives in its 27-year history: the Teacher in Space Project. 
This dissertation traced the development of the Teacher in Space Program. 
i i i 
It began with an investigation of a basic question: "Why does man ex-
plore?11 From there, it reviewed the development of the "unique person-
ality11 and the evolution of the space flight participant program. Chap-
ters III and IV outline the Teacher in Space Program. The remainder of 
the text considers educational innovations which have resulted from the 
Teacher in Space Program. 
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11 It is a terrible thing, 11 Tolstoy said, 11 to watch a man who doesn't 
know what to do with the incomprehensible, because generally he winds up 
playing with a toy named God 11 (cited in Michener et al., 1976, p. 8). 
Pasteur saw nothing particularly terrifying or unsatisfying about this 
situation, saying that the only thing to do in the face of the incompre-
hensible is to kneel before it. But that which is most incomprehensible 
of all is not a distant planet, but the human mind itself; kneeling under 
these circumstances may represent the ultimate vanity. But the attempt 
to comprehend the mind, rather than worship it, is an exercise to be de-
voutly consummated, if not wished (Michener et al., 1976). 
The question, 11 Why does man explore? 11 is one on which we must re-
flect upon from whence we have come and to where we must go. Therefore, 
our question involves not just science but philosophy as well, for our 
answer has to come out of our view of life, out of our concept of his-
tory, out of our understanding of human progress, and mostly out of in-
stinctive awareness that we can always do better than we are doing if we 
emancipate ourselves from our fears in order to search the horizon for 
new prospects. So we look to our traditions and our philosophy as we 
expand the human presence in the universe (Michener et al., 1976). 
Man's interest in aerospace is rooted in ancient history. History 
is the story of the defiance of the unknown and of what happens when 
man tries to extend his reach. Such defiance is necessary because 
1 
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conventional wisdom has never been good enough to run a civilization. 
Not all problems are old problems; therefore! new approaches and new 
truths must be discovered. The suggestion here is that the more diffi-
cult and complex the undertaking! the more likely it is that knowledge 
will be gained which can be applied more fruitfully! far beyond the un-
dertaking itself (Michener et al., 1976). 
Man is a creature who wants to know where he is. Significant to 
this knowledge is the fact that not only have our lunar voyages allowed 
man to set foot on the moont but they have enabled man to literally set 
eye on the earth. Man is able for the first time to develop a true per-
spective of that beautiful wet, blue ball, as Archibald Macleish 
described itt which possesses the millions upon millions of conditions 
that exist in that precise and exquisite combination that make life pos-
sible (Michener et al., 1976). 
Life is growth--individuals and species grow in size, number, and 
territory. The peripheral manifestation of growing is exploring the 
outside world. Plants develop in the most favorable direction, which 
implies that they have explored the other orientations and found that 
they are inadequate (Michener et al., 1976) 
Some plants send feelers to great distances; they send avant-garde 
shoots before they invade the space that has been acknowledged propi-
tious. For young animals, the world is to be explored and discovered 
from birth on, and that exploration ends only with death; for the young 
fox, the wilderness is unlimited, for a fish, the· oceans are infinite. 
Still, in the animal world, the physical need for exploration develops as 
well as in individuals as in collectives--tribes, schools, swarms, packs. 
In fact, if the baby human shows the same motivation as a young cat, to 
explore with all his sensors the strange environment he was born into, 
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the big difference is that the baby soon learns to stand erect. That 
radical change came in evolution the day described so well by Ovid, a few 
years after the birth of Christ: 11 God elevated the forehead of man and 
ordered him to contemplate the stars 11 (cited in Michener et al., 1976, 
p. 52). The human species is the only one that has the ability to tran-
sfer to the new wave of men, through language, printed material, and 
electronic media, the results of the exploration of the world performed 
by previous generations (Michener et al., 1976). 
What an incredible moment we live in! What an important generation 
is our own! We live during the single moment of transition from stone 
tools to space ships. Until our century, the ground in many parts of the 
world had been littered with debris of our ancestors of the recently 
ended stone age: arrowheads, pottery shards, carvings, ruined temples, 
mounds that were forgotten cities. A hundred years from now, most of 
these will have been picked up, plowed under, plundered, or (in a few 
cases) preserved. We live in the last century to have abundant, 
untouched records of our ancient past. We live in the last century to 
see undiscovered tribes of aborigines living in neolithic isolation, 
unaware of a world bustling with computers, television, hot and cold 
running water, and electric lights at night (Hartmann, Miller, and Lee, 
1984). 
Today, as we contemplate the history of aerospace, we stand on the 
threshold of immense dimension, with unlimited possi bil iti es. Great 
triumphs of technology and exploration do not begin as full-fledged 
plans. They begin as dreams. Jules Verne said that what one person can 
imagine, another can do. Imagination preceeds implementation. Mart in 
Luther King, Jr. said, 11 1 have a dream, 11 not, 11 ! have a plan 11 (cited in 
Hartmann, Miller, and Lee, 1984, p. 7). Dreams preceed plans, and dreams 
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are images. It will be up to a new generation to develop the social 
modes that allow it. The older generation has produced a world where 
such ventures are possible, but where the leading nation spends roughly 
one-third of its annual budget on military security, and only 2% to 3% 
(including some from the military) on exploring its interplanetary sur-
roundings. Yet this fledgling adventure of the mind may provide the 
answer to many of the problems that afflict the Earth 1 S society today 
(Hartmann, Miller, and Lee, 1984). 
Man is going out into the universe. He goes there because he loves 
life. He goes there because he is terrified of death. He goes there 
because, as Ahab said, 11 This was rehearsed by thee and me a billion years 
before the oceans rolled 11 (cited in Michener et al., 1976, p. 87). It is 
in man 1 s genetics--he is set by genetics to do this thing and so he is 
going out. Most men are essentially optimistic about it, and he will 
make it. No one knows how far out into the galaxy man will go, but in-
deed he will (Michener et al., 1976). 
Science at its best provides us with better questions, not absolute 
answers. The more we know, the more informed we are in our speculations. 
The liberation of human beings from Earth 1 S gravity has enabled the spe-
cies to become less detached from the universe. As a result of these 
explorations, we have been able to perceive larger relations. As a re-
sult, we will have an increased sense of human uniqueness (Michener et 
al., 1976). 
The effect is philosophical. To be able to rise from the earth; to 
be able, from a station in outer space, to see the relationship of the 
planet Earth to other planets; to be able to contemplate the gift of life 
unencumbered by proximity; to be able to meditate on journeying through 
an infinity of galaxies; to be able to dwell on the encounter of the 
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human brain and spirit with the universe--all this enlarges the human 
imagination. We went to Mars, not because of our technology, but because 
of our imagination (Michener et al., 1976). 
As long as human beings do not persuade themselves that they are 
creatures of failure, as long as they can do all these things, they can 
look at the world and, beyond that, the universe, and be unafraid of 
their fellow humans, facing choices, not with dread, but with great ex-
pectations (Michener et al., 1976). 
CHAPTER II 
SPACE FLIGHT PARTICIPANT PROGRAM 
Long before the success of the Apollo 8 moon-circling mission (De-
cember 21-27, 1968), Pan American Airlines (Pan Am) and TransWorld Air-
lines (TWA) began to receive a small trickle of unsolicited requests for 
moon flight reservations. Taking these requests lightly, Pan Am began to 
make joking references to the reservation in its television and radio 
commercials and newspaper advertisements. That swelled the trickle into 
a stream which later became, after the Apollo 8 triumph, something of a 
deluge. As the number of names on the list began to run into the thou-
sands, Pan Am had to begin processing them into its computers, just as 
reservations for flights to Europe and Hawaii are processed (McCarthy, 
1968). 
While biding their time on the long and steadily lengthening waiting 
list, the would-be travelers to the moon could give some thought to 
another kind of fabulous journey, being offered as a prize in the 11 Man on 
the Moon 11 contest sponsored by Today, the Cape Kennedy daily newspaper, 
and about 200 other newspapers across the United States. The winner 
would be the contestant who guessed the precise moment--year, month, day, 
hour, minute, and second--when the first American astronaut would step 
out of his capsule and onto the surface of the moon (McCarthy, 1968). 
On January 12, 1972, National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) engineer George M. Low and NASA administrator Jim Fletcher met 
with presidential aide John Ehrlichman and President Richard M. Nixon to 
6 
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discuss the possibility of launching ordinary citizens into space. 11 The 
President liked the fact that ordinary people would be able to fly in the 
Shuttle, and that the only requirement for a flight would be that there 
is a mission to be performed 11 (cited in Low, 1972, n.p.). In summary, 
President Nixon was noted to have said, 11 . space flight is here to 
stay. Men are flying in space now and will continue to fly in space, and 
we'd best be a part of it 11 (cited in Low, 1972, n.p.). 
In 1972, Pan Am closed out a reservations list after collecting the 
names of 90,000 would-be moon travelers. Spokesmen for the airline ad-
mitted that such a trip would not be possible before the twenty-first 
century. That did not deter thousands of people, however, from playing 
the odds for a $10 to $25 registration fee. Some were assigned reserva-
tions. First on the list was Austrian journalist Gerhard Pistor, who 
walked into a travel bureau in Vienna in 1963 and put down $20 on a 
rocket flight to the moon (Tatro, 1972). 
In November of 1975, George M. Low sent a memorandum to John Yard-
ley, suggesting that he convene an innovative group to try and develop 
11 exciting payloads 11 for some of the first shuttle flights. Among the 
ideas for consideration was: 
Flying Phillipe Cousteau on an early Shuttle flight and letting 
him document on film what he sees; then, of course, a subse-
quent production of a Costeau special. Or as an alternative, 
fly Walter Cronkite and let him report what he sees from space 
(Low, 1976, n.p.). 
In June of 1976, a study team made up of representatives from the 
offices of Legislative Affairs, General Counsel, Public Affairs, Advanced 
Programs, Space Medicine, STS Operations, and the Space Shuttle Program 
continued to study the possibility of sending a 11 unique personality 11 into 
space. At this time the study group expressed concern that sending a 
unique personality into space might be misconstrued by taxpayers as a 
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misuse of tax money, or, 11 in the event of catastrophe the public may view 
the flying of a non-test pilot on a test flight as irresponsible (Prelim-
inary Report, 1976, p. 2). The study group considered the actual selec-
tion of who would fly as 11 0ne of the most troublesome aspects (Prelimi-
nary Report, 1976, p. 2). The preliminary report of the study group 
stated that: 
•. consideration has been given to the following categories 
which might yield either a unique personality in his own right 
or by virtue of his occupation or organizational affiliation: 
News Media, Popular Science, Eminent Scientist, Politician/ 
Prominent Statesman, 'Layman,' Space Science Student, Prominent 
Transportation Figure, Artist (Poet, Painter, Writer), Humani-
tarian, Entertainer. The general ground rules were that the 
individual and/or his activity in connection with OFT flight 
should produce something of high public interest as well as 
contribute to the widest practicable dissemination of informa-
tion concerning spaceflight activity and results thereof. The 
latter consideration is consistent with Section 203(a) (3) of 
the Space Act and would provide the legal basis for such activ-
ity in the event a non-space professional were chosen (Prelim-
inary Report, 1976, p. 1). 
During the next five years, official memorandums concerning the idea 
of flying a 11 unique personality 11 or a 11 Space flight participant 11 in the 
shuttle grew in numbers and in seriousness. Finally, on February 25, 
1982, NASA administrator James Beggs approached Daniel Fink, senior vice-
president of Corporate Planning and Development, General Electric Com-
pany, as to a procedure for handling the vast number of unsolicited 
applications from the public at large who wished to fly on the shuttle. 
Mr. Beggs stated that he did not think the selection should be handled by 
NASA. He suggested to Mr. Fink that an ad hoc group be organized and 
briefed on the situation and then be allowed to respond to the issue 
(Beggs, 1982). In June of 1982, Daniel Fink, chairman of the NASA Advi-
sory Council, established an ad hoc task force of the Council, chaired by 
Council member John Naugle. James Michener, Willis Hawkins, Sylvia 
Fries, and Florence Scheer, who helped formulate NASA's policy on public 
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access to space operations, and Astronaut Richard Truly were later asked 
to join the task force to provide expert help. The task force began work 
in July, 1982, and completed their work with the issuance of the 11 Report 
of the Informal Task Force for the Study of Issues in Selecting Private 
Citizens for Space Shuttle Flight 11 (Appendix A). 
The final rule adopted by NASA for flight of private citizens 
(termed 11 Space Flight Participants 11 ) established the Space Flight Parti-
cipant Evaluation Committee at NASA headquarters for directing and admin-
istering the program. That committee first met on March 15, 1984, to 
assist in completing the rule-making process and to begin considering 
setting up the first project in the program. That meeting and the next 
meeting (April 2, 1984) considered such questions as category of partici-
pant (e.g., journalist, teacher, artist), candidate flight opportunities, 
training requirements and time lines, selection procedures, and the 
announcement process. The committee unanimously recommended to the ad-
ministrator that the first opportunity should go to an educator, specifi-
cally an elementary or secondary school teacher, who would be selected on 
the basis of his or her abi 1 ity to communicate the experience and the 
meaning of space flight to the broadest segment of the U.S. primary and 
secondary school students. The NASA administrator, James M. Beggs, sub-
sequently accepted the recommendations. 
NASA to Fly Educator 
During a Department of Education ceremony recognizing 202 outstand-
ing public secondary schools, President Ronald Reagan announced: 
One area where those wonders and benefits is most apparent 
is space. lt 1 S long been a goal of our space shuttle, the 
program, to some day carry citizen passengers into space. 
Until now, we hadn 1 t decided who the first citizen passenger 
would be. But today, I am directing NASA to begin a search in 
all of our elementary and secondary schools and to choose as 
the first citizen passenger in the history of our space program 
one of America's finest--a teacher • 
• . • when that shuttle lifts off, all of America will be 
reminded of the crucial role that teachers and education play 
in the 1 ife of our nat ion. I can't think of a better 1 esson 




In the month following President Reagan's announcement, 2,500 would-
be 11 teachernauts 11 made NASA one of the most popular postal addresses in 
Washington, D. C. Most heartening for students, perhaps, was that their 
teachers were not following directions. 
The time to apply had not yet begun, and all the letters sent in 
would not be used to select the teacher who would fly in late 1985 or 
early 1986. NASA was trying to encourage people to sit tight until an 
11 announcement of opportunity 11 was readied. 
Only when the agency spelled out how applications would be made 
would the formal process of selecting a teacher begin. NASA had a re-
corded message for teachers interested in applying, and a call to that 
number clearly told them not to apply yet. One reason teachers were told 
not to apply for the Teacher in Space Project at that time was that no 
formal application had been devised, nor had any program of handling the 
forthcoming applications been developed. The reason for this was that in 
order to prevent any advanced leaks of who the first citizen in space 
might be, only President Reagan and immediate staff knew that it would be 
an educator (Ladwig, 1987). 
Immediately following President Reagan's announcement, NASA offi-
cials selected the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) to 
coordinate the selection process. The CCSSO was a nonprofit organization 
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comprised of the public official responsible for education in each state. 
State superintendents and commissioners of education in the 50 states, 
the District of Columbia, and six extra-state jurisdictions were the sole 
members of the CCSSO (Rosenblatt, 1987). 
In November of 1984, an Announcement of Opportunity (AO) (Appendix 
C) was published, and almost one-half million were distributed nationwide 
(CCSSO, 1985a). Teachers responding to the AO were sent an Application 
Packet (Appendix D). These application materials included a biographical 
information form, an essay question for the applicant•s philosophy of 
teaching, an essay question for the applicant to describe how the experi-
ence could best be shared during the post-flight period, an essay ques-
tion describing the experiment the teacher proposed to conduct during the 
shuttle mission, a medical standards summary, a legal agreement summary, 
and a Privacy Act notice. Incorrect or incomplete applications were 
automatically disqualified and could not be resubmitted. Materials other 
than the application itself were not considered (CCSSO, 1985a). 
Over 450,000 Ao•s for the Teacher in Space Project were distributed 
in November, 1984, by NASA and the CCSSO (CCSSO, 1985a). Almost 46,000 
teachers responded to the announcement and were sent applications. 
During the application period (December 1, 1984 to February 1, 
1985), 11,416 applications were submitted to the Teacher in Space Project 
for review. Of this total, 10,690 appilcations met the basic eligibility 
requirements (CCSSO, 1985a). 
Of the 114 nominees, 59 were male and 55 were female (Appendix E). 
Seventeen of the applicants were elementary school teachers, 20 taught at 
the middle school leve.l, and 77 were high school teachers. Thirty-four 
taught humanities, 41 taught high school science, 16 were middle school 
science teachers, 4 taught high school mathematics, and 2 taught middle 
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school mathematics (CCSSO, 1984). The average number of years taught was 
14, and the ages ranged from 27 to 65 (Current News, June 25, 1985). 
Among these teachers were doctors, authors, Fulbright scholars, a young 
woman who had climbed the Himalayas, and at least one grandmother (Appen-
dix I). 
To state that all were eager to fly would be an understatement. One 
man wrote that he would go even if they had to strap him onto the outside 
of the shuttle. Most wrote lengthy, polished statements enumerating the 
benefits a flight on the shuttle would have on their lives. Others ex-
pressed enthusiastic sentiments explaining what they had to offer the 
space program. One gentleman simply stated in his application that the 




The CCSSO worked with the state department of education in all 50 
statest the District of Columbiat three territoriest and three federal 
agencies in selecting the 114 candidates gathered in Washington during 
the week of June 22-28. 
While in Washingtont each of the 114 nominees met with members of the 
National Review Panel. Recruited by Terri Rosenblattt director of the 
Teacher in Space Project for the CCSSOt the members of the National Re-
view Panel included three former astronautst a former U.S. Commissioner 
of Educationt three university and college presidents and administrators, 
a former state governort a former U.S. congresswoman, four educators, a 
former NASA officialt two professional actors, and a physicist (Appendix 
F). The 14 men and 6 women represented governmentt education, science, 
medicine, businesst sportst and the arts. Among them were LeRoy Hay, the 
1983 National Teacher of the Year; former astronauts Donald Slaytont 
Eugene Cernan, and Harrison Schmitt; the presidents of Duke Univerisity, 
American Universityt and Vassar; Dr. Robert Jarvik, the inventor of the 
art ificia 1 heart; Wesley Unseld. a former profess iona 1 basketba 11 player; 
and actress Pam Dawber, the television girlfriend of Mark, the extrater-
restrial from Ork in Mark and Mindy (Rosenblatt, 1987). Some of the 
choices appeared logical; others seemed less sensible. When asked about 
the decision to include Pam Dawber and Wes Unseldt Rosenblatt (1987) 
rep 1 i ed: 
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Pam knew what it was like to become famous overnight. She 
knew what it was like to leave a hotel room for a cup of coffee 
in the morning and get mobbed before reaching the 1 obby. She 
could tell the teachers how winning this thing would change 
their lives, and she could ask each of them if they were ready 
for it. As for Wes Unseld, well, Wes knew the importance of 
being a team player and what it takes to be one. He would know 
which teacher had the stuff that it would take to work closely 
with the rest of the crew and to take orders from the crew 
conmmander (n.p.) 
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The 20 panel members were divided into five teams of four members 
each (Appendix G). Panel members evaluated 22 to 24 of the 224 applica-
tions before going to Washington. Each panel member also reviewed five-
minute videotapes of each nominee. 
On June 26 and 27, the National Review Panel gathered in Washington 
to meet informally with all 114 nominees and to conduct 15-minute per-
sonal interviews with the 15-16 candidates assigned to their subcomit-
tees. Each of the five subcoiTIIIittees met the morning of June 27 and 
selected the top four candidates from their group. Each subcommittee 
then reviewed the videotapes of the top four candidates selected by the 
other subcommittes. The full National Review Panel then met to choose 
the 10 finalists. State and agency nominees not selected as finalists 
would serve as educational resources for their state educational agency. 
National Awards Conference 
One hundred and thirteen nominees (one nominee had left teaching 
after being selected and was then disqualified) attended a teacher work-
shop and orientation program which was held from June 22 to June 27, 
1985, in Washington, D.C. (Ladwig, 1987). The workshop was designed to 
inform the participants of current developments in the Aeronautics and 
Space Education Program and related materials available for classroom use 
(Appendix H). 
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Because NASA could offer the shuttle flight experience to only one 
of the teachers, the agency felt that it was important to provide appro-
priate recognition and educational opportunities to all of the nominees. 
Accordingly, at the opening banquet for the awards conference, Mr. Beggs 
reminded the candidates: 
You are all winners, whether you fly or not. That is why 
tonight we are appointing you all Ambassadors from the space 
program to your states, your districts, your schools, at home 
and abroad--wherever you can reach young minds. As our Ambas-
sadors to young America, we hope you will spread the word that 
space has become not just a place we visit, but a place where 
we are learning to do new, exciting and useful things to bene-
fit 1 ife on Earth. We hope you wi 11 share with our young 
people the opportunities and promise of the space program, and 
the excitement we all feel as we move to push back this new 
frontier with a permanent presence in space (cited in Ladwig, 
1985 t p. 6). 
Following the banquet, astronaut Michael Smith, who would pilot Mission 
51-L on which the Teacher in Space would fly, briefed the teachers on the 
objectives of that special mission (Ladwig, 1985). 
NASA 1 S associate deputy administrator, Ann Bradley, who also served 
as the chairperson of the Space Flight Participant Evaluation Committee, 
concluded the conference program by challenging the assembled teachers to 
return to their respective states and participate actively in their roles 
as Space Ambassadors. Referring to the nominees as the 11 Class of 51-L, 11 
in honor of the flight on which the teacher would fly, Ms. Bradley in-
vited all the applicants to attend a class reunion at the Kennedy Space 
Center in January to witness the launch and to participate in an advanced 
level education conference. With assistance from astronaut Robert Over-
meyer, Ms. Bradley presented each teacher with a certificate which recog-
nized them as nominees for the Teacher in Space Project (Ladwig, 1985). 
To prepare the Space Ambassadors for their new role and to enable 
them to ignite the imaginations of their students, the conference agenda 
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included major present at ions as well as workshops. The presentations 
featured key officials who discussed the nation's space program from a 
perspective of past accomplishments, future plans, and matters of policy 
(Appendix H). 
On Sunday, June 23, Alan Ladwig, manager of the Space Flight Par-
ticipant Program, announced that the winner would report for training in 
early September, more than four months before lift-off. He told them: 
It's a big commitment. Please understand what you're getting 
yourselves into, and don't say we didn't warn you. We can't 
afford to have you come up in the middle of training and say, 
• Well, I • ve had second thoughts about this and I want to go 
home.• That's not part of the deal (Ladwig, 1987, n.p.). 
After Ladwig's lecture, the teachers split into four groups, each named 
for a shuttle: Atlantis, Challenger, Columbia, and Discovery. They 
spent the afternoon in workshops-- 11 Living Aboard the Space Shuttle, 11 
11 Flying Aboard the Space Shuttle , 11 11 Looking Toward the Heavens 11 {NASA, 
June 22, 1985). They then passed the evening dining and dancing on a 
cruise down the Potomac (Hohler, 1986). 
On Monday, NASA's public affairs director Frank Johnson addressed 
the teachers. He told them that they would be required to give auto-
graphs and to make more appearances that they would wish. Of course, the 
unsaid fact was that the life of the first private citizen in space would 
no longer be private. For the next year, and maybe more, the winning 
teacher would be the most visible spokesperson for a space agency that 
relied on public support for its $7.6 billion budget. And that meant 
that they had better be prepared for the press. To help the teachers 
adjust to media demands, Johnson had brought along Walter Pfister, a 
broadcasting journalist who had coached most of NASA's top management and 
its astronauts {Hohler, 1986). 
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Chester Lee, director of NASA's customer service division, explained 
to the teachers that NASA's inability to stay on schedule made it 
increasingly difficult to sell cargo space on the shuttle. Mr. Lee 
stated that, while they wanted to maintain their schedule, it took second 
place to safety. He went on to explain the review procedures, including 
flight maintenance reviews, where their top management ensured that 
everything poss i b 1 e had been done to prevent unacceptab 1 e risks on the 
most heavily instrumented vehicle in the world (Hohler, 1986). 
Following Lee's lecture, the teachers marched single file into the 
press conference, where they lined up on risers, 23 to a row, shoulder to 
shoulder, and posed for the cameras. That evening they walked to the 
National Air and Space Museum. On a movie screen which was five stories 
high and seven stories wide, they watched "The Dream isAlive," a spec-
tacular 37-minute portrait of space flight that had been produced from 
footage of three earlier missions. They looked over Judy Resnik's shoul-
der as she released a communications satellite into orbit. They saw her 
eating and sleeping in space. They watched as Bob Crippen and Dick Sco-
bee tried to maneuver the Challenger to within arm's reach of a dist-
ressed satellite, the shuttle's maneuvering fuel running dangerously low. 
They witnessed the glory of a launch, a space walk, and a landing, and 
many shed tears of exhilaration (Hohler, 1986). 
The next morning, NASA flew in two astronauts--Resnik and Joseph 
Allen--to share the wonders of space flight. Resnik and Allen repre-
sented the new breed of astronaut: men and women who possessed the right 
stuff, not because they were fearless aviators but because they were 
scientists, people who knew computers and lasers as well as pilots knew 
dead-stick landings. They each had flown in space, and now they had come 
to show and tell (Hohler, 1986). 
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The next experience for the teachers was a trip to Capito 1 Hi 11. 
Just back from his journey, the first sitting senator in space, Jake Garn 
of Utah, had invited the teachers to hear him explain the gl aries of 
space travel, and to meet their representatives. The flight had reduced 
the rest of his 1 ife to a trifling afterthought, Mr. Garn told them. 
But, he warned with a foreboding frown about the rigors of training, 
particularly the 11 vomit comet 11 (Hohler, 1986). 
The next afternoon the teachers rode to the White House. The presi-
dent was in a humorous mood, and as the teachers sipped iced tea and 
lemonade in the East Room, he quoted a British Royal Astronomer who said 
two years beforethe first 11 Sputnik" was launched, "Space travel is utter 
bilge" (cited in Hohler, 1986, p. 89). Invoking another expert, Reagan 
said, 11 The acceleration which must result from the use of rockets inevi-
tably would damage the brain" (cited in Hohler, 1986, p. 89). He then 
told the teachers: 
Your shuttle doesn't blast off for awhile yet, so there•s still 
time to back out. By the way, for the lucky one who does go up 
in the Shuttle, I· have only one assignment--take notes--there 
will be a quiz after you land (cited in Hohler, p. 89). 
The President then praised the teachers and their role the space program 
by saying: 
You save our past from being consumed by forgetfulness and 
our future from being engulfed in ignorance. When one of you 
blasts off from Cape Canaveral next January, you will represent 
hope and opportunity and possibility; you will be the emissary 
to the next generation of American heroes. And your message 
will be that our progress, impressive as it is, is only just a 
beginning: that our achievements, as great as they are, are 
only just a launching pad into the future. Flying up above the 
atmosphere, you'll be able to truly say that our horizons are 
not our limits, only new frontiers to be explored (cited in 
Hohler, 1986, p. 89). 
The party was nearly over for the class of 51-L. At the closing 
ceremonies in the hotel ballroom the next afternoon, William Nixon, 
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NASA's education chief, gave each teacher a NASA pin, a Teacher in Space 
patch, and a "Space Ambassador's Kit" (a duffel bag stuffed with 50 
pounds of slides, videotapes, books, and more educational material than 
they could use in a year). Alan Ladwig paid them a final tribute, and 
then Terri Rosenblatt explained that 10 of them could expect a call at 
home the next day. The judges were deciding which 10 (Hohler, 1986). 
The 20 judges--the actress and the basketball star, the astronauts 
and the college presidents, the inventory and the rocket scientist--had 
gathered in a conference room that NASA had borrowed from the Office of 
the Controller of Currency in a building next to the hotel. The deliber-
ations lasted for several hours as the judges reviewed applications and 
videotapes, compared interview notes, debated the merits of substance and 
style, and lobbied for their personal favorites. By the time they had 
finished, most of the teachers were on their way home (Hohler, 1986). 
Ten Finalists Named 
Early the next morning, Terri Rosenblatt began notifying the 10 
finalists. Each winner was told to keep the news a secret until Monday, 
when they would be introduced by NASA at a press conference in Washing-
ton, D.C. Rosenblatt then told each winner that they would report to the 
Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas, in one week for physical and 
psychological testing and a brief encounter with an astronaut's training 
regime. Those who were still interested in space flight would be inter-
viewed the following week by a committee of senior NASA officials. Then 
there would be a winner (Hohler, 1986). 
On Monday, NASA administrator James Beggs presented the 10 finalists 
to the media (Appendix H). Among them was a Fulbright scholar, a world 
explorer, a beauty pageant winner, a politician, and a Girl Scout leader. 
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Training for Space Flight 
The 10 finalists traveled to NASA's Johnson Space Center in Houston 
on July 7, 1985. They were booked for six nights at the Super 8 Motel 
three miles from the Space Center. NASA could have afforded more elegant 
logding, but the finalists faced a rigorous schedule and they needed no 
distractions. And the Super 8 Motel was the last place reporters would 
look for them (Hohler, 1986). 
On Monday they began the most intensive physical and psychological 
tests of their lives: pressure tests; high-altitude tests; respiratory 
tests; claustrophobia tests; psychiatric tests; strength tests; dental 
tests; blood tests; urine tests; and more prodding, poking, and probing 
than they had ever imagined. And then they were to face the clincher--
the vomit comet. "Some of them had a romanticized view of what they were 
getting into," Rosenblatt said. "Pretty soon they were grappling with 
the fact that this was a major commitment, something that could change 
their lives" (cited in Hohler. 1986, p. 93). 
Early Tuesday morning, a government van whisked the 10 finalists to 
NASA's "high-tech holy land," a 1600 acre compound of bright green grass, 
man-made ponds. and a hundred cream-colored concrete buildings that stood 
on streets with names like Gamma Link and Beta Link (Hohler, 1986). 
Most of Johnson Space Center's 13.000 workers were scientists, en-
gineers, and technicians. Everyone spoke a cold, abbreviated language 
that required a dictionary to decipher. 
If you asked for a TACO at the Johnson Space Center, you 
got 'a test and checkout operation.' TLC had nothing to do 
with affection--it meant 'telecommand'--and LSD was 'low speed 
data.' But, if someone mentioned MT, you needed more than a 
dictionary. You needed a clue. Did they mean magnetic tape 
or a master timer? A master todl or a mechanical technician? 
Maybe mean time, mission time or mountain time? Maximum 
torque, perhaps? Or mission trajectory? 
confusing. 
It was all very 
Now the TIS (teacher-in-space) candidates who hoped to be 
aboard STS (shuttle transportation system) flight 51-L ( 1 5 1 
means that the mission was budgeted in the 1985 fiscal year, 
1 1 1 that it would lift off from the Kennedy Space Center and 
1 L1 for the twelfth letter of the alphabet, that it would be 
the twelfth mission of the fiscal year) upon L/0 (lift-off) 
from 1 aunch pad 398 at KSC (Kennedy Space Center) were at JSC 
to see the MOs. 'NASA? 1 asked Barbara Morgan. •what is that: 
the National Association for the Suggestion of Acronyms? (Hoh-
ler, 1986, pp. 100-101). 
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The candidates started the day at Building 8, where each one donated 
seven vials of blood, answered 668 questions about their medical history, 
and spent three hours submitting to X-rays, an eye test, a dental 
checkup, Dr. Hein 1 s dreaded proctology examination, a pulmonary-function 
study, and a series of procedures they had never heard of, including a 
musculosketal test in which technicians measured every inch of their 
bodies. 11 My gosh, 11 said Christa McAuliffe, 11 they even know the height of 
my bellybutton 11 (Hohler, 1986, p. 101). 
Next came the treadmill. Each candidate had a dozen electrodes 
attached to their body, a blood-pressure gauge to their arm, and breath-
ing apparatus to their head. Each wore a green hospital smock, white 
ankle socks, and jogging shoes. Moving slowly at first, at an easy 
stroll pace, the treadmill gained speed until the easy stroll turned into 
a trot and then to a vigorous jog. Some tried to grip the railings, but 
the technicians forbade it. Instead, they had to drape their arms over 
them and run until the machine slowed to a stop 13 minutes later {Appen-
dix J). 
The teachers faced the press the next morning--the networks, the 
dailies, the magazines, the hometown papers, the wire services, and the 
cameras. They rushed from one interview to another, posing before a mock 
shuttle the astronauts used for training. They politely answered the 
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quest ions; they were eager to cooperate. They gushed, giggled, smiled, 
and explained what teachers do and why each wanted to be the first 
teacher to go into space. 
The teachers excused themselves. It was time for the claustrophobia 
test. A personal rescue sphere (PRS) lay in Building 37 on an observa-
tion room•s floor (Hohler, 1986). Since only two space suits fit on 
board the shuttle, NASA expected the commander and the pilot to slip into 
the space suits in case of emergency. The rest of the crew would then be 
zipped into the thick, inflatable nylon balls and carried weightlessly to 
another shuttle or an orbiting space station. 
At present, the PRS was a test laboratory. a tiny dark bubble in 
which the teachers were fitted with transmitters and electrodes and 
zipped in, one by one, to determine how they might react aboard the shut-
tle. where the living space--kitchen, bathroom. sleeping area, living 
room, and recreation area--measured 10 feet by 13 feet; no place for 
claustrophobia. No one told them when they would be released (Hohler, 
1986}. 
Morgan passed the time by humming Bach•s Brandenburg Con-
certo No. 4. 1The magic of Bach played in my head and I re-
laxed and enjoyed myself,• she said. •My EEG readouts probably 
looked like sheet music.• 
Foerster felt • embronic • in the bubble. • It was dark and 
warm,• he said, •and I started fantasizing that I was lost in 
space. • 
Methia, who was mildly claustrophobic, entered the ball in 
terror, but even he managed to keep his composure. 
When the technicians unzipped Christa McAuliffe fifteen 
minutes after zipping her in, she asked if she could take the 
ball home with her (Hohler, 1986, p. 104). 
The next morning, the teachers went back to school. For five and a 
half hours they attended crash courses on the perils of space flight--
decompression sickness, hyperventilation, respiratory and circulatory 
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problems, spatial disorientation, hypoxia, and more. They scribbled 
notes, bombarded the instructors with questions, and volunteered for all 
the demonstrations. Even Christa, who had never completely conquered her 
childhood motion sickness, wanted so badly to impress NASA•s instructors 
that she volunteered for a ride on the spatial disorientation chair, a 
sort of earth-bound vomit comet. 
The purpose of the automated chair was to help astronauts prepare 
for the first dizzying moments of weightlessness in space. Christa 
climbed in, fastened her safety belt, and closed her eyes. The chair 
started to spin, quickly gaining speed, and within seconds it spun so 
fast that she thought, seat belt or no seat belt, she would be hurled 
halfway across Texas. Then her inner ear started to revolt and she lost 
her equilibrium. 
•Are you still spinning?• the instructor asked her after 
awhile. 
•No?• she said, hoping for her stomach•s sake that she 
wasn • t. 
•rake a look,• he said. 
Sure enough, the room spun faster than the carnival rides 
that had turned her stomach twenty-five years earlier. She 
suddently felt ill. She wanted to get off. She wanted to lie 
down. She wanted to go home. She wanted no part of the vomit 
comet (Hohler, 1986, p. 105). 
Which, of course, was what all this was leading up to. But now it 
was time for the altitude chamber--a ghastly green cylinder that turned 
fingers blue and stole one•s sense of reason. An instructor drilled the 
finalists for several hours about the chamber. An emergency aboard the 
KC-135 or the space shuttle could lead to hypoxia, he told the group, an 
oxygen deficiency in the body tissue that was characterized by such symp-
toms as blurred vision, dizziness, a tingling sensation, incoordination, 
hyperventilation, and personality changes that included belligerence and 
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euphoria. Each person experienced different symptoms, but for that per-
son the same symptoms would always recur. The purpose of the altitude 
chamber was for them to learn their symptoms and how to respond to them. 
11 When you recognize the symptoms, you must get oxygen immediately, 11 the 
instructor said. 11 People die from hypoxia 11 (Hohler, 1986, p. 106). 
The chamber was large enough for 10 teachers, 4 instructors, and 
Ladwig, who had decided to ride the KC-135 as well. Wearing oxygen 
masks, they sat across from each other on steel benches, breathing pure 
oxygen for 25 minutes to purge their bodies of nitrogen that could create 
deadly bubbles in their blood. They used the time to adapt to the masks, 
which required them to forcibly exhale instead of inhale, reversing their 
natural breathing patterns. Some of them adapted better than others 
(Hohler, 1986). 
Once the stee 1 doors had been 1 ocked and the oxygen sucked out of 
the sealed chamber, the occupants climbed to a simulated height of 6,000 
feet. From there the teachers experienced a simulated plunge of 1,000 
feet to be sure they could clear their ears. Then they soared to 35,000 
feet and descended to 28,000 feet, where the test began. The occupants 
on one side of the chamber removed their masks first. 
St i 11 haunted by his 11 personal demon 11 --a mild cas,e of cl austropho-
bia--Dick Methia feared the altitude chamber more than the personal res-
cue sphere, he said, because he 11 didn•t fully understand what was going 
to happen, and once I realized there was no escaping, the idea of physi-
cal danger became even more acute 11 (Hohler, 1986, p. 107). 
At 28,000 feet, the oxygen was so thin that the symptoms of hypoxia 
appeared quickly. Methia, like the other teachers, held a sheet of 
paper on which he was to record his symptoms as he answered a series 
of questions: name, address, telephone number, and several basic 
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mathematical problems. As the other teachers recognized their symptoms, 
they replaced their masks and replenished the oxygen in their bodies. 
Methia did not (Hohler, 1986). 
His personality had changed. The instructors noticed his fingers 
turning an icy blue from a lack of oxygen and told him to replace his 
mask. He refused. They ordered him to replace his mask and again he 
refused. Then they tried to replace it for him, but he resisted. 11 1 
don•t need your help, 11 he said. 11 l 1 ll do it. 1•11 do it. 11 Finally, 
they overpowered him and replaced it. 11 1 became extremely arrogant, 11 he 
said later. 11 Had I been a pi lot, I would have arrogantly crashed my 
plane 11 (Hohler, 1986, p. 107). 
Once Methia came to his senses, the teachers on the other side of 
the chamber removed their masks. No one else reacted as Methia had, and 
the teachers were dismissed. But some of them still felt uneasy about 
the KC-135; others suddenly felt more confident. 
"I learned more in that chamber than just the symptoms of hypoxia" 
Morgan wrote later in her hometown newspaper, the Central Idaho Star 
News. "I learned to trust the equipment. I knew I could trust the in-
structors. There is no way that NASA would put ten innocent teachers in 
danger" (Hohler, 1986, p. 107). 
The teachers moved from the altitude chamber into a decompression 
chamber, where they experienced a sudden decompression from 8,000 feet to 
30,000 feet. It began with a loud bang, and the chamber quickly filled 
with fog, just as it would, the instructor said, if the cabin of their 
aircraft suddenly lost pressure. No one had a problem, and everyone left 
smiling. 
The next day the teachers toured Mission Control, and wriggled into 
the mock space shuttle at Building 9A. They ate lunch in the Space 
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Center cafeteria with several NASA officials and astronauts Bob Crippen, 
Dale Gardner, and Judy Resnik. As the teachers left the cafeteria, an 
army of autograph seekers mobbed them. 
No one in the history of U.S. manned space flight had left the 
launch pad without clearance from Or. Terrence McGuire, NASA 1s consulting 
psychiatrist. The agency 1s flight safety record was perfect, but McGuire 
needed to be sure that everyone who boarded the shuttle, particularly the 
first space flight participant, could tolerate high-level stress. 
How high? 
1Threat to life, a real emergency, 1 McGuire told Neil 
Chesanow of New Woman magazine. 1Everything is going fine, and 
then suppose--well, a seal breaks. And suddenly you 1re in big 
trouble. In a situation like that, you need clarity of mind 
and the ability to move now 1 (Hohler, 1986, p. 110). 
NASA had never shot an ordinary person into space, so in the teach-
ers1 case, McGuire also needed to know whether they had the ability to 
get along with the crew for four months of training and six days in or-
bit. He judged each of the teachers over a one hour written examination 
and a two hour personal interview. 
1Astronauts are· extremely intelligent, highly trained 
individuals, 1 he said. 1Most have their doctorates in some 
hard science. They are a very perfectionist, very adventure-
some group of people. They expect good performance, good judg-
ment, logical thinking, dedication to the mission, and relia-
bility. You need a person who can fit in1 (Hohler, 1986, p. 
110). 
The morning of the KC-135 flight, the teachers were up at daybreak. 
Following breakfast, they rode to nearby Ellington Air Force Base for the 
final briefing and the flight. The KC-135 would produce weightlessness 
by flying in a parabolic arc, shaped like the big dipper of a roller 
coaster. After climbing six miles high, the pilot would shift into a 
power dive, plummeting at a 45-degree angle that created twice the force 
of gravity, similar to the force shuttle riders felt upon lift-off and 
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landing. At the bottom of the dive, he would pull up the nose and coast 
for 30 to 40 seconds. The jet would not be supported by gravity, and the 
occupants would not be supported by the plane. They would be weightless, 
the closest nine of them would come to the feeling of space flight. 
After being reviewed on the emergency escape procedures, including 
the parachutes, the teachers were reminded about the frequency of illness 
aboard the jet, and each was handed ah air sickness bag. They received a 
dose of Scopedex, a combination of scopolamine, to help prevent air sick-
ness, and dexedrine, to prevent the drowsiness caused by the scopolamine 
(Hohler, 1986). 
At 9:00 a.m., a half hour before the flight, the teachers pulled on 
black combat boots and green fatigue jumpsuits and boarded the KC-135. 
Minutes later the jet soared six miles above the Gulf of Mexico and 
turned into the 11 grandaddy roller coaster of all time. 11 All but Christa 
unbuckled themselves from their seats in the rear of the jet and moved 
into the hollow cushioned area of the cabin that stretched 30 feet toward 
the cockpit. As the jet dived, they struggled against the increased 
force of gravity. Then the nose rose suddenly and they were free. They 
were floating (Appendix K). 
Resnik and Dale Gardner, another veteran astronaut, emptied a bag of 
toys--tennis balls, paper airplanes, pieces of string, a water bottle, a 
Frisbee--and the teachers fro 1 i eked in 40 seconds of free-form aeri a 1 
gymnastics, bouncing off the walls, somersaulting through the cabin, even 
skimming a Frisbee across the ceiling (NASA, June, 1986). 
During its two hours in the air, the jet dived 27 times, and Michael 
Metcalf, the former Air Force pilot, lost his breakfast early in the 
flight. Ladwig fared no better, and Christa felt queasy. Upon landing, 
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the teachers smiled for the cameras on the runway, but the flight crew 
hurried them on. It was lunch time (Hohler, 1986). 
After lunch the teachers changed into their street clothes and faced 
the press in an auditorium at the Space Center•s museum. Two dozen re-
porters sat in the front of the auditorium, and twice as many tourists, 
many of them children, sat in the back. The teachers sat in alphabetical 
order on the stage. One by one they talked about what the ride had meant 
to them. When the press conference ended, the children in the back of 
the auditorium bounded down the aisles to the stage, eager for autographs 
and full of questions (Hohler, 1986). 
After they had signed their last autographs, the teachers hurried to 
Mission Control to watch the final minutes of the 43-hour countdown to 
Challenger•s eighth flight. Only senior NASA officials, a flight crew•s 
immediate family, and representatives of companies with cargo aboard the 
shuttle were usually allowed to observe a launch from the heavily guarded 
communications room, but NASA had made an exception for the teachers. 
They settled into plush theater seats at the back of the room as the 
countdown continued (Hohler, 1986). 
With six seconds to go, Challenger•s three main engines ignited in 
rapid succession, roaring and belching sun-bright flames. Three seconds 
later, a sensor detected a faulty coolant valve and suddenly the engines 
shut down. Challenger trembled on the launch pad as hoses cooled the 
engines with thousands of gallons of water, sending a mammoth steam cloud 
ballooning from beneath the vehicle. Fullerton ordered the crew to un-
strap their flight harnesses and prepare for an emergency escape (Ladwig, 
1985). 
In the mission control viewing room, the teachers sat mesmerized, 
waiting for the danger to pass. Then Crippen tried to describe the 
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crew 1 s frustration, and Ladwig mentioned the risks of space flight before 
asking if any of them wanted to withdraw from the competition. No one 
did (Ladwig, 1987). 
That night, their last in Houston, the teachers packed for a quick 
trip to the Marshall Space Flight Center in Alabama before entering the 
last leg of the space race--a flight to Washington for their final inter-
views and the announcement of the winner. 
Weary from the week in Houston, they arrived for a celebration in 
Huntsville, home of the Marshall Space Flight Center and birthplace of 
the booster rockets that sent Alan Shepard aloft, Neil Armstrong to the 
moon, and a fleet of space shuttles safely into orbit. It was July 13, 
1985, the Space Center 1 s 25th birthday, and the teachers joined 3, 000 
employees and townspeople for an anniversary picnic in the steamy summer 
heat (Ladwig, 1985). 
Before they had time to digest their hot dogs, the teachers were 
whisked across a parking lot to sample the rides at the U.S. Space Camp. 
Dressed in astronaut blues and space camp baseball caps, the teachers 
each landed a shuttle simulator on a video runway and placed an American 
flag on a mock moon by riding a mechanical arm to the roof of the domed 
camp. The teachers toured the Alabama Space and Rocket Park. Then they 
tried two more rides. The first was a multi-axis chair that rotated more 
violently than the spatial disorientation chair in Houston. None of the 
teachers was anxious to try it, but none of them dared to pass it up. 
The knew NASA was watching. {Ladwig, 1987). 
All 10 teachers tried the chair and only two became ill--Bob Foer-
ster and Christa McAuliffe. Foerster went to lie down in a nearby 
dormitory while Christa stayed, trying to recover in time for the next 
ride--the Lunar Odyssey, a centrifuge that spun at about 35 mph to 
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simulate gravitational force stronger than shuttle riders felt upon lift-
off (Ladwig, 1987). 
The Lunar Odyssey simulated a flight to the moon. A circular cham-
ber would spin, pushing the occupants back in their seats as a narrator 
described tht:: journey and video images of the mission flashed on the 
domed ceiling. The riders experienced the roar of the 1 ift-off and the 
silence of space travel. The adventure lasted about 15 minutes (Ladwig, 
1987}. 
Selecting Who Would Fly 
Just after dusk, the 10 teachers boarded a NASA jet for a flight 
from Huntsville to Washington, where only 45 minutes of the next five 
days really mattered. In a lphabeti ca 1 order--from Beres to Wenger--the 
teachers would walk three blocks from the L1 Enfant Plaza to NASA 1 s white 
marble headquarters and face the space agency 1 s brass in the final inter-
views. Each of them would get 45 minutes, no more, no less (Hohler, 
1986). 
The teachers met no actresses or basketball stars on this trip. 
NASA 1 s selection committee (Appendix L) consisted of seven senior offi-
cers, among them the general counsel, the external relations pfficer, the 
equal opportunity supervisor, the space flight director, and Ann Bradley, 
the committee 1 s chairperson. Like the earlier judges, they had studied 
the videotapes and the applications of each candidate, but none of that 
mattered much anymore. What they needed to know was which one of the 
finalists could best promote the space program and handle the pressure--
the time away from home, the media, the training, the flight. Once and 
for all, they planned to find out (Rosenblatt, 1987). 
• Some of our questions were intended to throw them off 
guard so we could see how they reacted,• Bradley said. •we had 
never chosen someone like this before, and we knew whoever we 
picked was going to get a lot of attention. Some reporters 
aren•t too kind, you know.• 
Most of the questions were familiar: •what•s going to 
happen to your family?• •How would you feel about living out of 
a suitcase for several months?• •oo you see yourself as an 
inspiration to people?• •How do you know the shuttle won•t 
scare you?• 
•what do you mean by that?• they wanted to know. •what do 
you mean you think~on•t you know?• 
•Politics never came up,• said Robert Nysmith, a member of 
the selection committee. • It was a zero consideration.• 
Bradley had blocked out severa 1 hours for the judges to 
deliberate, but they needed only a few minutes. Their first 
vote was unanimous (Hohler, 1986, p. 124). 
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The committee forwarded its recommendations to Mr. Beggs, who was 
res pons ib le for the final decision on who the first citizen in space 
would be. Consistent with the presidential participation in launching 
the Teacher in Space Project, it was determined that the public announce-
ment of the nation•s first space Flight Participant should also receive 
Executive Branch attention (Ladwig, 1985). 
That night, across the river in Maryland, NASA•s chief administrator 
James Beggs lay in bed and wondered about the recommendation the selec-
tion committee had made to him earlier in the day. He told them he would 
sleep on it, and by breakfast the next morning he had decided to accept 
their recommendation (Hohler, 1986). 
Christa was going up in space. Ladwig (1987) stated: 
All the teachers were outstanding people, but some of them 
concentrated too much on how wonderful it would be to fly in 
the space shuttle, rather than on how they would use the ex-
perience to get teachers excited about the space program. 
Christa was the one who most clearly understood what we had in 
mind (n.p;). · 
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Dr. Terrence McGuire, NASA 1 s psychiatrist who judged each of the 
teachers in Houston, would not reveal the details of the interviews be-
cause of the confidentiality of the doctor-patient relationship, but said 
that each of the teachers had passed his test and that he had ranked them 
in order of their psychological suitability as a space flight partici-
pant. Christa had ranked the highest. Of Christa, Dr. McGuire said: 
In my opinion, she was the most broad-based, best balanced 
person of the ten. A lot of people just don•t see themselves 
as being okay these days. Someone 1 ike Christa has a more 
objective view of who she is and what she•s about. That means 
understanding and accepting her vulnerabilities as well as her 
strengths. That doesn•t mean she thinks she•s perfect, that 
she isn•t changing or doesn•t want to change. But she has a 
good ide a of who she is, and what she sees is pretty good. 
That•s very unusual today. I know this doesn•t sound very 
scientific, but I think she•s neat (cited in Hohler, 1986, 
p. 111). 
Of the selection in Washington in June, Christa•s judges had nomi-
nated her first, and none of the others had protested. Konrad Dannen-
berg, one of the four judges that interviewed her, said: 
She was outgoing, very enthusiastic. I think we all were 
very favorably impressed by her spirit, her speaking abilities 
and her ideas about communicating the space experience. The 
judges who didn•t interview her saw those qualities in her 
application and her videotape. She was chosen quickly (Hohler, 
1986, p. 90). 
On July 19, the finalists met Secretary of Education William Ben-
nett, who offered to substitute teach one day at the school of the win-
ning teacher. The teachers were tucked away in a conference room on the 
seventh floor at NASA headquarters. Lunch was delivered, the door 
closed, everyone in the room believed no one else in the city knew where 
they were hiding (Hohler, 1986). 
Minutes later, a reporter walked in. 
winner?• he asked. 
• Any word yet on the 
Suddenly, the ten teachers and their two NASA protectors 
were on the run, whispering and tiptoeing through the tiled 
corrridors, their movable feast on a squeaky cart, searching 
for another hideout. 
The name of the first private citizen in space was hot 
news, particularly in cities that claimed a teacher in the 
final ten. The Washington Post, with finalists from Virginia 
and Maryland, sent its top NASA writer and a White House re-
porter after the name. In Christa's hometown, the Concord 
Monitor tried everything: the reporter they had sent to Wash-
ington, friends at the Post, friends in the Senate, Christa's 
husband. They tried them twice, sometimes three times, with no 
success. 
The answer was now in room 7002 of NASA headquarters, an 
unoccupied office overlooking a Holiday Inn. Amid a clutter of 
boxes and dusty computers, the teachers sat on couches, finish-
ing roast beef sandwiches and lukewarm soads. They had made 
their final phone calls and now chatted, waiting to learn the 
winner's name before being whisked to the White House. 
In room 7002, Christa sat next to Niki Wenger. Nearby sat 
Ann Bradley. Her job was to tell the teachers who had won, and 
she was waiting for the right opportunity. It was a little 
after noon on July 19, 1985. 
As Bradley sipped from a can of Coke, Christa told Wenger 
about her husband, Steve. Steve believed his unusual house-
keeping methods made him the perfect star for a sequel to Mr. 
Mom, and he joked about writing the 'Space Husband's Cookboo~ 
featuring a chapter on 'Snickers: The Forgotten Breakfast 
Food.' When Christa started tb tell Wenger about Steve's ro-
mance with cornflakes, Bradley lowered her Coke can and cut her 
off. 
'Excuse me, Christa,' she blurted out, 'but you better 
tell your husband to stock up on a lot more cornflakes.' 
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The other teachers looked at each other like puzzled students. 
Bradley kept staring at Christa. 'You're the one. You're 
going,' Bradley said. 'You're the one going up in space' (Hoh-
ler, 1986, pp. 7-8). 
Christa was not the brightest of the 10 finalists. One of them was 
a prize-winning playwright and poet; another had been invited by the 
French government to study language, literature, and culture there for a 
year. Most of them had graduated from schools more prestigious than 
Christa's alma mater of Framingham State College. One had even graduated 
Phi Beta Kappa from Stanford University. 
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On paper, some of them seemed to push Christa to the back of the 
class. There was a former fighter pilot, a film producer, and a world 
adventurer. Several of them knew much more about space and science than 
Christa knew, and the projects most of them had proposed for the six-day 
journey made Christa•s idea of keeping a diary look pretty ordinary. 
Which, of course, was the difference. Christa was the girl next 
door, and more. No other finalist matched her potential for getting 
NASA•s message across to so many people. Christa was the one who could 
speak to and be understood by the middle-aged accountant in Portland, 
Oregon, who never watches television but is home with the flu; a truck 
driver who just made a run from Chicago to Orlando and is winding down 
with a beer and a few minutes of television; the 83-year-old widow in 
Queens, New York, who watches television all the time because she has 
nothing better to do (Ladwig, 1987). 
Christa needed help, and with Steve out of reach she needed her nine 
friends to rally around her on the day she faced the nation. As she 
started to explain that she might need them for a much longer time, Brad-
ley picked up on another cue: 11 Excuse me, but Christa•s really going to 
need a support person over the next few months, someone who can serve as 
sort of a cheerleader. So, Barbara Morgan, you•re the alternate 11 (Hoh-
ler, 1986, p. 11). 
There was no glitz in Barbara Morgan•s world. She rarely wore 
makeup, her clothes were simple and tasteful, and for fun on a Saturday 
night she played the flute in a small chamber orchestra. The finalists 
called her a cheerleader because of her uncanny knack of knowing exactly 
when and how to lift the spirits of a slumping colleague. 
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So Christa and Barbara, the girl next door and the cheerleader, 
would represent the five billion people of the world who had never en-
tered space (Appendix M). 
•By the way, did you write an acceptance speech?• Beres 
asked Christa as the teachers gathered. 
1 0h m•gosh, no,• Christa said. 1 I forgot.• 
She had also forgotten her hair brush and lipstick, which 
she borrowed from her friends before the ten of them and two 
NASA administrators squeezed into a pair of gray government 
station wagons for a ride to the White House. Christa composed 
her victory statement on the way. 
At once Christa seemed to be a traditional mother and a 
daring pioneer. The space shuttle never tempted her as a 
billion-dollar carnival ride. Christa loved her husband and 
children too much to dash away for a year of high-tech fanta-
sies. She went to Washington because she wanted to teach about 
a new frontier, about personal challenge and about the power of 
her much-maligned profession. 
•Imagine me teaching from space, all over the world,• she 
said. •Touching so many people•s lives--that•s a teacher•s 
dream• (Hohler. 1986, pp. 11-12). 
On July 19, in the Roosevelt Room of the White House, Vice-President 
George Bush introduced Christa McAuliffe, the high school social studies 
teacher from Concord, New Hampshire, as the individual who would repre-
sent America•s teaching profession on this, the ultimate field trip. 
Barbara Morgan, an elementary school teacher from McCall, Idaho, was 
announced as the backup candidate (Ladwig, 1985). 
For two weeks, NASA media experts had lined up the teachers in al-
phabetical order or made sure they divided the men and women. This time 
the teachers were on their own, and Christa stood closest to Bush. 
Beggs said it was not easy picking a winner, but 11 l 1 m confident that 
when the shuttle lifts off, our winning candidate will soar with it right 
into the hearts and minds of young people around the country, indeed, 
around the world 11 (Hohler, 1986, p. 14). The vice-president then 
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introduced Morgan, shaking her hand and presenting her a trophy, a bronze 
statuette of a teacher pointing a student toward the stars. Then he 
raised his voice a notch. 11 And the winner, the teacher who will be going 
into space, is Christa McAuliffe" (Hohler, 1986, p. 14). Christa shook 
his hand, cradled a trophy like Morgan•s, and waited for Bush to step 
back from the podium. She leaned toward the microphone (Appendix N). 
The team spirit that had developed among the finalist candidates 
was evident at the ceremony. Upon accepting a trophy from the vice-
president, a tearful but exuberant Chr.ista proclaimed, 11 l 1 ve made nine 
wonderful friends over the last two weeks, and when the shuttle goes, 
there might be one body, but there•s going to be ten souls that J•m tak-
ing with me 11 (Hohler, 1986, p. 14). 
CHAPTER IV 
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L 
Carrying the first Space Flight Participant into space would not be 
the only first for Challenger, whose lift-off would mark the first use of 
pad 39-B for a shuttle launch. Pad B was last used for the Apollo-Soyuz 
Test Project in July, 1975, and had since been modified to support the 
shuttle program. 
While the launch of high school teacher Christa McAuliffe brought 
renewed national attention to a sagging shuttle program, the TIS Program 
was not the only business at hand for 51-L. The 25th space shuttle mis-
sion also included a science payload programmed for 40 hours of comet 
Halley observations and the second of NASA•s Tracking and Data Relay 
Satellites (TORS-B). 
The TDRS-B would be the second TORS advanced communications space-
craft to be launched from the orbiter Challenger. The first was launched 
during Challenger•s maiden flight in April of 1983. The concept of using 
advanced communications satellites was developed following studies in the 
early 1970s which showed that a system of communication satellites oper-
ated from a single ground terminal could support the space shuttle and 
other low...,.earth orbit space missions more effectively than a worldwide 
network of ground stations. 
For the Spartan-Halley mission, NASA•s Goddard Space Flight Center 
and the University of Chicago • s Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space 
Physics (LASP) had recycled several instruments and designs to produce a 
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high-yield space craft to watch Halley's Comet when it would be too close 
to the sun for other observatories to do so. By recording ultraviolet 
light emitted by the comet's chemistry when it was closest to the sun and 
most active, scientists would be able to determine how fast water is 
broken down by sunlight, search for carbon and sulfur and related com-
pounds, and thus understand how the tail evolves. This single instrument 
could provide scientists with more knowledge about comets than had been 
gathered since 340 B.C., when Aristotle taught that comets were part of 
the earth's atmosphere (Littmann and Yeomans, 1985}. 
Aboard Challenger, payload specialist Greg Jarvis would perform 
experiments to investigate fluid dynamics in microgravity. Hughes hoped 
that these experiments would improve their understanding of how fluids 
act in orbiting spacecraft and could therefore lead to the design of more 
efficient and less costly spacecraft. 
The first legal tender American coinage would also make the trip 
into space. Two complete sets of the newly-minted U.S. Liberty coins 
would be aboard the Challenger. The Liberty coins--a silver dollar, half 
dollar, and $5 gold coin--were minted by authorization from Congress to 
honor the Statue of Liberty's centennial anniversary in 1986 and to help 
raise funds for the restoration and future maintenance of the statue and 
Ellis Island. They were the first and only government-issue coins to 
feature the Statue of Liberty (NASA, January, 1986}. 
Training for the 51-L 
On September 9, Christa Mcauliffe and Barbara Morgan reported to the 
Johnson Space Center to begin four months of preflight training. The 
training for Space Flight Participants was to be the same as had been 
developed for the Payload Specialist candidates (Appendix D). The 
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requirements included 114 hours of activities designed to familiarize the 
candidates with the orbiter environment, safety procedures, flight opera-
tions, and crew systems. During the training cycle, the teachers would 
be prepared for the mission through self-study of workbooks and video 
tapes, classroom briefings, simulators, and flights on the KC-135, a T-38 
jet, and the Shuttle Training Aircraft (Ladwig, 1986). 
They were to be trained as payload specialists, shuttle guests who 
had thus far fallen into three categories: engineers for private com-
panies with cargo aboard the shuttle, foreign dignitaries, and American 
politicians. Their formal training was to last 114 hours, about the time 
it took a student to comp 1 ete Christa 1 s 11 Women 1 s Hi story 11 course and a 
tiny fraction of the time it took an astronaut to prepare for space 
flight. They would spend 12 hours in the shuttle mission simulator, fly 
in supersonic jets, and ride the vomit comet, but mostly they would learn 
the basics--how to work, eat, sleep, and go to the bathroom in space 
(Ladwig, 1985). 
The teachers chose wardrobes before they trained. They were fitted 
for sky-blue flight suits, sturdy black boots for the launch, and 
leather-soled wollen moccasins for flailing about in weightlessness. 
They picked up their red, white, and blue helmets and tried on the in-
flatable rubber pants that would keep their blood circulating during the 
plunge back to earth (Appendix P). They selected personal items that 
ranged from a toothbrush and skin cream to a Swiss army knife and a 
sleeping mask (Ladwig, 1985). 
On their second day of training, the teachers critiqued NASA 1 S space 
cuisine, sampling some of the 140 food and beverage items Christa could 
order for her orbital meal (Appendix Q). They graded them from 1 to 10, 
with 10 being at the top of the scale. Christa gave a 5 to a powdered 
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strawberry breakfast drink, a 7 to the rice pilaf, and 8 to scrambled 
eggs, a 9 to Texas barbecued beef, and a 9+ to her favorite--broccoli and 
cheese. Christa gave none of the 40 samples less than a five, admitting 
that 11 after cafeteria food, everything tastes terrific 11 (Hohler, 1986, 
p. 161). 
About half of their 114 hours of training was book work--lessons on 
how to read the 50-pound flight data file; how to enter and exit the 
shuttle; how to operate the cameras (Appendix R), the galley, and the one 
million dollar toilet; how to do everything in a weightless environment, 
from capping toothpaste to extinguishing a fire. When a lesson was fin-
ished, a computer test was taken. If the test was passed, a reward was 
given--a supersonic jet ride; a session in the KC-135; a morning in the 
shuttle simulator; or most often, a day in the shuttle mock-up, an earth-
bound reproduction of the actual orbiter (Hohler, 1986). 
The mock-up helped Christa and Barbara memorize the floor plan of 
the flight deck and the mid deck beneath it. Each 1 earned where to find 
her color-coded food tray, her clothes locker, and her sleeping bag. 
They familiarized themselves with the galley and the bathroom. They 
learned the location and range of the cabin 1 s mounted cameras. They 
prepared to turn the middeck into history 1 s first cosmic classroom (Hoh-
ler, 1986). 
Crew of the 51-L 
Christa 1 s crew mates turned out to be just who Alan Ladwig, the 
manager of the Space Flight Participant Program, had been looking for 
when he asked that they accompany the first teacher into space (Ladwig, 
1987). There was Dick Scobee, a teacher 1 s husband, the first enlisted 
man to rise through the ranks to the astronaut corps. There was Mike 
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Smith, who had a master's degree in science and three children in Hous-
ton's public school system; Greg Jarvis, a satellite engineer for the 
Hughes Aircraft Company; Judy Resnik, a doctor of electrical engineering; 
Ellison Onizuka, an aerospace engineer who was the astronaut's liaison to 
NASA's Shuttle Student Involvement Program (SSIP); and Ronald McNair, who 
spoke louder and more often than any of them about the power of knowledge 
(Hohler, 1986). 
A school teachers' son, McNair had studied his way from the cotton, 
tobacco, and bean fields of a small town in South Carolina to the cosmic 
frontier. McNair was a symbol of a modern age. The second black Ameri-
can to reach space, Ron had graduated from a segregated high schoo 1 at 
the age of 16, earned a Ph.D. in physics from the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, and studied laser physics in France. He had married a 
teacher and spent his adult life urging young people to do what he had 
done, to push themselves (Luxenberg et al., 1986). 
11 Yes, I did go to the very school you are now attending •.. 11 McNair 
wrote to students at his former elementary school after his first space 
flight in 1984 (cited in Luxenberg et al., 1986, p. 100). He went on to 
say: 
Yes, it is true, astronauts are usually from New York, Los 
Angeles, Philadelphia, and Boston. But let the fact that one 
of them is from LAKE CITY, S.C., serve as a lesson to you that 
it doesn't matter where you come from, who your relatives are, 
how much money you have or who you are. Whether or not you 
reach your goals in life depends entirely on how well you pre-
pare for them and how badly you want them (cited in Luxenberg 
et al., 1986, p. 100). 
The moment he chose to leave his small world and compete against the best 
and the brightest at MIT, he said, he became a winner: 
Not because I went to MIT. Many people go to MIT who are not 
winners. Not because I finished MIT. Many people finish MIT 
who are not winners. I became a winner because I was wi 11 ing 
to hang it over the edge and just dangle it, just a little bit. 
That's why I say to you students . . • be a winner. Hand it 
over the edge (cited in Luxenberg et al., 1986, p. 114). 
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Even after the thrill of space flight ("God, I felt like I was born 
there, 11 Hohler, 1986, p. 163), McNair had considered teaching at the 
University of South Carolina, and upon his return to Massachusetts he had 
urged the state legislature to increase teacher's salaries. Christa saw 
a kindred spirit in Ron McNair (Hohler, 1986). 
McNair's personality reflected his interests. A fifth degree black 
belt karate champion, he had won an Amateur Athletic Union gold medal, 
taught martial arts for several years, and had even studied their scien-
tific foundations as a physicist at the Hughes Research Laboratories in 
California. He played the saxophone in the "Contra Band," and 18-piece 
group of Space Center employees, and in jam sessions at Houston clubs. 
In training, he was cool and in control. His conversation was a product 
of his curiosity; idle chatter bored him. · Questions came easily. He 
asked Christa about her home, her family, her students, her dreams. 
One day McNair asked Christa where she saw herself in 10 years. 11 I 
guess I see myself in New Hampshire and in education, maybe in adminis-
tration or curriculum development, 11 she answered. 11 1 want to have a 
bigger impact on the system and how it works." McNair asked, 11 Do you 
think you could make a bigger impact than you'll make with this mission? 11 
Christa replied that she wasn't sure, but she couldn't wait to find out 
(Hohler, 1968, p. 163). 
Dick Scobee had worried Christa. She knew her sudden rise to fame 
had bred contempt among not just a few people in the space agency. She 
knew her promise to "humanize" space travel had not set well with astro-
nauts who also claimed to be human. She knew she was an outsider who had 
been thrust into one of the world's most exclusive clubs without a vote 
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by its members. Little had frightened her as much as the thought of the 
crew rejecting her as a public relations gimick, a useless commodity who 
had yanked a seat out from under one of their brethren. She wondered 
just how deeply they resented her and she wondered most about Scobee 
(Hohler, 1986). 
At first sight, Scobee seemed like the astronauts of her youth, 
wholesome and handsome, tall, blue-eyed, and ruggedly built, with a 
square jaw and an air of self-confidence. And right from the start, 
Scobee left no doubt that he was in charge, that Christa was a member of 
the team--that she had been chosen for a space mission, not a carnival 
ride. "Those are no firecrackers they•ll be lighting under our tails," 
he told her, "those things are for reaP (Hohler, 1986, p. 149). 
Scobee eased up, however, and Christa soon realized that he was not 
the macho jet jacky she had feared. He was much like her, an ordinary 
person who had accomplished the extraordinary. Scobee, the son of a 
railroad engineer, had been more interested in planes than trains as a 
youngster. He had enlisted in the Air Force right out of high school and 
had served as a propeller mechanic in San Antonio. He had met June Kent 
there at a Baptist church hayride, and they were married a few months 
later. He was 20 years old; she 16 (Hohler, 1986). 
Attending mostly night classes, Dick Scobee spent six years earning 
a degree in aerospace engineering from the University of Arizona. Then 
his career began to take off. He earned his Air Force wings, flew a 
combat tour in Vietnam, and qua 1 ifi ed for the elite Edwards Air Force 
Base, the original home of the "right stuff." Still, Scobee figured he 
was too tall (six foot one), too old (31), and too inexperienced (five 
years of flying) to ever become an astronaut. He was wrong. 
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Scobee had gone to Washington to review the preliminary plans for 
Christa•s shuttle lessons. After talking to her for awhile, he began to 
see a little of himself in her, a person of modest background and modest 
talents who had maintained humility in the face of extraordinary success. 
He liked her. He explained that his wife was a professor at the Univer-
sity of Houston and was thrilled about the Teacher in Space Program, even 
though teachers above the high school level had not been allowed to ap-
ply. He told he that he liked her lesson plans, and he asked her about 
her family. When she told him that her daughter Caroline was entering 
kindergarten that fall, Scobee told her that she could report a few days 
late for training so she could see her children off to their first day of 
school. He admitted that he might have mellowed a bit since he had re-
cently become a grandfather (Hohler, 1986). 
Later, he said to Christa: 
You know, shuttle missions are taken for granted these days, 
but this one is unique. No matter what happens, this mission 
will always be remembered as the teacher-in-space mission, and 
you should be proud of that. we•re all proud of it 11 (Hohler, 
1986, p. 150; Appendix S). 
Greg Jarvis was a friendly, unassuming man who was balding, color 
blind, a bit chubby in the midsection, and wanted nothing more than to 
fly. Jarvis would have flown already had it not been for politics. Like 
Christa, he had won a contest. Jarvis had been selected over 600 other 
Hughes engineers to become a payload specialist assigned to fly with one 
of the company•s satellites on the shuttle Discovery six months earlier. 
But because he had been bumped from the flight after two months of train-
ing by Senator Jake Garn of Utah, the shuttle and the satellite had left 
without him. Garn had been chairman of the subcommittee that oversaw 
NASA • s budget. Jarvis had then been reassigned to fly with a Hughes 
satellite on the Co 1 umbi a in December, but then he had been bumped by 
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Representative Bill Nelson of Florida, who was head of the House Subcom-
mittee on Space Science and whose congressional district included the 
Kennedy Space Center.· Jarvis then landed on Challenger. Hughes had sent 
up 19 satellites on the space shuttle, but none would fly on mission 51-L 
(Ladwig, 1987). "You look at an astronaut, who is just about a perfect 
human being, and here you are, your hair falling out, and they call you. 
It•s like a dream" (Luxenberg et al., 1986, p. 130). 
Christa soon learned that Jarvis was a fitting addition to the 
teacher•s mission. A tireless student who planned·to carry banners from 
his alma maters (Northeastern University and the State University of New 
York at Buffalo) into space, Jarvis had continued to take evening courses 
at the age of 41, and he was working on a thesis for his second master•s 
degree when he arrived in Houston. He had arranged to carry the diploma 
aboard the shuttle and to receive the first degree conferred in space. 
Once, before he had decided on an engineering career, Jarvis had consid-
ered teaching history (Luxenberg et al., 1986). 
Christa liked Greg Jarvis. He was a regular guy. He drove a rust-
ing 1968 Dodge Dart and spent hours riding his bicycle with his wife, 
Marcia, along the coast near their home in Hermosa Beach, California. He 
and Christa visited often at Peachtree Lane. They drank wine and talked 
about Boston, where he had lived in a basement apartment on Beacon Street 
while attending Northeastern. They talked about ice cream, his addiction 
to banana splits, and Christa•s penchant for peppermint (Hohler, 1986). 
A complex woman, Judy Resnik had spent her life excelling in a male-
dominated world. She had been a straight A student and the only girl in 
the mathematics club at Fir~stone High School in Akron, Ohio. She had 
decided against a career as a concert pianist, instead pursuing mathe-
matics and science at Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh, where she 
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graduated near the top of her mostly male class. In 1978, after earning 
her doctorate in e lectri ca 1 engineering at the University of Maryland, 
Resnik and five other women had broken the exclusively male ranks of 
NASA 1 s astronaut corps. She was proud and independent, and she credited 
only herself for her success. She bristled when people decribed her as 
the 11 Second woman in space 11 or as 11 the first Jewish astronaut. 11 11 I am an 
astronaut, 11 she said. 11 Not a woman astronaut. Not a Jewish astronaut. 
An astronaut 11 {Luxenberg et al., 1986, p. 88). 
She had another side as well. At Carnegie-Mellon she had been se-
1 ected the runner-up to the homecoming queen. At the Space Center she 
was known as J. R. She worked hard, she played hard, and she was in-
tensely private about almost everything. Everything, that is, except her 
unrequited love for the actor, Tom Selleck. Resnik 1 s crewmates on her 
first space flight had surprised her by taping a poster of Selleck to the 
inside of the shuttle 1 s bathroom door. 11 Excuse No. 1, 11 it said on her 
coffee cup, 11 I 1m saving myself for Tom Selleck 11 {Luxenberg et al., 1986, 
p. 93). 
Judy Resnik had little use for the space flight participants, she 
told friends. She believed congressmen were just 11 invading our space, 11 
' 
and asked, 11 What are we going to do with these people? 11 {Luxenberg et 
al., 1986, p. 95). But, she admired the teachers. She had even grown 
fond of them {Luxenberg et al., 1986). 
Ellison Onizuka, the grandson of Japanese immigrants who had worked 
on sugar plantations in Hawaii, lived less than a few blocks from Dick 
Scobee in a modest, brown-brick, track-style house in the Meadowgreen 
subdivision. It was the first house he had owned, and when he was not 
watching his two daughters p 1 ay in the 1 oca 1 youth soccer 1 eagues or 
puttering with his car in the driveway, Onizuka was tending a garden in 
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his small back yard. Besides his As ian-American features, he hardly 
looked like the astronauts of Christa•s youth. He was short and rather 
pudgy, with a receeding hairline and long sideburns. He often wore jeans 
and white socks to work. Onizuka had a reputation as an exacting engi-
neer, but he was one of the most popular astronauts among civilians and 
fellow members of the corps at the Space Center. Before each of his 
shuttle launches, Ellison gave the staff at Mission Control a box of 
pineapples, papayas, and macadamia nuts to enjoy during the flight. He 
organized parties at Pe-Te•s Cajun Restaurant, and hosted a real Hawaiian 
luau each year in his back yard (Hohler, 1986). 
Pilot Mike Smith jogged through his lakeshore neighborhood, water-
skied with his wife and three children, and attended Sunday morning Bible 
classes at a Baptist church a short walk from the Space Center. During 
the last prelaunch interview, a reporter had asked Smith how he felt 
about waiting five years to fly on a shuttle. "Well, it•s been a little 
bit long," he said, "but we were told it was gonna be five years when we 
got here, so what can I say?" When asked if his three children were 
excited about the launch, he replied, "Sure. They•re really anxious to 
get to Florida so they can go to Disney World. 11 When everyone had 
stopped laughing, Scobee mentioned that Smith had been chosen to fly 
Challenger again nine months after mission 51-L. 11 Will you be the com-
mander?11 Smith was asked. "No, I 1 ll be the pilot again, but that•s all 
right with me, 11 he said. 11 If they want to fly me every nine months, 
that•s just great 11 (Hohler, 1986, p. 204}. 
Although Scobee had already given Christa the crew•s blessing, her 
other crewmates accentuated it soon after she arrived for training. To 
her surprise, they asked her to 1 eave the room one day before a photo 
session. She returned to find them wearing shorts, short-sleeved shirts, 
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white knee socks. and black mortarboards with dangling tassels. They 
toted apples and Cabbage Patch Kid lunch boxes. Resnik had a child's 
purse on her shoulder. and they had brought Christa's teddy bear. Radar. 
given to her by the producers of Sesame Street. They put a NASA cap on 
Radar. gathered around Christa. and smiled for the cameras. Christa 
laughed. They liked her. and she knew it. She had said from the start 
that she would never pretend to be an astronaut. She had told them she 
had won the ride of a lifetime and that she intended to go as a team 
player. Now the crew had accepted her. and she had never been prouder 
(Hohler. 1986}. 
So here they were. the crew of 51-L (Appendix T}. among them a mili-
tary pilot. a Jewish woman. an Asian-American. a Black. and a mother--
symbols of NASA's commitment to carry America's cultural rainbow toward 
the stars (Hohler. 1986; Appendix U}. 
Lessons From Space 
For its part. NASA developed lesson plans (Appendix V) and publica-
tions to augment its programs designed to assist teachers in educating 
their students about science and technology in general and the space 
program in particular. The activities encompassed mission-related cur-
riculum materials. teacher guides. films. video tapes. laser discs. lith-
ographs, posters, and a special edition of NASA's quarterly newsletter, 
Report to Educators (NASA. Winter. 1985). 
Much of the content for these educational initiatives were built 
around the onboard activities that Christa was to conduct during the 
mission. As a Space Flight Participant. she would be allowed one mid-
deck stowage locker. The two cubic foot locker capacity would carry the 
equipment and supplies for Christa's in-orbit classroom. 
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Planning for the onboard events began in August when the 10 final-
ists met in Washington, D.C., to develop a list of potential activities 
for Christa to conduct during her six-day field trip. Working with 
Christa, the STS 51-L crew, the JSC mission planners, and the Teacher in 
Space Project Manager, William Nixon had worked to establish the basis 
for a classroom in space to fit within the locker constraints and flight 
plan capabilities {Nixon, 1987). 
The course activities included both live broadcast and filmed 
events. The first lecture, 11 The Ultimate Field Trip, 11 was to have taken 
place on mission day four as the orbiter Challenger circled the earth at 
a 153-mile orbit. The objective of the lecture was to acquaint the audi-
ence with the comparison of daily life on the shuttle to daily life on 
earth. During the 20-minute period, Christa was to take viewers on a 
tour of the shuttle and describe the support systems and their use. 
Highlights of the tour were to include a look at the flight deck controls 
and systems to include a review of the role of the mission commander and 
pilot. From the flight deck, viewers would also gain a crews-eye view of 
the cargo bay and a description of the objectives for the 51-L mission 
(Ladwig, 1985). 
Floating 11 below11 the middeck, viewers would tour the Waste Manage-
ment System and observe the crew demonstrating hygiene techniques. For 
the previous five years, NASA had sponsored the Shuttle Student Involve-
ment Project (SSIP), which provided opportunities for high school stu-
dents to propose experiments to be flown on the shuttle. The SSIP 
experiments on the 51-L mission, as well as experiments sponsored by pro-
fessional scientists, would be discussed as part of the middeck tour 
{Ladwig, 1985). 
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The preparation and techniques of microgravity e&ting would also be 
demonstrated. The need to exercise in space would be emphasized, as a 
crew member goes for a 17,000 mile per hour jog on the treadmill. The 
field trip would conclude with at look a how crew members use their lei-
sure time and how they tuck themselves in for a sleep period (Hohler, 
1986). 
An exciting aspect of the field trip was to include a two-day hookup 
of the lecture with two classes of students on earth. Not only would the 
students observe the lecture live, but they would also be given the op-
portunity to ask Christa questions about the mission (NASA, Winter, 
1985). 
The second live lecture opportunity was proposed to occur on mission 
day six, 11 Where We•ve Been, Where we•re Going--Why? 11 would give the audi-
ence a better understanding of why we utilize and explore space. During 
the lecture, Christa would demonstrate the advantages of manufacturing in 
the micro-gravity environment. To illustrate the unique physical prop-
erties of space, Christa would demonstrate how elements react when mixed, 
such as water and oil, crystal growth formation, and the reaction of 
fluids (NASA, Winter, 1985). 
With a look ahead to a permanent presence in space, the space sta-
tion concept would be reviewed. The reasons for a modular design of the 
station would be discussed, as well as what factors must be considered 
when developing a habitable environment. Questions would be raised on 
aspects of daily life that would differ on long-term missions, either on 
the space station or on colonizing trips, as well as what new technology 
might be required (Hohler, 1986). 
In addition to the live broadcast lectures, several of Christa•s 
ongoing activities would be filmed for post-flight dissemination. 
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Demonstrations of these topics would be recorded for 16-mm film and 35-mm 
still photography (NASA, Winter, 1985). 
Christa spent hours in the shuttle mock-up, practicing her field 
trip through the cabin and her lesson on the value of space flight. 
Several weeks into the training, she performed her first dress rehearsal. 
Standing on the mock-up's flight deck, Christa smiled and greeted viewers 
with a brief narrative of what she would be showing on her tour of the 
shuttle's flight deck. 
Her next stop would be the rear of the flight deck, where she would 
point out a window to the payload bay, explain that it was big enough to 
hold a school bus, and describe its cargo--a communications satellite, 
which was to have been deployed over Hawaii 10 hours into the mission, 
and an observation satellite, which was to.have been released to study 
Halley's comet on the third day of the flight, and retrieved on the fifth 
day (Hohler, 1986). 
Then she would float down to the middeck to discuss the bathroom and 
sleeping bags. Ron McNair would be waiting at the galley to demonstrate 
how the astronauts injected hot or cold water into plastic containers for 
their food and drinks. He would sip quickly from one of the drinks, then 
open a clothing locker so Christa could describe the fishnet restraints 
that kept the clothing from floating away. Near the end of the lesson 
she would float to the treadmiil and talk about the need to exercise in 
space. As she spoke, the rest of the crew would float to the middeck, 
encircle her and hold hands while she assembled a model space station and 
described the next generation of space flight (Hohler, 1986). 
She would explain that as the Challenger passed over Mexico, an 
observation satellite NASA had launched nine years earlier was making the 
first close encounter with Uranus, providing more information about the 
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planet in a day than astronomers had learned in the 205 years since it 
was discovered. Christa would then discuss the satellite that the Chal-
lenger's crew had deployed to study Halley's comet on its first pass by 
the earth in the space age. And she would mention the network of commu-
nications satellites that had turned the earth into a global village. 
Un 1 ike the first 1 essen, the second one waul d be confined to the 
middeck. She would illustrate how space benefits manufacturing by shak-
ing a bottle of oil and water, than a bag of marshmallows and M and M 
candies, to demonstrate that neither liquids nor solids separate in 
weightlessness as they do in gravity, allowing at least 70 combinations 
of metals to be created in space that could not be created on earth. She 
would explain that insulin was easier to produce in weightlessness and 
that space had improved medical research b,y allowing scientists to de-
velop latex micron beads that measure tiny bacteria or viruses in the 
bloodstream. Three student experiments were to fly on Challenger, she 
would explain, including one that required 12 Leghorn eggs and an incuba-
tor for a study on the effects of weightlessness on chicken embryos. Its 
purpose was to help determine how animals (humans among them) reproduced 
in space. It was sponsored by the Kentucky Fried Chicken Company (NASA, 
1985). Both her lessons would end with a five-minute question-and-answer 
period with students from Concord High School and Barbara Morgan's school 
in Idaho. 
Television viewers were to be able to access the live lessons in two 
ways. Individuals with a satellite dish could receive the lessons di-
rectly from the RCA satellite (Satcom F-2R, Transponder 13). The satel-
lite had an orbital position of 72 degrees West Longitude, a frequency of 
3954.5 MHz vertical polarization, and an audio monaural of 6.8 MHz (Lad-
wig, 1985). 
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A second way to view the live lessons would have been through the 
Public Broadcasting Service (PBS}. NASA and PBS reached an agreement for 
PBS to carry the live lessons via a second satellite, Westar IV, Trans-
ponder 12. PBS offered the programs to member stations, which were 
requested to preempt regular instruct iona 1 television or class room pro-
gramming that day to carry the lessons live. Westar IV was to downlink 
the lessons from the Satcom F-2R satellite (Campion, 1985). 
Another opportunity to involve students and teachers with the mis-
sion would be built around NASA 1 s Mission Watch Program. Co-sponsored 
with Satellite Communication for Learning Worldwide (SCOLA), Mission 
Watch would provide a program whereby schools with access to satellite 
dish antennas would receive information regarding the mission two weeks 
in advance of the launch. Information sent to the schools would include 
orbiter charts, a profile outlining the mission objectives, the crew 
schedule, and instructions on how to access the satellite that would 
broadcast the Mission Watch Program (Ladwig, 1985). 
Prior to launch, backup candidate Barbara Morgan hosted a one-hour 
educational satellite broadcast during which mission managers and princi-
pal investigators gave briefings on the cargo and experiments assigned to 
51-L. Students from selected schools would be able to call in and ask 
quest ions of the principal investigators of the experiments. Students 
throughout the nation would be able to participate in Mission Watch and 
look in on the activities of the crew during the entire mission (Ladwig, 
1985). 
CHAPTER V 
POLICY DECISIONS ON CONTINUATION OF THE TEACHER 
IN SPACE PROGRAM 
Following the explosion of the Challenger, NASA was confronted with 
strong and continuing refrains from the public at large that the space 
program be resumed as a moral commitment to the deceased crew members of 
the Challenger. Many appeals were made to continue the Teacher in Space 
Program as well. Several complex issues had to be seriously weighed, 
including the feelings of the grieving family members of the crew and the 
NASA family. Moreover, the print and broadcast media were probing and 
speculating about literally every aspect of NASA 1 s action or inaction. 
The development of a policy analysis paper by the Educational Affairs 
Division for Dr. William R. Graham, then acting administrator of NASA, 
was the principle means for delineating the key issues for resolution 
(Ladwig, 1986). 
The first issue was whether a decision could be made to continue the 
Teacher in Space Program without knowing what caused the Challenger acci-
dent, how long it would take to correct it, and when a teacher would 
realistically be. expected to fly again, given other projected critical 
mission requirements. Dr. Graham 1 s decision on February 13, 1986, to 
continue to Teacher in Space Program was based on three factors. 
The first factor was the policy guidance of President Reagan who, in 
his January 28, 1986, message to the nation said that there would be more 
teachers in space. He reaffirmed this position during a February 7, 
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1986, visit to the Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Tech-
nology in Alexandria, Virginia, in announcing planned development of the 
National Aero-Space Plane, popularly referred to as the 11 0rient Express. 11 
He said: 
I don't believe that this tragedy in any way should affect 
the policy we had. The space program belongs to all of us and 
to the people and the people can benefit and you bet, teachers 
are still on the list to go up (Ladwig, 1986, p. 7). 
The second factor was the realization that the three underlying 
goals of the Teacher in Space Program were then being and could be fur-
ther actualized, independently of when the next teacher would fly. The 
goals were: to use aeronautics and space as a catalyst to enhance all 
subject areas and grade levels of our education system; to increase 
awareness in the education collll1unity of the impact of technology and 
science on this country's future in preparing students for the future; 
and to increase the prestige of the teaching profession. These goals 
represent an ongoing process rather than a single event. A teacher fly-
ing on the shuttle as part of the Challenger mission was, as noted by 
Bruce Murray (former head of NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory), an appro-
priate symbol of the importance of education (Rogers, 1986). The deci-
sion to continue the program was made in consultation with major 
education organizations such as the U.S. Department of Education, the 
National Education Association (NEA), the American Federation of Teachers 
(AFT), and the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) (Ladwig, 
1986). 
The third factor was whether the backup candidate, Barbara Morgan, 
should be asked to assume the mantle of the next Teacher in Space desig-
nee. Since her credentials for the position had been well established 
through the initial competitive selection process, and she had trained 
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side-by-side with Christa McAuliffe, Barbara was a logical candidate. 
Although deeply hurt by the loss of her close friends, Ms. Morgan demon-
strated during the crisis a level of courage and inspiration, composure, 
educational commitment, and articulation that led the acting administra-
tion to offer her the opportunity to be the next Teacher in Space when 
flights were safely resumed. After consultation with her own family and 
the other families of the crew members, Barbara Morgan accepted the offer 
(Ladwig, 1986). 
The second issue was whether the eight teacher finalists would con-
tinue their one-year contracts with NASA (September 1, 1985 through Au-
gust 31, 1986) and be extended, since the Teacher in Space Program ~as to 
continue. With four months remaining on their contracts, on April 14, 
1986, after two months of deliberation, the acting administrator decided 
to extend their contracts for an additional year, through August 31, 
1987. This action was consistent with the earlier decision to continue 
the Teacher in Space Program, and would allow the finalists to complete 
their specific educational projects, as well as help NASA respond to the 
many requests for public presentations to schools and professional and 
civic organizations around the country (Ladwig, 1986). 
Teacher in Space Designee 
The original Teacher in Space plan was that Christa McAuliffe, after 
completing the Challenger mission, would travel extensively throughout 
the country to share the experience of space flight with teachers, stu-
dents, and other groups and organizations. In add it ion, present at ions 
were to be made at local, state, and national organizations; interviews 
were to be conducted with newspaper, television, and radio media. 
Teacher in Space designee Barbara Morgan not only assumed Christa 
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McAuliffe's post-flight schedule, but conducted an intensive and exhaus-
tive public speaking schedule in her own right. 
In a remarkable display of inspiration, poise, and graciousness in 
handling a barrage of emotional and probing questions, Ms. Morgan, during 
the seven-month period from March, 1986 through August, 1986, traveled to 
20 states, some two or more times, and made over 70 public appearances to 
audiences totaling in the thousands, and to all of the major television 
networks. Scores of requests for speaking engagements either had to be 
declined or transferred to the finalists. The content of her presenta-
tions varied, depending upon the type of audience (i.e., teachers, ele-
mentary or secondary students, college students, national professional 
associations, and civic organizations). Frequent themes covered the 
personal lessons that she learned from each member of the Challenger 
crew, which had learning implications for all people, a narrated video-
tape covering the preflight training of Christa and the finalists, an 
underscoring of the importance of strengthening and supporting the teach-
ing profession, and the need for students to prepare for the future by 
upgrading their efforts in science and mathematics courses, as well as 
all educational disciplines (Ladwig, 1986). 
Barbara Morgan often fielded tough questions about the cause of the 
Challenger accident, her personal feelings and those of the crew members' 
families, her judgment about NASA management, and inquiries about the 
future of the space program and when she expected to fly on the shuttle. 
As the weeks and months evolved and the public healing process advanced, 
Ms. Morgan increasingly conveyed the message that: 
•.. it is time for us to stop looking back at the Chal-
lenger accident and move forward. • . . We can keep reacting 
to the accident or we can do what we need to do • • . get a 
vision, move on, and make the space program something to be 
proud of (Ladwing, 1986, p. 8). 
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Audiences often responded with standing ovations, personal testi-
monies of support, and teachers frequently displayed an uplifted sense of 
personal esteem in identifying Barbara Morgan as 11 one of us 11 (Ladwig, 
1986, p. 8). This was clearly consistent with one of the main goals of 
the program--to raise the prestige of the teaching profession. 
Eight Finalists 
While Christa and Barbara were busy training for mission 51-L, NASA 
had not forgotten the other eight of the original 10 finalists. Under 
the auspices of Educati anal Affairs and Oklahoma State University, con-
tractual agreements were signed by each of the eight finalists to work 
with NASA for one year. Each teacher was assigned to either NASA head-
quarters or one of their several research centers (Appendix W). 
Each teacher was assigned a NASA Aerospace Education Specialist. 
These specialists served as mentors to the teachers and conducted inten-
sive training sessions· so that the teachers would become accurate in 
their knowledge of present space activities. 
The teachers proved to be enthusiastic students and zealous advo-
cates of NASA 1 s space program. In addition to the 11 usual 11 activities 
such as presentations to Rotary groups, classrooms, television appear-
ances, magazine and newspaper interviews, several of the finalists par-
ticipated in some not so 11 usual 11 activities. 
Judy Garcia, who was assigned to NASA Headquarters in Washington, 
D.C., was asked to participate in selecting a Chilean participant in the 
NASA International Surrmer Student Program. Following Garcia 1 s visit to 
Chile, the American Embassy in Santiago sent a telegram to the State 
Department in Washington, D.C., crediting Garcia with: 
... distinguishing herself as a tireless publicist for 
mankind 1 S future in space, excellence in education and interna-
tional cooperation. She effectively conveyed to her audiences 
the details of her purpose in NASA as well as the enthusiasm 
and dedication that got her there. Equally adept with students 
of varying ages, their instructors and the officials who decide 
the courses of study of these first two groups, Garcia was in 
addition a pleasure to work with. Again, her great appeal to 
students below the university level was a real plus for post 
programming (Norton, 1986, p. 2). 
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Most of the finalists were at the Kennedy Space Center viewing the 
launch when the Challenger exploded and each of them deeply felt the pain 
of losing one of their colleagues. In a February 1, 1986, open letter 
addressed to the 11 NASA Family, 11 the finalists wrote: 
All of us in the Teacher in Space Program share your grief 
over the loss of the Challenger crew. Christa McAuliffe was 
our friend, but she also became a part of the NASA family. 
Like a family, we have shared a common sadness. Now we stand 
ready to rededicate ourselves to our co11111on goals (Morgan, 
1986a, n.p.). 
An unanticipated effect of the Challenger accident was a greatly 
expanded demand for public presentations by the finalists, from schools, 
teacher organizations, and professional and civic groups throughout the 
United States and other countries (such as Canada, New Zealand, Austra-
lia, and Chile). In the eyes of the public, each of the finalists was, 
in effect, seen as a backup for Christa McAuliffe and each was accorded 
the esteem and recognition of a hero, and a teacher hero at that. Their 
rigorous medical examinations, training, and their acquired knowledge of 
NASA operations prepared them well for communicating the aerospace expe-
rience in ways that the general public could easily understand. 
A negative spillover effect of the demand for their public appear-
ances was a sharp reduction in available time to conduct and complete 
other more technical aspects of their contracted projects. The projects 
included: 
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1. Preparing videotapes for teachers and students on aerospace 
careers. 
2. Preparing publications of interdisciplinary space program cur-
riculum support materials. 
3. Writing aerospace education articles for professional journals. 
4. Informing authors and publishers about aerospace information and 
materials for inclusion in textbooks. 
5. Helping to create a Public Broadcasting Service of educational 
programs, using shuttle missions and the space program as a focus. 
However, their increased public speaking engagements also provided 
an enormously important public service by conveying an educational up-
lift, a sense of determination that the nation•s space program would 
continue to go forward, and that students and teachers must prepare them-
selves if progress is to continue. During the period of September, 1985, 
through July, 1986, the eight finalists spoke at 314 elementary, junior, 
and senior high schools, made 78 classroom visits, spoke at 35 colleges 
and universities, conducted 106 teacher workshops and conferences, made 
presentations at 19 civic groups, and played the lead role in 219 special 
events. The eight finalists reached an estimated 206,000 people (Ladwig, 
1986). 
Role of the Space Ambassadors 
During the 51-L Space Ambassador Conference, all ambassadors were 
assigned to regions aligned with the NASA Center geographical responsi-
bilities. During the remainder of the school year, responsibility from 
managing the Ambassadors was transferred from NASA Headquarters to the 
field centers. Inherent within this transfer was the desire to form a 
closer network between the Teacher Resource Rooms and the Ambassadors. A 
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p 1 an developed by the Space Ambassadors to form a profess iona 1 educa-
tional association resulted in the formation of the Teacher in Space 
Educational Foundation (TISEF) (Appendix X). Although NASA does not 
provide any monetary support for this organization, it does support the 
creation and development of the TISEF. Such an organization could pro-
vide NASA a very strong 11 partner 11 in disseminating aeronautics and space 
related educational information (Ladwig, 1986). 
Since then, NASA has drawn from the talents of the 103 finalists in 
the Teacher in Space Project. These educators represent all grade levels 
and academic disciplines. Using their increased knowledge of NASA 1 S 
space and aeronautics programs gained by their experiences at conferences 
and workshops, the Space Ambassadors have taken an active role in edu-
cating their respective schools and communities. Most of the finalists 
have undertaken their Space Ambassador role as they continue with their 
established educational careers, while a few have been granted full-time 
sabbaticals. For example, Debo Harris, on sabbatical, has chosen four 
workshop topics to convey information about space age technology and the 
nation 1 s future in space to students in Louisiana. Robin Kline of Ari-
zona has been given release time to conduct presentations which have 
averaged 500 participants per week (Ladwing, 1987). 
The Space Ambassadors 1 enthusiasm for NASA 1 s space program has pro-
vided them the challenge to share their knowledge and to motivate thou-
sands of adults and students throughout the United States, as well as in 
its territorial and overseas schools. These educational programs are 
beneficial to our nation 1 S educational system as we seek to expand our 
horizons in preparation for the future. 
The role designated for the Space Ambassadors was to make presenta-
tions and to conduct seminars relating NASA activities and results of 
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space exploration to students, teachers, and interested members of local 
communities. Additionally, as a result of the training received from 
NASA, they were to serve as a point of expertise for teachers concerning 
NASA educational materials and how they could be obtained. These func-
tions were in addition to their regular teaching responsibilities. 
The remarkable aerospace activities of the Space Ambassadors has 
clearly surpassed the agency•s original expectations. They have con-
ducted nearly 2,300 aerospace lectures, workshops, and other activities, 
from which 45 publications have been generated. The activities they have 
conducted have been attended by 4.1 million people, 60% of whom were 
students and teachers (Appendix W). The amount of enthusiasm and innova-
tive aerospace education activities generated by these teachers has been 
further enhanced by the support of many of their principals and education 
administrators at the county and state levels. For some, such factors as 
release time, flexible class scheduling, and financial backing for sub-
stitute teachers, travel, and materials reflect the support of their 
administrators (Ladwig, 1986). 
The following examples illustrate how the Space Ambassadors have 
effectively implemented the three major goals of the Teacher in Space 
Program (Ladwig, 1986): 
Goal 1. To use aeronautics and space as a catalyst to enhance all 
subject areas and grade levels of our education system. 
The Norfolk, Virginia, Schools• Science and Technology Advanced 
Research Program (NORSTAR) was developed by Virginia•s Space Ambassador. 
The curriculum design incorporates an interdisciplinary and integrated 
approach which facilitates the most effective learning processes for 
areas of study, including physics, mathematics, computer applications, 
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and communication skills through a team approach to solving problems. 
Development of lifelong process skills is a major goal of this program. 
As a result of the effectiveness of this program, the NORSTAR space 
flight organization structure was utilized as a special project prototype 
for the Space Sciences Academy held at Stanford University this past 
summer. The Academy, a program for high school students across the coun-
try, has been a proving ground for experimental, space-related educa-
tional projects which are multidisciplinary and integrated. Academy 
staff included Space Ambassadors from Virginia, Utah, Connecticut, Texas, 
and Maryland. 
The creative Space Ambassadors from Michigan and Washington designed 
an educational program, using live interactive satellite television pro-
grams, to link classrooms with interesting places and events from around 
the country. During the 1986-87 school year, the Space Ambassadors, as 
co-producers of Apple Seed Productions, p 1 anned to conduct a series of 
live, interactive field trips from remote locations that were designed to 
bring the world into the classroom. Students would be able to communi-
cate directly with the site hosts by using hand-helcl microphones. The 
scheduled broadcasts include an undersea observation, a walk through the 
active crater of Mount St. Helens, and a visit to a General Motors Ro-
botic Plant. 
One of Missouri 1 s Space Ambassadors has utilized the information he 
obtained from NASA to work with the Citizen Education Clearing House 
(CECH) Program. In this program, he works with sixth grade teachers to 
develop curriculum in all areas. Their theme for 1986 was 11 Space: Past, 
Present, and Future. 11 
An educational outreach program was conducted by the Space Ambassa-
dor from Arizona when she accompanied students to aerospace centers in 
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California. A contrasting approach by a Nevada Space Ambassador has been 
the use of sign language to help teach hearing-impaired students about 
living in space. 
Establishing an audiovisual resource center for aerospace education 
and developing an introductory high school course in aerospace science 
are activities of one of the Space Ambassadors from Hawaii. The West 
Virginia Space Ambassador is developing an aerospace workshop for teach-
ers of that state for which they caul d earn college credits. With the 
prospect of having a multiplier effect, the Space Ambassador from West 
Virginia received a grant for all the teachers in her school to have a 
Young Astronaut chapter in their class rooms. In Louisiana, the Space 
Ambassador is conducting aerospace workshops throughout the state and is 
working with the state's Educational Space Sciences Resource Center. 
Space Ambassadors from New Mexico and the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
visited a number of Eastern Navajo Agency schools. The Ambassadors 
shared their NASA experiences with students and teachers. 
A Space Ambassador from Vermont helped her elementary students con-
struct a full-scale model of a shuttle mid-deck. The children then acted 
out their jobs aboard the shuttle. 
Goal 2. To increase the awareness in the education community of the 
impact of technology and science on this country's future. 
Presenting aerospace education concepts to teacher associations and 
national conventions, appearing before state congressional bodies, devel-
oping space education proposals, conducting aerospace education workshops 
and seminars, authoring publications, and distributing aerospace educa-
tion materials to teachers reflect some of the voluminous activities of 
the Space Ambassadors that support this goal. 
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Specific examples include a presentation to the Minnesota State 
Science Teachers • Convent ion, the New Jersey Earth Science Teachers • 
Conference, the Nebraska State Teacher Delegate Assembly, an appearance 
before the Kentucky State Senate, and an appointment to the Co lorado 
Department of Education Technology Committee. The two Space Ambassadors 
from Kansas set up an aerospace booth at the NSTA Regional Convention in 
Wichita and the Kansas NEA Convention. 
One of the Wisconsin Space Ambassadors spoke at the Principal•s 
Convention, the State Superintendents• Convention, and conducted two 
summer aerospace education workshops for teachers. Florida•s Space Am-
bassador has been appointed as the 11 Christa McAuliffe Ambassador for 
Education 11 and is doing statewide aerospace presentations. At the Uni-
versity of Arkansas/Little Rock, the Arkansas Space Ambassador spoke to 
500 students in the Summer of Laureate Program. A keynote speech was 
delivered to the Southern Oregon Science and Humanities Symposium by the 
Oregon Space Ambassador. Alaska• s Space Ambassador spoke at the Engi-
neers• Week Awards Banquet, and during summer travels she spoke to stu-
dents in China and Japan about the NASA programs. 
In the area of aerospace educational materials and publications, one 
of the Space Ambassadors from Nebraska compiled a bibliography of various 
NASA materials and mailed it to 10,000 teachers throughout the Nebraska 
Department of Education. The Space Ambassador from Georgia published an 
aerospace education article in the Fernbank Quarterly, a nationally dis-
tributed museum publication. In California, a Space Ambassador published 
11 The Ultimate Field Trip: Space" in the professional journal, California 
English. A Louisiana Space Ambassador pub 1 i shed 11 Lessons Learned From a 
Teacher in Space Ambassador 11 in Louisiana Life Magazine. An Illinois 
Space Ambassador provided effective ideas for integrating aerospace 
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concepts within various curricula when his article appeared in the Oasis 
Magazine. 
Goal 3. To increase the prestige of the teaching profession. 
The concept of prestige involves performance of activity by indi-
viduals or groups which results in honor being conferred by others who 
respect and value such performance. Among the many examples are the 
aerospace education activities of the two Space Ambassadors from Kentucky 
which resulted in each being officially funded by the Kentucky State 
Board of Education. The Delaware school system budgeted money for one of 
its Space Ambassadors to conduct aerospace education activities in the 
state. 
The governor of Kentucky appointed one of its Space Ambassadors to 
serve as 11 Kentucky 1 s Ambassador of Good WI 11. 11 This Space Ambassador was 
to be a participant in the first exchange program between the Young As-
tronauts of America and the Young Cosmonauts of the Soviet Union in the 
fall of 1986. 
Arizona 1S Space Ambassador received the Scott Crossfield Teacher of 
the Year Award for 1985. This award recognizes excellence in teaching 
aerospace education. The Space Ambassador from Maine received a letter 
of appreciation from the governor, and the Ambassador from Maryland re-
ceived the Dean 1S Special Achievement Award from George Washington Uni-
versity1S School of Education and Human Development. 
Some other recognitions included receiving the Home Town Hero Award 
in Rhode Island and Connecticut; Nebraska 1s Outstanding Aerospace Educa-
tion Award; Teacher of the Year for the Salisbury, North Carolina City 
Schools; appointment to the Burlington, Iowa, United Nation 1s Task Force 
on 11 Peacefu l Uses of Outer Space"; and select ion to address the Tennessee 
Legislature when they honored the seven Challenger astronauts. Space 
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Ambassadors from Wyoming and North Dakota were among the winners of the 
1985 Presidential Awards for Excellence in Science and Math Teaching. 
In summary, the Teacher in Space designee, the eight finalists, and 
the 103 Space Ambassadors have been extremely effective in accomplishing 
the three major goals of the Teacher in Space Program (Ladwig, 1986; 
Appendix Y). 
CHAPTER VI 
SIGNIFICANT LESSONS LEARNED 
The foundation on which the institution of education rests is the 
human imperative to acquire and nurture the capacity to learn from life•s 
experiences. The Teacher in Space Program, in the context of the Chal-
lenger shuttle mission and the subsequent tragic accident, provides three 
critical lessons for learning at both the individual and organizational 
levels. 
Lesson one teaches that America's citizens clearly feel a sense of 
personal ownership for the space program. It represents and captivates 
the pioneering character and aspirations of the American culture in a 
manner seemingly unlike any other galvanizing force in our society. 
Those individuals and organizations with leadership responsibility for 
the future space program must continue to formulate policies in a con-
sultative framework with the public, and in a manner that is educational 
and appropriately participative. As we move inexorably toward a perma-
nent presence in space, there must be realization that in sending humans 
into space we are sending a culture (indeed a civilization) with all 
kinds of people. Thus, the country•s citizens must play a major role in 
molding the way our future course is planned in space. 
Lesson two teaches us that we must learn from our failures as well 
as our successes. NASA administrator Dr. James C. Fletcher, in his June 
24, 1986, statement to NASA employees, clearly demonstrated that this 
lesson is being taken to heart when he said: 
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The lessons of failure are hard but they are almost always 
signposts on the road to progress. Because we are taking these 
lessons to heart, the shuttle will fly again as a safe vehicle 
and NASA will be a stronger team. With the new spirit of dedi-
cation and motivation, NASA will earn its way back. We have 
made a good start in facing our faults and in correcting our 
mistakes. We are strengthening the management of the agency 
and its program (cited in Ladwig, 1986, p. 15). 
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Lesson three reaffirms the belief that an educated work force is 
essential to the future of the country• s aerospace program. We must 
continue to use the inspirational and intellectual excitement that aero-
space technology generates to motivate students in science, mathematics, 
technology, and all of the educational disciplines. The Teacher in Space 
Program has demonstrated that it can be an extremely valuable resource in 
helping NASA to achieve that end. Today' s students are tomorrow's work 
force (Ladwig, 1986). 
Public Response to the Challenger Accident 
On January 28, 1986, after a series of delays, the Challenger Space 
Shuttle suddenly exploded 73 seconds after launch from Kennedy Space 
Center. All seven of the brave crew members perished. This nationally 
and internationally felt tragedy invoked a deep sense of heartfelt grief 
for the families of the crew members, the NASA family, the nat ion, and 
foreign countries around the world. But a chronicle of events as related 
to the Teacher in Space Project revealed that the country took to heart 
President Reagan•s leadership message to the nation on January 28, 1986, 
inmediately following the Challenger accident. He said: II there 
will be more shuttle flights and more shuttle crews, and yes, more civil-
i ans, more teachers in space. Nothing ends here. Our hopes and our 
journey continues •. 11 (cited in Ladwig, 1986, p. 3). 
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Widely spread expressions of grief over the Challenger accident, 
intertwined with strong entreaties that the nation 1 S space program must 
continue, characterized the sentiments of citizens from every corner of 
the country. Seasoned observers of national and international catastro-
phies likened the public emotions to those associated with the tragic 
assassination of President Kennedy some 23 years ago. It revealed, more 
vividly than before, that American citizens have a deep pride in and feel 
a sense of personal ownership regarding the nation 1 s space program. 
Transcending the spectrum of age, expressions ranged from the second 
grader who sent NASA two dollars to help rebuild the shuttle, to the 
traveling salesman who said, 11 The space age must go on; it makes me so 
proud to be an American every time I see that big bird head to the heav-
ens11 (Ladwig, 1986, p. 4). Perhaps most prophetic of all was the 92-
year-old grandmother who said, 11 The Challenger is gone, but not the 
challenge 11 (Ladwig, 1986, p. 4}. 
In the months following the accident, NASA 1 s mail room was filled 
with over 500,000 letters and thousands of dollars in donations and 
pledges. Moreover, the protocol office received stacks of Bibles, teddy 
bears, memorial plaques, and religious memoriabilia with requests that 
they be forwarded to the family of Christa McAuliffe. While the nation 
was deeply moved by the deaths of all of the seven astronauts, Christa 
became a focal point of expression considering that the 11 Teacher in 
Space 11 title had been ascribed to the 51-L shuttle mission and that she 
had been the first NASA space flight participant. 
A content analysis of letters, newspaper articles and editorials, 
and memorials around the country revealed a consistent theme. It was a 
deeply felt sorrow, a demand that the cause of the accident be found and 
fixed; and a passionate plea that the space program not stop. The theme 
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also conveyed that the seven Challenger crew members symbolized the 
pioneering bravery and courage to take risks that have been a part of the 
American tradition. Entreaties about the importance of education were 
common, as might be expected, given the Teacher in Space billing of the 
Challenger 51-L mission (Ladwig, 1986). 
One of the most poignant educational messages was conveyed in an 
article by school teacher Kathy Cawthon of Hampton, Virginia. Ms. Caw-
than asserted that education is not a profession often associated with 
risk-taking and acts of heroism. Feeling like a hero when breaking up a 
fight or helping a sick child to a clinic is, according to Ms. Cawthon, 
easily compensated by the teachers 1 position of authority, protected by 
volumes of knowledge, and cushioned by the security of the school bus, 
school bells, and retreats to the.teachers 1 lounge for quiet and adult 
conversation. Christa McAuliffe 1 S message to the teaching profession 
was, said Ms. Cawthon, a lesson in humility, not because she was going 
into space, but because she had the courage to do so. Ms. Cawthon said, 
11 A good teacher is a leader first who says, 1 I 1 11 go in front, you fol-
low, and don 1 t be afraid 111 (Ladwig, 1986, p. 4). 
In August of 1986, Market Opinion Research conducted their second 
public opinion survey that year to determine attitudes toward the U.S. 
Space Program (Mancini, 1986). The first survey was conducted in early 
January prior to the Challenger accident (Ladwig, 1986). The second was 
conducted in early August, after the Rogers Commission Report and before 
the President 1 S announcement to build a replacement orbiter. 
Since early January, public support had increased across the board. 
Findings of special interest were: 
1. 85% supported the position of building a new shuttle and 
pressing ahead with the civilian space program. 
2. 89% supported resuming shuttle flights, knowing that there 
will always be risks associated with manned space flight. 
3. 76% supported resuming flying with astronauts and key 
civilian passengers. 
4. 69% supported proceeding with the new NASA space station. 
5. 52% disagreed that· space program expenditures should be 
cut. Three questions testing increased funding for space 
were agreed to by 56+%, with a two-to-one ratio of agrees 
to disagrees. 
6. 83% supported the policy of encouraging private industry to 
provide space services (including launch services) (Man-
cini, 1986, n.p.). 
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In a statement by President Reagan (released by the White House on 
August 15, 1986) the following remarks were made: 
It has been over six months since the tragic loss of the 
Challenger and her gallant crew. We have done everything hu-
manly possible to discover the organizational and technical 
causes of the disaster and to correct the situation. The 
greatest tribute we can pay to those brave pathfinders who gave 
their lives on the Challenger is to move forward and rededicate 
ourselves to America•s leadership in space (The White House, 
1986, n. p.). 
Effects of the Accident on School Children 
With millions of children of both preschool and school age having 
watched the Challenger accident on television, persistent questions from 
the news media focused on whether many of the children had been trauma-
tized and whether NASA was going to establish a national program to pro-
vide therapeutic treatment and support. NASA decided against taking any 
formal programmatic action, based upon a considered judgment that Ameri-
ca•s children were much more resilient than the press was allowing. The 
agency believed that a national structure of support throughout the coun-
try already existed in terms of wise and strong parents, skillful and 
sensitive teachers, school counselors and psychologists, as well as ther-
apeutic community agencies (Ladwig, 1986). 
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Subsequent events sustained NASA 1 s judgment. One illustration of 
childrens 1 resiliency was the response of a group of first graders with 
whom Senator Jake Garn visited in a school shortly after the accident. 
Rather than focusing on the accident as such, the children were curious 
about how astronauts go to the bathroom in space and how space crafts 
avoid 11 running into all that other junk up there 11 (Ladwig, 1986, p. 2). 
In another example, a New York Times and a CBS poll was undertaken to 
gauge the effects of the disaster on the children. The children turned 
out to be more confident about space travel than their parents. Two-
thirds of the children wanted to travel in space, despite the Challenger 
accident, in contrast to 50% of their parents. In that poll, children 
were as distressed and full of grief as their parents, but they were 
resilient and looked ahead (Ladwig, 1986). 
Many organizations, such as the private sector sponsored Young As-
tronaut Council, provided helpful tips to its 7,000 chapter leaders on 
helping children to cope. Suggestions included helping children to ex-
press their feelings, being alert for delayed reactions to the tragedy, 
integrating the experience with other death experiences familiar to chil-
dren, and making adult responses to children immediate and honest. Sev-
eral television programs, such as 11 Punky Brewster, 11 included the 
Challenger accident in a special program. Many school teachers designed 
classroom activities (such as mock shuttle building and crew preparation 
for space missions) as a constructive way to handle feelings about the 
accident {Ladwig, 1986). 
In March of 1987, the researcher attended a presentation by Mrs. 
June Scobee in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. She addressed several hundred 
elementary and junior high-aged children from across the state of Okla-
homa. When Mrs. Scobee asked the children who would like to travel into 
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space aboard a shuttle, nearly all of the youngsters eagerly thrust their 
hands into the air, calling out 11 1 would! 11 Mrs. Scobee was obviously 
delighted with the response and continued on with a slide presentation 
which included pictures of the Challenger and crew, among them her hus-
band, Dick Scobee, commander of the ill-fated mission 51-L. 
Mrs. Scobee addressed the issue of the shuttle accident and told her 
audience that in the first weeks following the explosion, she received 
enough letters from around the world to fill her living room. She said 
that most of the letters were from school children who told her how sorry 
they were about the accident, and that they hoped the space program would 
continue; that it was important for the children of the nation that the 
space program continue. The children of the audience enthusiastically 
echoed this sentiment. 
There was no indication of trauma among this group of inquisitive 
youngsters. The children listened attentively as Mrs. Scobee continued 
her presentation with colorful slides and an exciting description of the 
Challenger Center that is to be built in Washington, D.C., with a proto-
type at the Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. The Challenger Cen-
ter will be a 11 hands-on 11 facility to encourage the quest for education in 
children so that the dreams of the 51-L crew may live on. 
Dr. S. J. Soter (1986) of Evanston, Illinois, in conjunction with 
Drs. Robert Decker and Barry Wilson of the University of Northern Iowa, 
conducted a survey to evaluate the stress effects of the Challenger acci-
dent on adolescents involved in the Mission Watch Program. The conclusion 
of their in-depth study stated that the subjects in the sample were not 
traumatized by what they had seen on January 28, 1986. Dr. Soter stated 
that the news media coverage gave the impression that the shuttle disas-
ter was going to be experienced by children as a trauma and this would 
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precipitate pass ib le severe stress-related symptoms that would require 
psychotherapeutic intervention. This assumption was reinforced by a 
psychologist and a psychiatrist who were quoted on television and in the 
newspapers. These 11 experts 11 assumed that because of the identification 
with Mrs. McAuliffe, students would be profoundly affected. 
During the first few days after the shuttle•s disaster, Dr. Soter 
{1986) said that he was truly amazed at how this tragedy had transpired 
the media event, but then it was over. What was left, however, was a 
feeling that the subjects of Dr. Soter•s survey were too vulnerable emo-
tionally to be involved in future space missions because of the omni-
present possibility of future disasters. However, there is no data to 
support this theory. There was only the opinion of 11 experts 11 who, of 
course, would state conclusions with little or no data, rather than admit 
to ignorance on national television (Soter, 1986). 
Dr. Soter (1986) stated that the subjects of his survey did experi-
ence stress symptoms, but the depth or severity of those symptoms was, to 
say the least, subclinical. When the subjects • responses were compared 
to another study which looked at responses of adults to the death of 
spouses or significant others, the subjects of this study on the whole 
showed less intense responses to the items. Dr. Soter suggested that 
they perceived the explosion of the shuttle not as trauma but rather as a 
tragic incident that evoked feeling to a slight degree. 
When the data was gleaned for response to difference due to sex, it 
was found that there was basically very little difference in response 
patterns. What did show up as a difference was the stereotypical way in 
which each sex defends against feelings. Girls appeared more open to 
their fee 1 i ngs and more open about the use of defenses. Boys, on the 
other hand, were more primitive in their use of denial. Typically, boys 
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say, 11 lt doesn 1 t bother me. 11 It is the more 11 macho 11 way of dealing with 
feelings. The difference is both age and stage universal for young 
people in this age group. To put it more simply, they reacted in a typi-
cal adolescent fashion (Soter, 1986). 
The data also told us that involvement in Mission Watch did not 
cause subjects to feel stress more intensely. Dr. Soter (1986) believed 
that two significant items reflected a normal response to a tragic event; 
namely, that people tend to form memory patterns which attach themselves 
to environmental things and thus become stimuli for memories, and also 
that the subjects involved with Mission Watch did have feelings. What 
was significantly different was that the feelings lasted for a longer 
period of time than it did for those who were less involved (Soter, 
1986). Another surprising result was that a vast majority of the sub-
jects were involved in Mission Watch because they were interested in 
space and the space program, not solely because a teacher was an astro-
naut (Soter, 1986). 
Differences in Perspective 
Notwithstanding the broadly based groundswell of support for the 
space program and its associated educational thrust as documented by a 
variety of polls (Anderson, 1986), the Challenger accident led to some 
differing perspectives regarding motives for creating the Teacher in 
Space Program. One of those perspectives asserted that the program was a 
public relations effort to build a broader base of public support. The 
other perspective questioned the propriety of flying a 11 non-astronaut 
civilian 11 on the space shuttle (Ladwig, 1986, p. 5). 
However, a review of NASA 1 s policy and program deliberations prior 
to the Teacher in Space Program made it clear that the enhancement of 
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education was one of the prime motives. For example, one of the agency's 
official program objectives cited in its September, 1984, 11 Management 
Principles for Achieving Excellence" was to 11 Expand the effectiveness of 
the educational projects to double by FY 1985" (Ladwig, 1986, p. 5). 
Thus, the Teacher in Space Program was one way to foster the cause of 
science, mathematics, and technology. Comparatively low science and 
mathematics scores of many of America's students, a declining supply of 
qualified science teachers, and declining interest in science and mathe-
matics have been of great concern to .NASA (Ladwig, 1986). 
Regarding the propriety of flying a nonastronaut civilian on the 
space shuttle, NASA's authorizing legislation and extensive administra-
tive history were key factors in deciding upon the Teacher in Space as 
the agency's first space flight participant. For example, under Section 
203(a)(3) of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, NASA was 
directed to 11 provide for the widest practical and appropriate dissemina-
tion of information concerning its activities and the results thereof .. 
(Ladwig, 1986, p. 6) Thus, the thought of including nonastronauts as 
participants on manned space missions was considered from the very begin-
ning of the National Space Transportation System {NSTS) in 1972 as one of 
the many possible ways to meet this statutory provision (Ladwig, 1986). 
A review of this long evolutionary policy development issue revealed 
that nine years prior to the announcement of the Teacher in Space Pro-
gram, NASA formed an in-house task force to begin looking into what type 
of "unique personality 11 might be considered to fly on a shuttle mission, 
as well as how such individuals might be selected. The first shuttle 
mission was on April 12, 1981, and it was only after some 24 consecu-
tively successful shuttle missions of astronauts, mission specialists, 
and payload specialists that a civilian teacher would be allowed to fly. 
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Against this history, a very energetic degree of skepticism would be 
necessary to justify the claim that the Teacher in Space Program was 
merely a publicity stunt. However, it had been conceded that good educa-
tion is good public relations (Ladwig, 1986). 
Future of the Teacher in Space Program 
we 1 ll continue our quest in space. There will be 
more Shuttle flights and more Shuttle· crews and, yes, more 
volunteers, more civ i1 ians, more teachers in space. Nothing 
ends here. Our hopes and journeys continue. 
President Ronald Reagan 
January 28, 1986 
(cited in Church, 1986, p. 38) 
Following the Challenger accident, NASA issued a proposed opera-
tional plan for the future of the Teacher in Space Program. In this 
plan, NASA stated that public sentiment indicated that the country had 
been galvanized as seldom before in support of a common quest. In order 
to enhance the impact that this support could have on education, NASA 
strongly supported moving forward aggressively and visibly. NASA felt 
that there should be an ongoing education participation in space flight 
to promote long-term planning within the educat iona 1 community. The 
proposal further stated that emphasis on the continuation of the Teacher 
in Space Program would reassure the nation 1 S school children that adults 
could continue in a reasoned manner in the face of adversity. The ef-
fects of this recommendation would be to continue many of the initiatives 
begun under the Teacher in Space effort and to continue to focus on the 
goals of the program (Ladwig, 1986). 
On February 12, 1986, following a meeting with leaders of educa-
tional associations and Teacher in Space finalists, Dr. William Graham, 
acting NASA administrator, affirmed the agency 1 S plan to continue the 
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educational programs developed in conjunction with the Teacher in Space 
Project. NASA 1 S Educational Affairs Division, under the direction of Dr. 
Robert Brown, had received widespread support for the continuation of the 
program from teachers, students, the private sector, and the general 
public since the tragedy. Educational organizations and entities such as 
the Department of Education, National Educational Association, American 
Federation of Teachers, National Science Teachers Association, the Young 
Astronaut Council, the U.S. Space Camp, and the Public Broadcasting Serv-
ice also supported continuation (Campion, 1986). 
In a press release, NASA stated: 
The Teacher in Space Program will continue to be an active 
component of NASA 1 s Educational Affairs Division. Although the 
deci sian has not been made as to when TIS designee Barbara 
Morgan will fly, the educational goals on which the TISP rest 
will continue to be implemented through the activities of the 
Teacher in Space Education Foundation (TISEF), . • • Barbara 
Morgan, the finalists, and the Space Ambassadors. The goals of 
the TISP are entirely compatible with the educational purposes 
of the Educational Affairs Division which converts NASA's 
emerging technologies such as the Space Station, Space Tele-
scope, and the National Aero-Space Plane into educational 
formats that can be used for educational motivation at the 
elementary, secondary, and university levels (Ladwig, 1986, 
p. 13). 
In a magnanimous appearance before the NEA•s Annual Meeting in Lou-
isville, Kentucky, on July 4, 1986, after accepting the Friend of Educa-
tion Award on behalf of his wife, Christa, Steven McAuliffe said: 
if I could leave you with one thought this morning, it is 
this: if you in this hall do not carry on that work--if you 
sit on the sidelines, reflect back on Christa as a hero, or 
glorious representative or canonized saint, rather than putting 
your energies into accomplishing for her what she wanted to do, 
then I think her efforts will have been in vain. And you will 
have done what she refused to do--you will have turned the 
Teacher in Space Program into a feeble substitute for desper-
ately needed help; you will have turned it into a public rela-
tions ploy for teachers (cited in Ladwig, 1986, p. 15). 
CHAPTER VII 
THE TEACHER IN SPACE PROGRAM AND ITS 
IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL CHANGE 
The Teacher in Space Program has been one of NASA 1 s most 
successful efforts. It has provided NASA the unique opportu-
nity to extend its educational efforts into different disci-
plines and all grade levels as well as to the general public. 
NASA has seen tangible evidence of many school systems reempha-
sizing the importance of science and math. Teachers have re-
acted enthusiastically to the educational excitement that space 
technology generates. Students have reacted similarly when the 
Space Ambassadors, the Finalists, and the TIS designee have met 
with them (Brown, 1986d, p. 1). 
It is important to understand and effectively communicate the three 
objectives which undergird the Teacher in Space Program and have been a 
part of the continuing set of goals of NASA 1 S educational programs since 
the early 1960s. Those objectives were: 
To develop within the educational community an increased aware-
ness of the importance of mathematics, science, and technology 
as it related to our future; 
To use aeronautics and space as a catalyst in the teaching of 
all disciplines (mathematics, science, social studies, the 
humanities, etc.); 
To raise the prestige of the teaching profession in terms of 
its critical role in helping all students to become more scien-
tifically literate (NASA, February, 1986, n.p.). 
A distillation of the thousands of letters that NASA has received in 
Headquarters since the shuttle accident reveals a clear and consistent 
theme: deep personal sorrow and grief, and imperative that we find out 
the cause of the accident and that the problem be fixed, and a plea that 
the space program and its associated educational activities be continued. 
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Letters from children as well as adults continue to consistently convey 
this message. 
With the guidance provided by President Reagan as to the status of 
the Space Flight Participant Program, future shuttle missions and Space 
Station, the Office of External Relations (Educational Affairs Division) 
recommended that NASA move forward immediately in a cautious but delib-
erate manner to continue the goals of the Teacher in Space Program, but 
stopping short of announcing that Barbara Morgan will be the next Teacher 
in Space. The effect of this recommendation would be to continue many of 
the initiatives started under the Teacher in Space Program while allowing 
NASA and the administration more time to understand the facts surrounding 
the tragedy and the issues surrounding the fate of the civilian passenger 
program. 
Educational Facilitators 
Role of PBS 
PBS has been a strong advocate of the Teacher in Space Program. 
Even after the tragic conclusion to STS 51-L, they indicated a desire to 
develop a final Teacher in Space Program and to continue a program for 
students to explain future shuttle missions. NASA felt that this step 
was an important one and should be initiated. It has been proposed by 
NASA that PBS schedule a 15 to 30 minute in-school program that would be 
produced and funded by PBS. Barbara Morgan would be featured in the 
program. NASA would be a consultant to the program, not the originator. 
The timing of this program would be after a meeting with representatives 
of educational professional associations. 
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Role of the Young Astronaut Council 
The Young Astronaut Council (YAC) can play a pivotal role in assist-
ing NASA to continue the momentum begun by the Teacher in Space Program. 
First, the YAC can be a supplier of self-generated, space-related infor-
mation to elementary and junior high level Space Ambassadors. Second, 
NASA intends to ask the YAC to be one of the few distributors of NASA 
publications to the educational public. NASA will maintain control of 
writing, design, layout, and 11 Seed copy 11 printing to ensure content and 
quality. Interested organizations such as the YAC will then receive 
11 printers negatives 11 so that they may produce and distribute large quan-
tities of publications at their own expense. 
Role of the 11 Educators 11 and the Pro-
fessional Education Associations 
Prior to the 51-L mission, a conference was held in Orlando, Flor-
ida. for approximately 250 educators from throughout the United States 
and Canada. Representatives from major national education associations 
from throughout the U.S. (e.g., National Education Association, American 
Federation of Teachers, National Alliance of Black Educators, National 
Science Teachers, National Council of Social Studies) attended. The 
theme of the conference was 11 Partnership in Education. 11 It was the in-
tent to further develop and cement these partnerships to further NASA 
educational goals. 
Live Lessons and Filmed Activities From Space 
The major objective of flying a teacher was to use that individual 1 S 
unique skills and ability to communicate the experience of space to the 
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educational community and the general public. The live lessons/filmed 
activities was one unique method to communicate that experience. It has 
been recommended that this phase of the Teacher in Space Project be rein-
itiated when the agency determines that the teacher will fly. 
Teacher in Space Lesson Guide 
The guide produced for mission 51-L is still relevant today. It 
represents the collective input of all 10 Teacher in Space finalists and 
numerous professional educational associations. The concepts presented 
within the guide have received a most favorable peer review. 
First, NASA plans to keep the guide in place and use it as origi-
nally intended, pending the decision to fly another teacher. Second, 
there are plans to develop another version of the guide that will be an 
actively based, stand alone, document th~t is independent of flying 
another teacher. The Educational Affairs Division will disseminate the 
modified version through normal distribution methods (i.e., Teacher Re-
source Rooms, 11 Partnerships, 11 etc.), and will integrate the inherent 
concepts into all of NASA's educational outreach programs and workshops. 
An important message that needs to be understood within and outside 
of NASA is that the important TIS Programs is only one of many educa-
tional programs and projects that Educational Affairs administers, among 
its elementary and secondary activities, university programs, and educa-
tional publications. TIS has had the synergistic effect of bringing 
those programs more into the public focus and creating a greater opportu-
nity to achieve the overall Educational Affairs objectives. 
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NASA 1s Educational Goals 
The remaining portion of this chapter provides a comprehensive 
statement of the educational objectives that guide the activities of the 
Teacher in Space Program, and which will be pursued by NASA in the fu-
ture. NASA•s Educational Affairs Division focuses on the general objec-
tives of: (1) training and updating teachers in aerospace education 
techniques, (2) stimulating interest in aeronautics and the space sci-
ences among students, and (3) developing a scientifically literate 
public. 
The Educational Affairs Division is further guided by a NASA Pro-
ductivity goa 1 which ca 11 s for it to 11 Devel op Mode 1 Nat iona 1 Programs 11 
and to encourage their emulation by other governmental agencies and in-
dustry in fiscal year 1986 (goal 8.4). 
The following programs, projects, and activities are supportive of 
both the TIS objectives and the long-standing goals of the Division: 
Goal 1. To use aeronautics and space as a catalyst in the teaching 
of all disciplines (mathematics, science, social studies, the humanities, 
etc.) within the elementary and secondary school. In this way, students 
receive a well-rounded education which will result in a scientifically 
literature public. 
Curriculum Materials: NASA•s 11 Curriculum enrichment 11 publications 
have been channeled toward specific grade levels or disciplines. These 
are teacher-oriented publications, neither textbooks nor courses of 
study, but compilations of suggestions for classroom activities. The 
first, published in the 1960s, were for the elementary school teacher; 
there followed others for junior high school and industrial arts 
teachers, an Aerospace Curriculum Resource Guide, K-12 that spanned all 
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disciplines, and a series that covered several scientific disciplines. A 
significant aspect of these materials is that they were prepared by the 
nation 1 s top educators and tested in the classroom. 
Space Exposed Experiment Developed for Students (SEEDS): The SEEDS 
Project, a cooperative effort of the Educational Affairs Division and the 
Park Seek Company of Greenwood, South Carolina, has the potential to 
involve five million students in a national experiment designed to gen-
erate interest in science. The project has placed 12.5 mi 11 ion tomato 
seeds on the Long Duration Exposed Facility (LDEF), which was delivered 
to space. by the shuttle and placed into low-earth orbit in April, 1984. 
Upon retrieva 1, the flight seeds and earth-based control seeds, a long 
with instructional materials, will be distributed to classrooms nation-
wide (grades 5 through university level). SEEDS will involve a large 
number of students in a national project to generate interest in science 
and related disciplines, will offer students an opportunity to partici-
pate in a firsthand experience with materials fawn in space, will empha-
size an interdisciplinary approach to the project, and will involve 
students in all phases of the research process. 
Partnerships in Education Program: President Ronald Reagan pro-
claimed October 1, 1983, through June 30, 1984, as the National Year of 
Partnerships in Education, and on October 13, 1983, inaugurated the 
Nat iona 1-Partnerships-i n-Educat ion Program. To implement this program, 
he encouraged agencies of the private sector and the federal government 
to establish partnerships to improve the quality of education in communi-
ties across the country. He further requested that in addition to the 
Federal Executive Department and Agency, each applicable regional and 
field office identify and establish a school during the 1983-1984 school 
year. 
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To foster the objectives of this program, the Educational Affairs 
Division designed and implemented the District of Columbia/NASA Project 
for the Teaching of Science and Mathematics for Understanding and Appli-
cation, the Science/Mathematics Education Project, and the Adopt-A-School 
Program with Johnson and Ballou Senior High Schools, and requested all 
NASA Center Educational Program Offices to devise an Adopt-A-School 
Program. 
Aerospace Education Services Project (AESP): For 25 years, AESP has 
provided scientific and technical information on NASA activities and 
research to both teachers and students. using teacher workshops. class-
room instruction, and school assembly programs. for both elementary and 
secondary school levels. Thus, AESP involves both teachers and students. 
at all levels, in space-related learning activities. To date, 53 million 
people have been directly impacted by this project. 
Operation Lift-Off: Operation Lift-off is an expansion of NASA 1 s 
current educat iona 1 endeavors to focus on the elementary schoo 1 commu-
nity. This program 1 S intention is to rely on the development and refine-
ment of information and materials currently in the NASA system as well as 
to develop new prototype concepts for educational materials and for the 
creation of a more efficient delivery system. These pilot programs will 
use the latest technology and the cooperation of the private sector so 
that dissemination of NASA-related educational materials can be broad 
scale. Through this program. NASA endeavors to increase student and 
teacher interest in the study of science, mathematics, and technology in 
order to ensure their ability and willingness to be active and informed 
contributors in our increasingly technological society. 
Goal 2. To develop within the educational colllllunity an increased 
awareness of the importance of mathematics, science, and technology as it 
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relates to our future. NASA a 1 so endeavors to pro vi de teachers with 
expertise and resources to enable them to relate aerospace concepts to 
their classroom instruction. 
Curriculum Materials: NASA's curriculum materials were developed to 
provide aerospace-related information for the educational community, 
particularly the classroom teacher. A balanced program includes publica-
tions in four categories: Publications tha.t are short, concise, cost-
effective, and quick to produce giving NASA an opportunity to inform 
educators of current activities, missions, and programs (NASA's Report to 
Educators, Winter, 1985), a quarterly newsletter approved for a circula-
tion of 100,000, and educational briefs); publications such as NASA 
Facts: Manned Space Flight--the First Decade (NASA, 1979) which dis-
cusses a mission, activity, or results of a program; pedagogic publica-
tions designed to enhance discipline areas by connecting aerospace 
concepts with those taught in the classroom {Teacher in Space Lesson 
Plans; Teachers' Guide, NASA, 1985; Comet Halley Returns: A Teachers' 
Guide, 1985-86, NASA, July, 1984), and lithographs with texts on the 
reverse to include information for teachers and classroom activities. In 
addition, reprints, bibliographies, and career pamphlets are developed 
and distributed. 
Educators' Conferences: NASA sponsors several national conferences 
for educators each year. These are planned around major NASA events, 
such as the Voyager 2 Encounter With Uranus, Comet Halley Watch, and 
Space Shuttle launches. Hundreds of educators are selected to attend 
these conferences, where they tour NASA facilities and receive briefings 
on NASA programs. In addition, NASA supports conferences held by na-
tional professional educational organizations, on ,both national and re-
gional levels, with speakers, exhibits, and materials. 
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Urban Community Enrichment Program {UCEP): The Urban Community 
Enrichment Program (UCEP) is a specially designed project of the Educa-
tional Affairs Division. The program was launched in 1981 in six Dis-
trict of Columbia Middle Schools, as a small exploratory effort aimed at 
increasing student awareness and interest in aerospace career opportuni-
ties. In addition to stirring the imagination and enthusiasm of young 
people, UCEP has proven to be a useful supplemental teaching aid for 
classroom instructors, complementing the ongoing curricula. 
Two to three public school systems are selected each year. The 
target grades are five to eight. UCEP is conducted in 15 to 20 schools 
which the school system selects for three consecutive days each, over an 
eight-week period. The program consists of assembly 11 lectures 11 and dem-
onstrations by an Aerospace Education Specialist, and structured small 
group sessions in which the same specialist spends time in the classroom 
sharing scientific information and activities with students. Each phase 
of UCEP is planned and organized to benefit and enhance the educational 
growth and development of school children and provide information to 
teachers, administrators, and parents. 
NASA Educational Workshop for Mathematics and Science Teachers (NEW-
MAST): NEWMAST provides selected precollege mathematics and science 
teachers with an opportunity to observe and part i ci apte in current and 
state-of-the-art research and development activities in space science and 
technology at NASA Centers. Thus, the participants can learn the latest 
results of projects directly from the principle investigators themselves, 
and take that new information back to their classrooms to incorporate it 
into their instruction. In that way, teachers and their students can 
benefit from the excitement and importance of aerospace and its accomp-
anying skills. 
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Operation Lift-Off: Since 1984, NASA's elementary educational pro-
gram has provided teachers with NASA-related materials and workshops to 
help them to stimulate their students' interest in science, mathematics, 
and technology. Several program components make up Operation Lift-Off: 
audiovisual materials (including those for the visually and hearing im-
paired), printed materials, computer software, educational television, 
preserv ice and in-service workshops, and Teacher Resource Rooms. By 
helping to develop these programs with outside organizations, Operation 
Lift-Off can help to supplement curriculum instruction and meet the needs 
of the elementary educational community. 
Goal 3. To increase the prestige of the teaching profession. Na-
tional recognition of outstanding teachers and training have enhanced 
public perception of educators. 
International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF): At the annual 
ISEF, a team of NASA judges selects eight student winners for their ex-
hibits in aeronautics and space-related categories; each receives a Cer-
tificate of Merit and a trip with his/her high school teacher to a 
special NASA event. NASA has honored teachers and their schools with 
participation in this program since 1961. Since 1963, through the Center 
Education Offices, NASA has participated in state and regional science 
fairs affiliated with the ISEF. 
Space Shuttle Student Involvement Program {SSIP): NASA has joined 
with the National Science Teachers Association for six years in sponsor-
ing and conducting the SSIP, which provides an opportunity for students 
to propose experiments that might be suitable for possible flight aboard 
the space shuttle. The students' teacher-advisers share honors and 
recognition at all SSIP award-events. 
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NASA Educational Workshop for Mathematics and Science Teachers (NEW-
MAST): NEWMAST recognizes and honors excellent precollege mathematics 
and science teachers and provides them a 1 eadersh i p program to assist 
them in updating and renewing their science and mathematics background 
using space science and technology. To meet these objectives, this pro-
ject enables the participants to interact directly with NASA scientists 
and engineers in their research laboratories and development centers. 
Summer High School Apprenticeship Research Program (SHARP): The 
summer High School Apprenticeship Research Program (SHARP}, which started 
in 1979, offers a select group of approximately 125 high school students 
the opportunity to participate in an intensive science and engineering 
apprenticeship program. The students selected have shown aptitude for 
and interest in science and engineering careers. The program lasts ap-
proximately eight weeks at a participating NASA center or facility. 
The SHARP program utilizes teachers with demonstrated skills in 
teaching as well as in administration as faculty coordinators. These 
faculty coordinators are responsible for recruiting and selecting the 
students; for orienting mentors and apprentices; for coordinating the 
laboratory work experience, reports and enrichment activities of the 
apprentices; and for evaluating the total program. Teachers gain valu-
able experience and prestige by working closely with some of the top 
scientists and engineers in NASA. 
The actions outlined in this chapter represent a deliberate plan to 
continue the momentum developed by the Teacher in Space Program. Such a 
plan responds to the positive feedback received by organizations and the 
educational community•s desire and support for continuation of the pro-
gram. The plan has been informally discussed with the many individuals 
and/or organizations (e.g., National Educational Association, American 
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Federation of Teachers, National Science Teachers Association, Young 
Astronaut Council, NASA Chief Scientist, NASA Space Flight Participant 
Program Manager, NASA Center Educational Programs Officers). It repre-
sents many of the ideas and suggestions of the nine Teacher in Space 
finalists, the Space Ambassadors, and many other private citizens. Care-
ful consideration must be given to NASA 1 s institutional responsibility to 
the educational community. 
Since the early 1960 1 s, NASA has developed excellent working rela-· 
tionships with educators at all levels--elementary through graduate 
school. The Teacher in Space Program was one of many administration 
initiatives to focus public attention on the need for a quality educa-
tional system in this country. From the time that A Nation at Risk 
(1983) was published, the American educational system and the public in 
general have worked together to reach a common goal. The goals and con-
cepts inherent through the Teacher in Space Program are part of that 
movement. The NASA institution must retain its historical commitment to 
the educational community, at this time and under these circumstances 
(Ladwig, 1986). 
Conclusion 
America 1 S heritage is based on man 1 s pioneering spirit. America was 
founded and rose to greatness through the courage and strength of her 
pioneers. In an incredibly short period of time, a new frontier has 
opened up before us, providng humanity with its greatest challenge and a 
promise of riches and rewards beyond compare. 
Next to putting man on the moon, the 1972 approval to proceed to 
develop the Space Transportation System with its manned orbiting shuttle 
was perhaps the most forward-looking technological decision in the 
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history of the U.S. space program. Although many program and technolog-
ical problems beset this endeavor, in April of 1981, the Columbia orbiter 
was launched--the first time man had ever flown into space and returned 
in the same craft. The shuttle was a true spaceship. This was the pivo-
tal point of space technology. 
Our national space effort has had a tremendous impact on the total-
ity of American life--economically, politically, and spiritually. It is 
our greatest potential for humanity to date. The likelihood of yielding 
discoveries and technological advances that can, if used wisely, bring 
untold good to mankind is without doubt. 
The space program was hurt deeply by the loss of Challenger. But 
more than the multi-billion dollar aircraft and her scientific and tech-
nological cargo, it was the loss of the seven human beings, the realiza-
tion that shuttle flights involve much more than a wonderous display of 
mechani ca 1 and electrical wizardry that set off spontaneous express ions 
of grief across the nation and around the world. 11 When something like 
this happens, 11 said a Moscow factory worker named Yelenda, 11 We are 
neither Russians nor Americans. We all feel sorry for those who died and 
for their famil ies 11 (Magnuson, 1986, p. 31). · 
Shuttle Mission 51-L will always be remembered as the 11 Teacher in 
Space 11 mission. Not for its triumph but rather because of its tragedy 
did the Teacher in Space Program receive more widespread publicity than 
any event in our nation 1 s history since the assassination of President 
John F. Kennedy. Although the nation mourned the loss of all seven crew 
members, it was Sharon Christa McAuliffe, the school teacher from Con-
cord, New Hampshire, for whom Americans, most notably America 1 S children, 
grieved most. Almost immediately after the Challenger disaster, school 
children from around the country began sending nickels and dimes to NASA 
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to help replace the shuttle. "It was an affirmation for life" (Magnuson, 
1986, p. 30). For students, explained Jay Shaeffer of Belmont High 
School in Los Angeles, "A teacher in space becomes their teacher. How 
many people know an astronaut? Everyone knows a teacher" (Magnuson, 
1986, p. 30). 
Americans have learned the harsh lesson that glory and adventure 
often go hand-in-hand with danger and death. In the stunned aftermath of 
the accident, John Glenn put it as aptly as anyone when he said that this 
was the moment we had been postponing for the last 25 years, and the 
tragedy was that we could not postpone it forever (Fink, 1986). Knowl-
edge sometimes demands sacrifices of the bravest and the best. The fu-
ture is not free; human progress has been and will continue to be a 
struggle against all odds. From the Challenger and her crew we have 
learned again that the foundation on which this nation stands was built 
upon heroism and noble sacrifice. 
They flew for all of us. They were, each of them, human like each 
of us. Their ambition and their courage took root in the familiar cir-
cumstances and routines that each of us can identify with. On that last 
morning, although they were in preflight isolation, they were still a 
part of us. "They got up and dressed, had breakfast and went to work" 
(Gray, 1986, p. 32). 
The nation still grieves for the loss of the crew, and is concerned 
about NASA's recovery and return to space flight. But, this tragedy can 
be turned into a triumph. We, as a nation, can let it remind us of our 
humanity and imperfections and vulnerability; but at the same time we can 
also let it prompt us to create an even better, even more dedicated and 
committed space program than ever before. We cannot honor the lives that 
have been lost in the space program unless we honor the ideals for which 
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they lived. Therefore, we must perfect as best we can the program for 
. which they died. 
We have made a strong start along the road to conquering the fron-
tier of outer space and there is no turning back, even in the face of 
disaster. To.withdraw now would be the ultimate tragedy. The young of 
this nation hold the key to the fate of our future. Their idealistic 
enthusiasm was dealt a fierce blow that will be softened only by the 
passage of time. But even now it has been evidenced that enthusiasm is 
growing with a renewed vitality and dedication. This enthusiasm can and 
must be encouraged with the decision to press on with the shuttle pro-
gram. Whether we succeed or fail will depend upon the knowledge learned 
from our mistakes. Only through a deep coiTIIlitment to the pursuit of 
knowledge can we hope to improve our world and our lives. It is not just 
our duty, it is our responsibility to dedicate ourselves to a profound 
search for excellence in education, for only with quality educational 
opportunities for our children today, will our children have a tomorrow. 
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Ultimately, humans expect to live, work, and vacation in space or on the moon or Mars. 
Many want to do so immediately; others recognize that technology and economics will limit 
such an experience to all but a small fraction of their compatriots, but hold out hope that 
their children and grandchildren may participate. Recognizing the widespread public 
interest in space flight, NASA early established a policy to enable people to participate 
both directly and vicariously in the space program to the maximum extent permitted by 
technology and concern for human safety. 
The first astronauts were experienced, highly trained test pilots. They were followed 
by highly-trained scientist/ astrospeciallsts. Pay load specialists are scientists and 
engineers selected, not for their skill as astronauts, but for their scientific skills and 
knowledge of the payload with which they fly. They have only sufficient flight training to 
enable them to function successfully in space with the minimum hazard to themselves, their 
shipmates, and the Shuttle. 
For the vast ma,Prlty v-Jho could not fly, real time TV coverage was provided from the 
Apollo flight deck, the moon, Skylab, and Apollo-Soyuz. Press conferences were held and 
pictures were released of planetary encounters and landings, even as the missions were in 
progress. 
The Shuttle opens a new era for human participation in space flight. NASA's 
Administrator, James M. Beggs, plans to continue NASA's tradition of providing the 
maximum possible human participation in space flight and the earliest and most thorough 
dissemination of the results. Also he has received a large number of requests from people 
who want to fly on the Shuttle. In February of 1982, he requested the NASA Advisory 
Council to provide an analysis of the factors that must be considered in any decision to fly 
private citizens as passengers on the Shuttle. Accordingly, Daniel J. Fink, the chairman of 
the NASA Advisory Council, established an Ad Hoc Task Force of the Council chaired by 
Council member John Naugle. James Michener, Wlllis Hawkins, Sylvia Fries, and Florence 
Skelly, also members of the Council, .Pined him. Julian Scheer, who helped formulate 
NASA's policy on public access to space operations, and Astronaut Richard Truly were 
later asked to join the Task Force to provide expert help. We began work in July of 1982 
and complete our work with this report. The report, therefore, summarizes the information 
gathered, the results of our discussions, and the recommendations which we made to Mr. 
Beggs. 
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I I. ApProach 
We first identified the factors that must be considered and the information required 
for that purpose. We found much of that information through fact finding sessions at 
NASA Headquarters and at the Johnson and Kennedy Space Centers. We then prepared a 
preliminary statement of possible views on the purposes for flying private citizens and on 
criteria for and possible methods of selection. We sent this statement to a large number 
of selected people requesting their comments, suggestions, and recommendations. 
We then analyzed the many responses and drew from them to develop our conclusions 
and recommendations •. We agreed on the key points to be included in the report, drafted it 
for appropriate revision by the Task Force members, and presented the completed report to 
the full Council at its May 18 meeting for consideration. 
III. Results of the Fact Finding 
Our fact finding addressed four questions, the exploration of which was felt to be 
imperative at the outset of the study. The questions were: 
o Is it feasible to fly passengers on the Shuttle? Are there flight opportunities, 
and if so, when and for how many? What are the medical and training 
requirements and is it likely that private citizens would pass them? 
o If it is feasible, what material purpose would be served by the flight of private 
citizens and what role would they play during and after a mission? 
o What criteria should be used in their relationship? 
o What process should be followed in their selection? 
The results of the fact finding are contained in the paragraphs which follow: 
A. Feasibility of Flying Private Citizens 
1. Mission Opportunities 
A limited number of seats for passengers are available in the mid 1980s. At the 
present, there appear to be seven flight opportunities in calendar year <CY> 1984, eight in 
1985; six in 1986, and at least two in 1987. There are, however, competing demands for 
those seats from other potential fliers, such as additional payload specialists and foreign 
astronauts. We concluded that the fllght of three to four passengers in the mid to late 
1980s was a reasonable number to use for our considerations. 
2. Medical Requirements 
A passenger should be of good mental, physical, and emotional health, as 
demonstrated by passing an appropriate medical examination. <The physical requirements 
are not as rigorous as those for astronauts.) The principal obJective of the medical 
examination would be to guard against the development of medical/psychological 
situations in space that would be hazardous. Therefore, the medical examinations would 
be to (a) screen out candidates whose characteristics might create hazardous situations 
during missions, and (b) provide the appropriate prophylaxis for other situations. 
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The early adaptive changes experienced by humans in space include fluid shifts, 
cardiovascular decondltioning, vestibular symptoms of the space adaptation sickness, and 
loss of red cell mass. These do not appear to NASA physicians to be hazardous. All of the 
individuals flown by NASA have been brought safely back to Earth and have resumed their 
normal lives. NASA plans to fly payload specialists who are not professional astronauts. 
On the basis of NASA's evaluation of the situation, it is reasonable to elttend the 
possibility of space flight to private citizens. 
The incidence of space adaptation sickness cannot at present be predicted. People 
may need to be screened for their adaptability to the cramped quarters of the Shuttle. 
3. Training Requirements 
In our fact finding, we were told by astronaut participants that the flight experience 
is not particularly stressful, if the person is trained as to what to expect. That training 
assists the individuals to adapt easily to the habitability requirements and the mission 
activities. The actual vibration, noise, and g forces during a nominal launch/ascent are 
tolerable <and not particularly eventful, if a passenger is seated on the mid deck without a 
view). The reentry experience is analogous to that of landing in an airplane (again without 
a view). Another astronaut was far more enthusiastic about the 11 ride" to and from orbit. 
Approx lmately one hundred hours of training spread over the two months prior to 
launch seemed to be a reasonable training requirement and was used for the purposes of 
the study. 
B. Purpose of Flying Private Citizens 
We first examined NASA's authority to fly private citizens. The Space Act and its 
legislative history would allow NASA to fly passengers in connection with these purposes: 
o " ... the widest practicable and appropriate dissemination of information 
concerning its <NASA's) activities and the results thereof•• (203 <a> (3)), 
o 11 the preservation of the role of the United States as a leader ln aeronautical 
and space science and technology and in the application there of to the conduct 
of peaceful activities within and outside the atmosphere" <102 (c) <5>>. 
The Act and its Congressional interpretation do not appear either to give or imply a 
charter to NASA for objectives not related to those in the Space Act, such as operating a 
tourist service. 
Having determined that the flight of private citizens, at least for these purposes, 
would be permissible, we next turned to a critical examination of the objectives and 
purposes for flying passengers and on criteria and processes for their selection. We also 
determined that we should solicit the views of a large number of people on our tentative 
conclusions. 
IV. Ob.ectlves of Flight of Private Citizens 
The Task Force outlined two options, flying people selected from the public at large, 
and flying carefully selected persons for specific purposes, such as: 
o expansion of human knowledge; 
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o contribution to human culture; 
o education of those who fly, and through their experience, the public; 
o stimulation of interest in the use of the Space Shuttle. 
A large majority of the respondents favored a purpose-oriented approach. The most 
common reasons are that such an approach <a> promised the more useful results, and (b) 
would be widely acceptable because it is comparable to what is done on military and 
scientific expeditions. 
A large ma):)rity expressed general approval of the first three purposes outlined above. 
While a few favored "stimulation of interest in the use of the Shuttle," others felt this 
would be adversely viewed as self-serving and would trivialize the space program. Some 
felt that objective, independent professionals would not want to be perceived as 
promoters. 
B. Criteria for Selecting Private Citizens 
Based on our earlier fact finding, we suggested candidate suitability criteria which we 
felt a private citizen must meet. Specifically, each should: 
o be highly motivated to fly on the Shuttle; 
o be willing to set aside the two month period required for qualification and 
training; 
o be willing to accept an assigned role on the mission and direction from the 
command pilot; 
o have demonstrated the capability to function as a part of a small, highly knit 
team operating in a hazardous situation; 
o have a proven or promising capability to communicate their experience to their 
compatriots; 
o be wllling to forego any extraordinary personal financial profits they might 
otherwise derive from the flight; 
o be willing to undergo a full investigation by the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation; 
o be of good mental, physical, and emotional health. 
Our respondents generally favored these criteria. There was concern that a background 
investigation might be misconstrued as to its purpose. It was also suggested that if 
people were flown because of their demonstrated excellence, their reliability could be 
assumed. The only criticism of the demonstrated capability criterion was that too few 
people will have had the opportunity to demonstrate that attribute, and therefore NASA 
should screen for this during training. The only criticism of the assigned role criterion 
was that it sounded too authoritarian. In fact, the assigned role would be mutually 
determined in the mission planning of the full range of flight activities. · 
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The capability to communicate the experience turned out to be quite important. The 
ma.Prity of those expressing a preference favored someone who could do so. This criterion 
also matched closely the education-related purposes noted earlier. Some respondents 
suggested a plan to ensure the spectrum of factual/descriptive, emotional/vicarious, and 
subjective/creative perspectives. 
C. Selection Procedures 
The Task Force identified two quite different possible procedures to select those to 
fly. For the option which considers flight of people from the general public, NASA could 
conduct a national lottery in which any U.S. citizen could participate. Winners of ~he 
lottery who satisfy the preceding general criteria would be eligible for selection by the 
Administrator of NASA for flight on the Shuttle. 
For the selection of people for specific purposes <the other option), NASA could 
announce the availability of flights on the Shuttle for persons whose background and 
capabilities would qualify them to accomplish the purposes established by NASA for flying 
private citizens. Appllcants' professional qualifications would be reviewed by their peers 
and NASA would select from among those who are given the highest ratings by their peers 
and who meet the above general criteria. 
1. Purpose-Oriented Approach 
The large ma.Prity of the respondents who favored a purpose-oriented approach 
favored a peer group selection process, suggesting that it stands the best chance of 
ensuring the quality of the person and the product. However, critics suggested: 
o The review process would have to be so open as to appear fair and not an "old 
boy network ... 
o It would help assure a valuable product. 
o It is not clear in many fields which are the appropriate organizations for peer 
review. 
2. Lottery Approach 
Those who favored flying people selected from the general public by a national 
lottery procedure offered the following advantages: 
o It would most directly involve the true benefactors of the STS, I.e., the 
taxpayers. 
o It is quite possible that, with multiple candidates, some would be excellent 
professional representatives of society. 
o The purpose of flying private citizens might more likely be realized through a 
spontaneous reactions of pasengers than through a mandated effort. 
o It would be the fairest way to make the selection. 
Critics of the lottery open to everyone suggest, however, that: 
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o It is less workable <the number of applicants who could meet the elegibllity 
criteria would swamp the system>. 
o There is less guarantee of a valuable result and more risk of the undesirable. 
o It would place NASA in a difficult public relations position should it have to 
re)'!ct the winner. 
o Candidates are more likely to renege on their commitment. 
3. Additional Comments 
Some of the respondents suggested that NASA, while keeping overall administrative 
control, should give up two specific roles by having another body decide on the application 
categories or make the final selections, or should move to random procedures. 
Other suggestions made by respondents included: 
o General public candidates should be selected by Congress. 
o The "professionsls" should apply by professional category. NASA should screen, 
using space-related criteria. A committee of appropriate professional 
organizations <established by NASA) should screen to see if candidates have 
minimal professional capablllty. The surviving applicants should then make 
their case to the committee and the committee should select the "most 
promising." A lottery should be used to select the order in which the fly. 
o Candidates should be selected by NASA because it has the final responsibility 
and, therefore, should have the authority. Rigerous qualifications should be 
set. The evaluative process should involve medical and psychological screening, 
orientation rides in high performance aircraft, high stress training exercises 
and emergency procedures. 
o Candidates should be nominated by appropriate professional organizations. 
o The opportunity to fly passenger<s> should be auctioned to media organizations 
which would then have the incentive to publicize/ disseminate the events 
through their extensive chains. This was suggested because it is anticipated 
that the media would lose interest after the first flight unless it served their 
particular purposes. 
V. Conclusions 
On the basis of our fact finding and our evaluation of the responses to the extensive 
survey, we reached the following conclusions: 
o There is disagreement on the value of the space flight experience. Some 
respondents were extremely enthusiastic about the possible content and 
significance of the flight experience, while others were quite skeptical. The 
task force believes that the only way to decide is to take a small step which has 
value in itself and see what light it sheds on what the next step, if any, should 
be. 
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o Because of the importance we attach to associating initial flights of private 
citizens to purposes contained in the Space Act, we concluded that the first step 
should involve a limited number of private citizens we might call "observers," 
who would be most likely, as a result of their experiences, to contribute to 
human knowledge, culture, and education of others. 
o NASA must decide on how to treat the cost/benefit question. There is a growing 
cost consciousness in the country that would question the program. If 
candidates pay the costs, the process would exclude those of modest means. If 
the government pays the cost, taxpayers might consider the program too costly 
for the general benefits. 
o The analysis of the responses provides strong evidence that the necessarlly 
complex explanation of the program will be misunderstood by substantial 
proportions among interested groups, and probably the public at large. 
o Those who are most committed to the space program will be the most watchful 
and critical of <a> the perceived "trivialization" of the program, (b) the 
opportunities lost to them, and <c> the relation of the program to science and 
technology. 
o NASA should avoid the appearance of being self-serving. Therefore, NASA 
should not appear to be using the program to build public support. NASA should 
avoid public relations gimmicks. 
o There are questions of flight risk, liability, and the control of extraordinary 
profits that may be difficult to answer in detail. It has been suggested that 
those who fly should be brought into NASA as NASA employees during the time 
of mission-related activities with employee rights and responsibilities similar 
to those of the flight crew. A portion of any personal profits earned as a result 
of the flights might be given to an appropriate charity or foundation. 
o The agreement between NASA and the persons who fly should include a privacy 
provision to protect the crew. 
o The details of the administrative process for selection of passengers need to be 
given thorough thought because of the workload and the possibility for 
litigation. There must also be a mechanism for withdrawal that would not be 
embarrassing to NASA or the candidate, or result ln litigation. 
VI. Recommendations 
A. Flight of Observers 
NASA should take the next step in opening space fight to all people by flying observers 
consistent with the purposes in the Space Act. The data from this first step should also 
be useful to both candidates and decisionmakers in proposing how to make the best use of 
further opportunities. 
To Explain what we mean, the following examples illustrate, but do not exhaust, the 
options for meeting these purposes: 
o An observer/communicator could provide a comprehensive visual mission history, 
as well as real time reports. 
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o An observer/communicator could provide a written and interpretative history 
that also covers the scientific, technical, and institutional achievements that 
make the program possible. 
o An educator/communicator could teach on the science, engineering, and biological 
principles integral to manned space flight and illustrated by Shuttle missions. 
These ground and inflight segments could be part of a course for high school 
students. 
B. Suitability Criteria 
The Task Force recommends the following suitability criteria for the initial program. 
Candidates should be: 
o highly motivated to fly on the Shuttle as evidenced by his/her proposal on the 
use of such an opportunity; 
o able to successfully undergo the necessary one hundred hours of training spread 
over two months; 
o able to pass the medical examinations to minimize the possibility of mission 
termination or a situation in space hazardous to that person or the crew; 
o adaptable to the living situation and working relationships required by mission 
conditions; 
o willing to accept appointment as a NASA employee during the time of 
mission-related activities with employee rights and responsibilities similar to 
those of members of the space flight crew. 
C. Selection Procedures 
o Proposals from applicants to some kind of announcement of opportunity for 
flight. The proposal should include how the individual's selection would fulfill 
the purposes. 
o A screening by NASA or its agent to eliminate those clearly not meeting 
suitability criteria. 
o Appropriate peer review by panels to select the best proposals. 
o Lottery among the finalists, if necessary, to select those to train and fly. 
The actual selction process may differ somewhat in detail from that outlined here but 
should contain the key elements listed. We feel that the details should be left to NASA 
for later design. 
D. Later Program Expansion 
The Task Force encourages consideration of flying people for other purposes after this 
first small step is taken and as more opportunities develop. 
For example, there are now many legitimate competing requests, such as those 
representing the wide variety of the arts, and currently not enough seats to fairly 
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accommodate all of them or enough criteria to fairly choose among them. The data from the 
initial observer program might be helpful in assessing how the program could be open to a 
broader spectrum of private citizens in the future. 
Further, while the Space Act and its interpretation suggest that passengers from the 
general pubic are not authorized, this should not be taken to preclude their participation in 
the future when the Space Act might be changed and more suitable accommodations could be 
made available. 
VII. Rationale for Our Recommended Approach 
We concluded we should recommend an initial program to fly a few observers because: 
o This program most directly implements Congress' purposes in the Space Act and 
would add significant value to NASA's continuing efforts to implement these 
purposes through its history, education, and pubic information programs. 
o The opportunity to provide a more comprehensive description and general 
understanding of space flight than has been possible before would certainly 
J,Jstify a cost per observer. 
o This program would give other possible users a better understanding of the 
content and significance of this opportunity and therefore the value it might 
have for them. Similarly, it would give those who must make the decision a 
better understanding of which purposes and users might best be able to use the 
limited opportunities. 
o Planning for a minimum program at this time is the best way to assure that 
seats will be available for this opportunity. At this point, we do not know the 
demand to fly payload specialists, foreign astronauts, NASA astronauts for 
flight training, and others for whom requirements might arise; therefore, we 
chose a conservative approach to ensure this opportunity. 
o This approach would give NASA experience in administering such a program 
before embarking on a more ambitious one. As in any new program, there will be 
unanticipated problems to be solved and lessons to be learned. At the end of 
this phase, management's review could result in improved administration of the 
program. 
o Such a program would be widely accepted as a logical part of NASA's 
responsibilities and less likely to be misunderstood as a self-serving 
promotional event. It could also give the general public a better understanding 
of other uses. 
On January 23, 1983, NASA published its "proposed rule with request for comments"; 14 
CFR Part 1214, subpart 1214.17. The intended effect of this rule was to increase the 
access of the general public to the STS. This Subpart was not a solicitation of 
applications to participate in space flight; applications received before specific flight 
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opportunities were announced would not be accepted. This was, however, a major step 
forward in the 11 Cltizen Observer/Participants .. segment of the Shuttle program. 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS and 
SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
Washington, D.C. 20546 
AC 202-453-8400 
Gene Guerny 
Headquarters, Washington, D.C. 
<Phone: 2021453-2199) 
RELEASE NO; 84-155 
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For Release 
November 8, 1984 
2:00 p.m. 
NASA SEEKS TEACHER FOR EARLY 1986 SHUTTLE MISSION 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration, in· 
conjunction with the Council of Chief State School Officers, 
has released the Announcement of Opportunity <AO> specifying 
the eligibility requirements for selection of a teacher in 
NASA's Space Flight Participant Program. 
Through the program, NASA will extend Shuttle flight 
opportunities to a wide segment of private citizens with the 
purpose of communicating the experience of space flight to 
the pub 1 i c through education a 1 and in fermat ion programs. 
NASA eventually intends to fly various categories of Space 
Flight Participants two to three times per year. 
Teachers meeting the requirements may request an 
application packet, which wi 11 be avai Jable after December 
1, 1984, from the NASA Teacher in Space ProJect, Council of 
Chief State School Officers, 400 North Capitol Street, N.W., 
Suite 379, Washington, D.C. 20001. The application period 
is from December 1, 1984, to February 1, 1985. 
The AO is open to elementary and secondary level 
teachers in all public, private and parochial schools in the 
United States and U.S. territories and in Department of 
Defense overseas dependents schools and Department of State 
overseas schools and in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The 
teacher must: 
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o Be a U.S. citizen; 
o Be a full-time classroom teacher; 
o Have been a full-time classroom teacher for the past 
five years; 
o Provide verification of teacher eligibility and 
consent to participate which will be included in the 
aplication packet; 
o Meet all medical requirements as defined; 
o Not be a spouse of a current or former NASA 
employee. 
The schoo 1 in wh 1 ch the teacher teaches, if it is 
non-public, must advertise that it does not discriminate ln 
-admissions based on race. 
Teachers applying for this flight opportunity wi 11 
submit an application to illustrate their qualifications and 
excellence as an educator and to demonstrate how they would 
share the experience with the public. 
All applications received will be screened to eliminate 
those not meeting the basic requirements. Remaining 
applications will be forwarded to State Review Panels which 
wi 11 evaluate the proposals and select two teachers per 
state as nominees. The 120 nominees <two per state, plus 
U.S. territories, Departments of Defense and State dependent 
schools and Bureau of Indian AFfairs schools) wil 1 be 
forwarded to a National Review Panel for further evaluation. 
All state nominees wi 11 attend a teachers/ workshop and 
recogn 1 t ion banquet in the summer of 1985 in Washington, 
D.C. The workshop will inform the participants of current 
developments in the space program, and applicants wll 1 
undergo further eva 1 uat ion and screening by the Nati ona 1 
Review Panel in the form of personal interviews. 
From the state-level nominees, the National Review 
Panel wil 1 recommended ten teachers as semi f 1 na lists for 
consideration by the NASA Space Flight Participant 
Evaluation Committee. This Committee is comprised of seven 
senior NASA officials. 
The semi f l na 1 i sts w i 1 1 go to NASA/ s Johnson Space 
Center, Houston, for thorough medical examinations, in-depth 
briefings and interviews by the NASA Evaluation Committee. 
Based on results of the physical examinations and the 
interviews, the Evaluation Committee will determine which 
applicants are qualified to undergo necessary training and 
will recommend five finalist candidates. 
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The names of the five finalists will be submitted to 
the NASA Administrator, who, along with the Evaluation 
Committee, will select the primary and back -up candidates 
to undergo training for space flight. The specific flight 
opportunity is under review; however, the goal is to fly the 
first teacher on a mission ln early 1986. 
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Teacher in Space 
Project 
T he National Aeronautics and Space Ad· ministration !NASA), in cooperation 
with the Council of Chief State School 
Officers (CCSSOl, is responsible for the selec· 
lion of the first private citizen, who will be a 
teacher, to Oy on a Space Shuttle mission. 
The Teacher in Space Project is a part of the 
Space Flight Participant Program, which will 
provide unique opportunities for U.S. citizens 
to participate in the space program. 
Because teachers routinely communicate 
their knowledge and experience to large num-
bers of students, parents, and community 
Teacher Eligibility 
T his opportunity is open to elementary and secondary level teachers in all pub-
lic and non-public schools in the United 
States and U.S. territories. Department of De· 
fense overseas dependents' schools, Depart· 
ment of State overseas schools, and Bureau 
of Indian Affairs' schools. Additionally, the 
teacher must: 
• Be a U.S. citizen 
• Be a current full-time classroom teacher 
• Have been a full-time classroom teacher for 
the past five consecutive years 
members, the teacher selected will play an im· 
portant role both as a symbol of the teaching 
profession and, following the night. as a 
teacher of the public at large about the experi· 
ence of space night. 
NASA and CCSSO invite teachers at the elc· 
mentary and secondary levels to consider the 
opportunity described in this announcement 
and examine the criteria for eligibility. After 
full consideration of the requirements and re-
sponsibilities involved, interested teachers can 
request an application by returning the form 
in this announcement. 
• Have verification of eligibility and consent 
to participate (will be included in the applica-
tion) 
• Meet medical requirements as defined 
• If teaching at a non-public school. the 
school must advertise an open admissions 
process through the local written media indi· 
eating that it does not discriminate based on 
race. 




A II applications will be screened to elim-inate those not meeting the basic re-
quirements. Remaining applications 
will be forwarded to the state or agency review 
panels, which will evaluate the proposals in 
accordance with predetermined standards and 
criteria and select two teachers per state/ 
agency as nominees. The chief state school 
officer or agency administrator will be respon-
sible for selection of the nominees. DODDS 
teachers· applications will be forwarded to 
DODDS regional and Office of Dependents 
Schools, Washington, D.C. Review Panels. The 
120 nominees will be forwarded to a National 
Review Panel for further evaluation. All state 
and agency nominees will attend a teachers' 
workshop and recognition banquet to be held 
in the Summer of 1985 in Washington, D.C. 
The purpose of the workshop will be to infom1 
the participants of current developments in 
the space program and provide information 
and training on NASA educational materials 
available for the classroom. The workshop will 
also provide the opportunity for further evalu-
ation and screening of the applicants by the 
National Review Panel. 
From the state-level nominees, the National 
Review Panel will recommend I 0 teachers as 
semi-finalists for consideration by the NASA 
Space Flight Participant Evaluation Commit-
tee. This Committee is comprised of seven 
senior NASA officials. 
The 10 semi-finalists will be taken to NASA's 
Johnson Space Center for thorough medical 
examination, briefings about the space night 
experience, and interviews by the NASA t:valu-
ation Committee. Based on results of the 
physical examinations and the interviews, the 
t:valuation Committee will determine which 
applicants arc qualified to undergo necessary 
training and will recommend five finalists. 
The names of the finalists will be submitted 
to the NASA Administrator who will select the 
primary and back-up candidates to undergo 
training to prepare them for space flight. 
Authority to officially designate candidates 
for training, certifY candidates as qualified 
Space Flight Participants, and assign Space 
Flight Participants to specific Space Shuttle 
flights is reserved to the Administrator. 
Application Packet 
T he application elements will include a biographical information form; an es-
say question for the applicants to de-
scribe how the experience can best be shared 
during the post-night period; a medical stan-
dards summary; a legal agreement summary; 
and a Privacy Act notice. The application pe-
riod will run from December I, 1984 to Febru-
ary I, 1985. Applications must be received at 
the Council no later than February I, 1985. 
Incomplete or incorrect applications will be 
automatically disqualified and cannot be re-
submitted. Material other than the application 
itself will not be considered, nor will it be re· 
turned to the applicant. 
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Selection Criteria 
5 election of the teacher will be based on the following: 
111 Recommendations of the State. Agency 
and National Review Panels. 
l2l Ability to successfully undergo the neces· 
sary training period to ensure adaptation to 
night experience and mission activities. 
13 1 Ability to pass medical and psycholOgical 
examinations to minimize the possibility of 
hannd to the individual, other crew members 
or 'idle rnis-;ion completion. 
141 Adaptability to living and working in space. 
1S1 Willingness to enter into a consent agree· 
ment with NASA covering pre-night. night. and 
post-night activities ta commitment of appro.x· 
imately 18 month~!. with individual rights and 
responsibilities set forth in that agreement. 
t61 Satisfactory completion of a background 
investigation conducted to NASA's standards 
and adjudicated by the NASA Security Officer. 
All applicants will be judged by State. 
Agency, and National Review Panels selected 
by the Council of Chief State School Officers, 
agency administrators, and the chief state 
school officers. Applications will be evaluated 
on the following criteria: 
A. Creativity and Originality 
The applicant has developed a proposal to 
share the flight experience with the public 
which demonstrates creativity and original 
ity. 
B. Communications Skills 
The applicant has.demonstratcd strong ca· 
pability as a communicator in !Joth written 
and oral formats throunh the application 
mechanism. 
C. Professional Background 
The applicant has demonstrated profes· 
sional commitment through a history of 
seeking to consistently upgrade teaching 
skills. 
D. Community Involvement 
The applicant has demonstrated knowl-
edge about and is actively involved in local 
community activities as well as being well 
informed about regional, national, and in-
ternational issues. 
Relationship of Participant to NASA 
T he intent of this opportunity is for the teacher to help communicate the space 
flight experience to the public. The se· 
lected teacher will be required to maintain a 
relationship with NASA for one year and be 
available for public lectures, consultation, and 
other activities. 
II is expected that the selected teacher and 
the back-up candidate will be released from 
their teaching responsibilities by their local 
Board of Education and/or administration dur-
ing the pre-night, flight, and post-flight pe-
riod, but will continue as employees of their 
respective schools and/or school districts. 
NASA will make arrangements with the local 
school system to provide suitable financial ar· 
rangements including salary, retirement and 
other benefits for the selected teachers. The 
selected teacher and the back-up candidate 
are expected to return to classroom teaching 
upon conclusion of the commitment made to 
NASA. 
It is anticipated that the II 0 state or agency 
nominees who are not selected as semi-final-
ists will serve as educational resources for 
their state education agency or other agency 
upon completion of the selection process. 
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Medical Requirements Summary 
T he purpose of medical selection stan-dards for Space Flight Participants is to 
screen for medical conditions which 
could adversely affect either the Participant or 
the mission. A new medical standard (Class 
IV) has been established for the Space Flight 
Participant. Successful candidates will meet 
the following minimum qualifications: 
I . The absence of any disease, injury, or 
other condition associated with functional im-
pairment which would be likely to interfere 
with safe and efficient mission completion, 
emergency egress, use of personal equipment 
or required preflight training. 
2. Distant and near visual acuity correctable 
to 20/40 or better in the better eye. 
3. Ability to hear whispered voice at three feet 
(hearing aid is permissible). 
4. Blood pressure less than 160/100. 
5. Other medical illnesses and conditions 
may be disqualifying. in accordance with the 
Class IV standards. Each condition, if present. 
will be evaluated. It will be the final judgment 
of the Administrator, based on NASA medical 
staff recommendations, whether the individu-
als with these conditions are qualified for 
space flight. 
The 2 nominees from each state or agency 
plus I back-up candidate for each will 
undergo preliminary physical examinations by 
an approved FAA medical examiner. The cost 
for these exams will be covered by the state 
education agency or appropriate participating 
government agency. 
Purpose of the Background 
Investigation · 
T he National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 requires the NASA Administra-
tor to establish security requirements 
and safeguards deemed necessary in the in-
terest of national security. Considering the im-
portance of the Space Shuttle as a national re-
source, security requirements will be included 
in the criteria for NASA approval of Space 
Flight Participant selection. 
A background investigation or security as-
surance should not be taken as a commitment 
to grant a security clearance. The investiga-
tion will focus on ensuring successful per-
formance by the teacher in the space environ-
ment. 
Purpose of the Consent Agreement 
T he consent agreement limits the com-mercial exploitation of the participant's 
experience. It also includes such other 
reasonable requirements or limitations with 
respect to the participant's conduct or activi-
ties as may be required to protect the national 
interest. It also serves as a contract to insure 
that the participant will be available to work 
with NASA to communicate with the public for 
a period of one year following the mission. 
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Training Requirements for ·the 
Teacher in Space Participant 
A training schedule has been developed to provide the participant with the nee· 
essary level of familiarity with the Or· 
biter. This training stresses !;afety. habitabil 
ity, and in-night responsibilities. Self-study 
material-; arc available. and participants will 
be requested to complete these prior to arrival 
at the Johnson Space Center for more de· 
tailed training sessrons 
Participants will undergo appro.ximately t 20 
hours of training over eight weeks prror to 
night as well as certain testing requirements 
at an earlier stage. Training will include man 
uals, course Wt>rk. simulators .• md 11ands·on 
experience. fopics will rnclude ,1 basic STS 
orientation, envrronment lamiliarization. or 
hit systems. salety. m.'W systemc;, and night 
operations. The training will ta"e place at 
NASA s Johnson Space Center rn Texas and 
the Kennedy Space Center rn florida 
Responsibilities of the Teacher 
During the Mission 
T he primary role for the teacher in space will he to partrcipate tully 111 the daily 
activities that occur during a Shuttle 
mission. Specific responsibilities will be devel· 
oped in coordination with tile teacher and 
ideas that were developed in the application 
packet. 
It is expected that the teacher will be in· 
volved with demonstrations, life on the Shut· 
tic, Earth observations and selected photo· 
graphic and filming activities. It is likely that 
the teacher could conduct tile experiments as· 
sociated with the Shuttle Student lnvol\'ement 
f'roject or Other experiments de\'Cioped tO be 
performed in tile mid-deck olt11e Orbiter. De 
pending on the discipline 01 the teacher other 
activities may be developed 
The selected teacher will also be responsr· 
ble for knowing how to operate certain Orl>ner 
systems (i.e., hatches. food and hygiene ws· 
terns! and for proficiency in those normal and 
emergency procedures wl1ich arc required fo!· 
safe and clficiL'11t crew Ojl(~rations. All partici 
pants will be subject to the authority of the 
commander. 
When Will the First Teacher Fly 
on the Shuttle? 
A specific night opportunity is still under review; however, the goal is to ny the first teacher on a mission in early 1986. 
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How Much Will it Cost an Individual 
to Participate? 
T he teachers selected as state or agency nominees, the 10 semi-finalists, these· 
lected teacher and the back-up candi· 
dates will incur no direct costs for participa· 
lion in the program. All expenses will be 
covered either by NASA or through the Coun· 
cil. 
Send for Your Application: 
Application packets will be distributed beginning December I, 1984. If you would like to 
receive an application packet, please complete the following form and return it to: 
The NASA Teacher in Space Project 
Council of Chief State School Officers 
400 North Capitol Street-Suite 379 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
(202) 393· I 178 
Your Name: ____________________________________________ __ 
First Middle Initial Last Name 
Address: -------------------------------------------
Number and Street or P.O. Box No. 
City 
I am a 0 male 0 female. 
I teach 
0 elementary school. 
0 middle school. 
0 junior high school. 
0 senior high school. 
State Zip Code 
The major subject area I teach is 
0 English. 0 Geography. 
0 Science. 0 Mathematics. 
0 History. 0 Vocational Education. 
0 Social Studies. 0 Other. 
0 Art. 
0 Foreign Language. 
Council of Chief State 
School Officers 
400 North Capitol Street 
Suite 379 
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Space Project 
The ttASA Teacher in Space Project 
C ongratulations on deciding to apply ror the NASA Teacher in 
Space Project. We are pleased 
that you are interested in this historic 
activity. Please read the following lnfor· 
mation carefully and be sure that you 
Teacher Eligibility 
T his opportunity is open to ele-mentary and secondary level 
teachers or all subject areas in all 
public and non-public schools In the 
United States and U.S. territories. De-
partment or Defense overseas depen-
dents' schools. Department or State 
overseas schools. and Bureau or Indian 
Affairs' schools. The teacher must meet 
the following requirements: 
• Be a U.S. citizen. 
• Be a current run-time classroom 
teacher (as defined by your state con-
tract). 
• Have verifiCation or eligibility and 
consent to participate (enclosed in this 
application packet. I 
• Have completed lhe past five years as 
a run-time classroom teacher. 
• Not be a spouse of a current or for-
mer NASA employee. 
• Meet medical requirements as de-
fined. 
Additionally, please note: 
• If you are teaching at a non-public 
school. the school must make an annual 
public declaration Jhat it does not dis-
criminate based on race. 
• In the event that you currently have 
or have had approved leave in the past 
5 years which did not constitute a break 
in service, you are eligible to apply. 
Medical Standards Summary 
The purpose or medical selection 
standards ror the teacher selected to 
travel on the Space Shuttle is to screen 
arc eligible to apply before preceding to 
complete the application form. Applica-
tions must be completed in their en-
tirety. Incomplete applications will be 
discarded and given no further consider-
ation. 
rot medical conditions which could ad-
versely affect either the participant or 
the mission. A new medical standard 
has been established for the Space 
Flight Participant Program !Class IV). 
Successful candidates will meet the fol-
lowing minimum qualifications: 
1. The absence or any disease. i'liury, 
or other condition associated wilh rune· 
lional impairment which would be likely 
to interfere wilh safe and efficient mis· 
sion completion, emergency egress. use 
or personal equipment or required pre-
night training 
2. Dislanl and near visual acuity cor-
rectable to 20140 or better in the better 
eye 
:l. Ability to hear whispered voice al 
three reet (hearing aid is permissible) 
4. Blood pressure less than 160/100 
5. other medical illnesses and condi-
tions may be disqualifying. in accord-
ance wilh the Class IV standards. Each 
condition, if present will be evaluated. 
It will be the final judgment or the Ad-
ministrator. based on NASA medical 
starr recommendations, whether the in· 
dividual with these conditions is quali-
fied for space night. 
The 2 nominees from each state or 
agency plus I back-up candidate for 
each will undergo preliminary physical 
examinations by an FM medical exam-
iner. The cost for lhese exams will be 
covered by the slate education agency 




february 1. 1911>-Deadline ror applica-
tions. 
April 30, 1911>-Stales complete selec-
tion or two nominees. 
June 1911>-National workshop ror 120 
stale and agency nominees. 
July 4. 1911>-~nnouncement or ten 
semi-finalists. 
August 1911>-MSA Evaluation Com-
mittee selects 5 finalists. 
September 1911>-~nnouncement or 
selected teacher and back-up candi· 
date. 
fall 1911>-120 hours or training ror 
selected teacher and back-up candi-
date. 
early 1986-Space Shuttle Mission. 
Selection Process 
A II applications will be screened to eliminate those not meeting the 
basic requirements. Remaining 
applications will be forwarded to the 
state or agency review panels ror evalua-
tion and selection or two teachers per 
state/agency as nominees. 
State Review Process 
The chief state school offiCer or 
agency administrator will be ultimately 
responsible ror selection or the nomi-
nees. F.ach state will detennine the proc-
ess they wish to use to select the state 
review panels; however. the majority or 
the states will use the National Teacher 
or the Year selection panel as the basis 
ror their efforts. The panel will include t 
representative or the non-public school 
sector. Following review or the applica-
tions, the state review panels will inter-
view the final 5 candidates. They will se-
lect 2 nominees and I backup candidate 
to undergo the approved fM medical 
examination. The 2 nominees names 
will be forwarded to the Council or Chief 
State School OffiCers by ~ril JO, 1985. 
National Workshop and Review 
Panel 
tr selected as one or the t 20 state 
nominees. you will be required to attend 
the national workshop in June. 1985. 
Attendance at the national worlc5/lop is 
mandatory. The procedures for the final 
review process will be initialed during 
the national workshop. tr selected as 
one or the 120 state nominees, you will 
be required by the state education 
agency to obtain pennission rrom your 
District Superintendent to participate 
fully in all further phases or the project. 
The procedures ror the final review 
process will be initialed at that time. 
From the stale level nominees. a na-
tional review panel will recommend I 0 
teachers as semi-finalists. They will be 
evaluated by the N~SA offiCials and will 
be taken to MSA's Johnson Space Cen-
ter ror thorough medical examination. 
briefings about the space flighle.peri· 
ence, and interviews by the MSA Evalu-
ation Committee. Based on the results 
or the physical examinations and the In-
terviews. the Evalualion Committee will 
detennine which applicants are qualified 
to undergo necessary training and will 
recommend five finalists. 
The names or the five finalists will be 
submitted to the MSA Administrator 
who will select the primary and back-up 
candidates to undergo training to pre-
pare them ror space flight. 
Authority to orrKially designate candi-
dates for training. ce t.ry candidates as 
qualified Space Flight Participants. and 
assign Space night Participants to spe-




5 election of the teacher will be based on the following: 
1 1 I Recommendations of the 
state, agency, and national review 
panels. 
121 Ability lo successfully undergo the 
necessary training period to ensure adap· 
tation to Olght experience and mission 
activities. 
(~) Ability to pass medical and psycho· 
logkal examinations to minimize the 
possibility of hazard to the individual, 
other crew members or safe mission 
completion. 
141 Adaptability lo living and working in 
space. 
t51 Willingness to enter into a consent 
agreement ..-ith NASA covering pre· 
night, P.ighl and post-night activities 
ta commitment of approximately 18 
months I, with individual rights and rc 
sponsibilitics set forth in t11•t awee 
rnent 
161 5atisfactmy completion of a back-
ground investigation conducted to 
NASA's stamlards and adjudicated hy the 
NASA Security Officer. 
All applicants will be judged by state, 
agency. and national review panels se-
lected by the Council of Chief Slate 
School Officers, agency administrators, 
and the chief state school offKers. Ap· 
pllcations will be evaluated on the fol· 
lowing criteria: 
AI Creativity and Originality-The ap-
plicant has developed a proposal to 
share the night experience with the pub· 
lie which demonstrates creativity and 
originality. 
B) Communications Skills-The appli· 
cant has demonstrated strong capability 
as a communicator in both written and 
oral fonnats through the applkation 
mechanism. 
Cl Professional Background-The ap· 
plkant has demonstrated prolessional 
commitment through a history of seek-
ing to consistently upgrade teaching 
skills. 
Dl Community Involvement-The ap-
plicant has demonstrated knowledge 
about ami is actively involved in local 
community dctivities as well as being 
wrll inlonncd about regional. IMtitmal, 
ami inlcmdtional issues. 
Responsibilities of the Teacher 
During the Mission 
T he primary role for the teacher in space will be to participate in SC· 
lectcd daily activities that occur 
during a Shuttle mission. Specific re· 
sponsibilitics will be developed in coor-
dination wilh the teacher and ideas that 
arc developed in the application packet. 
II is expected that the teacher will be 
involved with demonstrations. life on the 
Shuttle, Earth observations and selected 
photographic and filming activities. II is 
likely that the teacher could conduct the 
experiments associated with the Shuttle 
Student Involvement Project or other ex-
pcrimcnts developed to be P<-"ffonned in 
the mid-deck of the Orbiter. Depending 
on the discipline of the teacher, other 
activities may be developed. 
The selected teacher will also be re-
sponsible for knowing how to operate 
certain Orbiter systems (i.e., hatches, 
food and hygiene systems! and for pro· 
ficicncy in those normal and emergency 
procedures which are required tor safe 
and efficient crew operations. All partici-
pants will be subject to the authorKy of 
the commander. 
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hining Requirements for the 
Teacher in Space Participant 
A training schedule has been devel-oped to provide the primary and 
back-up teachers with the neces-
sary level of familiarity with the Orbiter. 
This training stresses safety. habitability, 
and In-night responsibilities. Self-study 
materials will be provided to the primary 
and back·up teachers and they will be 
required to complete these prior to ar-
rival at the Johnson Space Center for 
more detailed training sessions. 
The primary and back-up teachers will 
undergo approximately i20 hours of 
training during the eight weeks prior to 
night as well as certain testing require-
ments at an earlier stage. Training will 
include reading of training manuals. 
completion of course work. exposure to 
simulators. and actual hands-on experi-
ence. Training topics will Include a basic 
Space Transportation System tSTSJ ori-
entation. environment familiarization. 
orbit systems. safety. crew systems. and 
Hight operations. The training will take 
place at NASA's Johnson Space Center in 
Texas and the 1\ennedy Space Center in 
nor ida. 
Relationship of Participant to NASA 
T he intent of this opportunity is for the teacher to help communicate 
the space night experience to the 
public. The selected teacher will be re-
quired to maintain a relationship with 
NASA for one year following completion 
of the mission and will be employed by 
NASA to give public lectures. do consul-
tations and participate fully in other ac-
tivities. The teacher will be involved in a 
rigorous ,;chedule for the year. II is c•-
pected that the selected teacher and the 
back-up candidate will be released from 
their teaching responsibilities by their 
local Board of Education and/or admin-
istration during the pre-night flight and 
post-night period, but will continue as 
employees of their respective schools 
and/or school districts. NASA will make 
arrangements with the local school sys-
tem to provide suitable financial ar-
rangements including salary. retirement 
and other benefits for the selected 
teachers. The selected teacher and the 
back-up candidate are expected to re-
turn to classroom teaching upon conclu-
sion of the commitment made to NASA. 
II is anticipated that the I I 0 state or 
agency nominees who arc not selected 
as semi-finalists will serve as educa-
tional resources for their state education 
agency or other agency upon comple-
tion of the selection process. 
Privacy Act Notice 
P ursuant to Public taw 9~·579 (Privacy Act of t974). the follow-
ing statement is furnished to in-
dividuals supplying personal informa-
tion. 
Authority 
Sections 1~2. ~~I. and ~~04 of 
Title 5 of the U.S. Code. 
Purposes and Uses 
The principal purpose for collecting 
this information is to provide the data 
necessary to make determinations of 
qualifications for the NASA Teacher in 
Space Project. This information may be 
shared with other federal, state. or local 
agencies for lawful purposes. consistent 
with such routine uses as published in 
the system notice. 
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Application Instructions 
T his application must be com· pleted in its entirety by applicants 
wishing to participate in the l'lASA 
Teacher in Space Project. The applica· 
lion must be typed. single spaced, in 
only the space provided. Amolutely no · 
additional materials will be considered 
and will be dlsarded upon receipt No 
reproductions of this application will be 
accepted. Any application that is dis· 
carded may not be resubmitted. 
Appllatlolls must be postnurMd on 
or before February 1, 1985 or If dellt>-
ered In per>on received no later than 5 
p.m. on Febi'IIJiry 1. 1985. 
Instructions for Completion af 
Essay Questions 
T he essay questions are intended to elicit information regarding: 
your creativity/originality 
your professional development 
your ability to communicate 
your level or community 
involvement 
The ability to be concl!~t In your com· 
pletlon of the essay questions Is essen· 
tial. Answers must be typed single space 
and are to be answered strictly In the 
space provided. No additional sheets 
may be used and no additional mate· 
rials will be considered. If any extra· 
neous material Is received. It will be dis· 
carded. 
Instructions for Completion af 
Recommendations 
P lease use the three forms pro· vided for your recommenda· 
lions. The first is to be com· 
pleted by a professional colleague. the 
second by a school administrator and 
the third by a member or your local 
community. They musl be typed single· 
spaced and included in your application 
form when it is submitted. References 
which exceed the space provided on the 
application form or which are mailed 
separately will disqualify the application. 
Special Instructions 
Special Instructions for Teachers 
in Department of State (NOS) 
Assisted Overseas Schools: 
I ntercsted teachers must complete the application. seal it in an cnve· 
lope which identifies the contents as 
an application for the NASA Teacher in 
Space Project address the envelope to 
the OffKc of Overseas Schools !NOS!. 
U.S. Department of State. Washington, 
D.C. 20520. and give It to the post Ad· 
ministrative Officer. The post Admlnls· 
trative Officer will forward the sealed ap· 
plication to the NOS by registered air 
pouch sent no later than february I, 
1985. NOS will deliver the sealed appli· 
cation packet to the Council of Chief 
Stale School Officers headquarters for 
screening. 
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Address for Submission af 
Applications 
T eachers from public schools, non-public schools. Bureau of In· 
dian Affairs schools and Depart· 
ment of Defense Overseas Schools musl 
submit their application to the following 
address: 
NASA Teacher in Space Project 
Council of Chief State School Officers 
400 Morth Capilol Street-Suite J79 
Washington, DC 2000 I 
Suggested References 
Aerospace llibllography. 71h ed. GPO 
Stock Mo. J.J0.()()()-460-5. 197J. $1.40; 
116 pp. 
An annotated listing of books, pam· 
phlets, audio-visual aids, and other re-
sources. with a key indicating grade lev-
els for which the various malerials are 
suited. 
Information for Teachers!Sicylab Stu-
dent Ptqject. GPO Stock Mo. J.J0-000-
477-0. 1971. $1.00; 42 pp. 
llrlef descriptions of the Skylab Pro-
gram and the MSTA·MASA Skylab Stu-
dent Project including experiment selec· 
lion for nighl experiment performance. 
and summaries of each of the 25 na· 
tional winning student experiments. In· 
eludes related classroom activities. 
Slcylab Ciuldeboolt GPO Stock Mo. ~30-
000-508-~. 197:). $2.20; 256 pp. 
Detailed descriptions of the Skylab 
program; missions and equipment. Pre-
pared by scientists and engineers who 
worked on the project. 
first to fly. Moulton. Robert. Lerner 
Publications Mpls. 198~. $10.95. 
The story of the first high school stu· 
dent experiment to ny 011 the Space 
Shuttle Columbia in 1982. 
fnlering Space: An Astronaut's Odys-
sey. Allen, Stewart Tabor, and Chang. 
Mew York. 1984. $24.95 
The most recent account of travel 
aboard the Space Shuttle written from 
the perspective ol an aslronaut. 
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The HASA Teacher in Space Project 
Basic Background Sheet 
Please Note: Application form must be typed. 
Dr. 
Mr. 
Tille: Mrs. Name--=:-------=:-------=== 
Miss l.a5l nnt lllclcl1< Initial 
Ms. 
Home Address 
(iiV Slalt li>Code 
Name of School -------
School Address---------------------
Cit) Zip Cock 
Home Telephone( __ ) ____ Work Telephone( __ )-----
Name and Address of School Principal----------------
Cit~· Slalt Zip Cod< 
Telephone Number 1--1 ___ _ 
Name and Address of School SuperintendenVChief School Administrative Offtcer 
(ifany1------------------------
Cil)• State Zi>Code 
Telephone Number( __ ) ___ _ 
Sex: Male_ female__ Sctcial Security Number----------
I teach at an: 
elementary school _ middle school junior high school _ high school _ 
Position Tille ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Major Subje<l Area I if any! --- - ---- _ _ _ Grade Level _ _ 
Total years of teaching experience: _ _ Years in present position: __ _ 
I hold the following academic degree [che<k highest degree held only[: 
_ High school diploma _ Bachelor's degree _ Master's degree 
_Doctorate _ Posl·doctoral work 
I am currently a full-time classroom teacher: Yes _ No _ 
I have completed the past 5 consecutive years as a full-time classroom teacher: 
Yes _ No __ 
I am a U.S. citizen: Yes __ No _ _ 
If married. my spouse is not a current or former NASA employee: 
Yes __ No __ 
Signature of Applicant ___________________ _ 
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Verification af Eligibility 
Any appllcatlon5 which are not properly completed and signed by the 
appropriate official as stipulated below w/11 be d/5quallf/ed. 
The Information included in the Basic Background Sheet must be verined: 
-by the District Superintendent for public school teachers 
-by the appropriate chief school administralive officer for non·public school 
teachers or U.S. Government teachers 
I have verified to the best of my ability that this applicant for The MSA Teacher in 
Space Project is a U.S. citizen, a full·time classroom teacher at present and has 
completed the past 5 consecutive years as a full·time classroom teacher. further, 
this teacher possesses the requirements necessary to teach in this building. If 
representing a non· public school, I attest that we mahe a public annual declaration 
that we do not discriminate based oo race. 
Signature of Appropriate Official ________________ _ 
Name of Appropriate OffiCial ________________ _ 
Tille of Official ____________________ _ 
Address ______________________ _ 
City--------- Stale-~--- Zip Code ____ _ 
Date of Signature Telephone 1--1----
Legal Summary/Consent 
Agreement 
I. The participant shall agree to submit 
to physical and psychological e><ams and 
to make medical records available to 
M5A as part of such e><ams. 
2. The participant shall agree to 
undergo a complete background invesli· 
galion conducted by the U.S. Govern· 
ment. 
3. The participant shall agree to enter 
into a contract with MSA which includes 
the following: 
(a) agreement to adhere to the gen· 
eral rules and regulations pertaining 
to the conduct of night crews assigned 
to STS missions which includes: 
lil submitting to authority of STS 
flight Commander during launch 
and night activities; 
fill limitation of personal effects 
which may be brought aboard the 
Orbiter; 
(iiil participation in pre·night, night, 
and post ·night press conferences; 
and 
(bl agreement to enter into a one· 
year sabbatical from classroom teach· 
ing commencing after the conclusion 
of the space night in order to lecture 
throughout the United Slates concern· 
ing the personal experiences related 
to having participated in a space night 
and other posl·night activities. 
(cl agreement to be restricted from 
making appearances, lecturing, or 
writing for publications other than that 
approved by NASA during the period 
which encompasses training, night 
and the post·night tour. 
4. There are no restrictions pertaining 
to compensation, lecturing or writing ac· 
tivities that are ensued after participant 
completes his/her contract with NASA. 
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5. Unless currenlly employed as a 
teacher in a U.S. Government assisted 
school, lhe participant shall not be 
deemed an employee of the United 
States Government during the period of 
the contract. Therefore the rights to par· 
ticipate under U.S. Government health 
plans. U.S. Government life insurance 
plans, accrual of time for U.S. employ· 
ees pension plan. the right to institute a 
claim under the Federal Employees 
Compensation Act or the right or bene· 
fits normally available to United States 
Signature of Applicant 
Government Employees would not be 
available to participant. 
6. The participant agrees to obtain con· 
sent from school administrator to take 
leave as required. 
7. The participant agrees to attend the 
national workshop if selected as a state! 
agency nominee and, If selected as a 
national seml·finallsl to go to Mauston 
for further testing. 
Date of Signature - -------------------
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Describe your professional development activities. [l'lease include your educational coursework. 
prolessional association memberships, offJCes held. training you may have undertaken or 
conducted and other relevant activities. I 
Note: Do not write below this line. 
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Describe your communication skills. [Please include your experience in 
oral and written communications including public speaking, your feelings 
about public speaking, and mention anything you may have written or published. I 
Note: Do not write below this line. 
138 
Describe your involvement in your community. (This question is intended to demonstrate your 
commitment to your community through servke-oriented activities Including volunteer work. 
civic activities and publk offices held. I 
Note: llo not write below this line. 
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140 
Describe your philosophy or teaching. 
Note: Do nol wrile below this line. 
141 
Now do you help your students to develop a national and international awareness? 
Note: Do not write below this line. 
142 
Why do you want to be the first U.S. private citizen in space? 
Note: Do not write below this line. 
Space Shuttle Question 
P lease read the following descrip-tion or lhe environment in the 
Space Shuttle and lhen write 2 
pages describing what kind or special 
project you would like to conduct while 
on the mission. This project does not 
have to be scientifoc in nature and 
should demonstrate originality, creativity 
and strong communication skills. It 
should be feasible to conduct aboard 
the Space Shuttle. You can gel an idea 
or the actual environment on lhe Spacr 
Shuttle by reading lhe suggested refer-
ences included in lhe Applicalion In· 
slructions. Proposed aclivilies should 
not require time or other crew members 
as they will have !heir own mission re-
sponsibililies during the flight. Activities 
involving the placement or payloads in 
the cargo bay or involving extravehicular 
activities (space walks) will not be con-
sidered. NASA is under no obligation to 
allow lhe partkipant lo actually conduct 
the proposed project. 
Space Shuttle Description 
T he successful flighls or lhe Space Shutlle have convincingly demon-
slraled lhat the nalion has en-
tered a new era or space transportation. 
Routine operations and expanded exper-
imental investigations have become 
commonplace. and new capabilities ror 
lhe Shuttle will be demonstrated 
throughout lhe ne•t decade. Wilh a 
gross llflorr weight exceeding four mil· 
lion pounds. the Space Shultle is 
launched like a rocket and maneuvered 
inlo tarth orbit where it performs ils as-
signed missions lasting up to eighl days 
and then returns for a landing similar lo 
that or an airplane. The spacecraft is 
then readied for another flighl with new 
payloads. experimenls and flight crew. 
The crew normally consisls or flve peo-
ple-the commander, lhe pilot. and 
three mission specialisls. 
The Space Shullle has been designed 
lo support an extensive range or opera-
tions lhal make use or the special prop-
erties or space-weightlessness. lhe 
broad view or [arth, and the ability to 
observe the resl or the universe unob-
scured and undistorted by tarth·s at-
mosphere. 
In lhe weightless enviromncnl il is 
necessary to restrain oneself in order to 
work. Managing equipment or tools in 
space requires procedures lhal an· dra-
matically opposed lo managing such ac-
tivities on [arth. Moving lhings around 
is easy. bul keeping lhem in a particular 
place is not. 
Below is a listing or typical support 
equipmenllhal is carried on board lhe 
Shuttle thai can be made available for 
various e.perimenls and other activities. 
In developing ideas ror on-board aclivi· 
lies. you might wanllo consider the 




R acheUtorque wrench with sock· ets: combination and crescent 
wrenches. screw driver. ham· 
mer: vise grip and other pliers. Swiss 
army knife. scissors. 
Equipment 
Exerciser ltreadmilll: food warmer: 
water dispenser; vacuum cleaner; mir· 
rors: flashlight stereo tape recorder with 
cassettes; head sets: binoculars: window 




Sound level meter with octave ana· 
lyzer: high and low rate and passive ra· 
dial ion dosimeteres: blood pressure 
curr: stethoscope: thermometers. olo· 
scope, opthalmoscope. bioinstrumenta· 
lion system telectrocardiograph device!. 
Supplies 
Tape, dry wipes, packing materials. 
Television 
Two portable lV cameras with monl· 
lors lv~finders); one color lens; wide 
angle lens; cassette recorder and cas· 
settes. 
Photography 
16 mm Data Acquisition Camera. time 
coded; slow. fast. and normal motion 
film speeds; 5, I 0. and 18 mm. and 
zoom lens; film magazines. 11asselblad 
70mm reflex camera; standard and 250 
mm lens; film magazines. Mikon J5 mm 
single lens reflex; f/1.4 lens: J5 mm film 
cassettes; J5 mm self·developlng CRT 
camera I photographs Orbiter opera· 
lional data display on screen on a calh· 
odcray tube; film cassettes. Accessory 
equipment (i.e .. portable light flash 
gun. filters, mounting brackets). 
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Space Shuttle Special Project Description 
Note: Do not write below this line. 
146 
Note: Do not write below this line. 
How do you expect to communicate your experience during the year following your return from 
the space Hight mission? 
Mole: Do not write below this line. 
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Recommendation from a 
Professional Colleague 
---------- is applying lo particlpale in The NASA Teacher in 
Space Projed. The teacher who is finally selected will be the first U.S. private citizen 
to fly on a Space ShuUie mission and will represent the entire leaching profession to 
the public at large. As a professional colleague of the applicanl please comment on 
the applicant's ability to communicate effectively, his/her creativity. teaching ability, 
and capacity for being a good team member. 
This form must be typed. single-spaced and must not exceed the space provided 
on this side of the sheet. When completed. please return the recommendation to the 
applicant for submission. Thank you for taking the lime to complete this form. 
Signature of Reference------------------
Name of Reference --------------------
Title of Reference --------------------
Address ______________________ _ 
Telephone (..._) __________ Date-------
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Recommendation from a School 
Administrator 
is applying to participate in The nASA Teacher in 
Space l"roject. The teacher sele<:ted will be the first U.S. private citizen to fly on a 
Space Shuttle mission and will represent the teaching profession to the public at 
large. Please comment in particular on the applicant's ability to communicate 
effe<:tively. his/her creativity. teaching ability. professional development experience 
and capacity lor being a learn member. 
This lorm must be typed. slngle·spaced and must not exceed the space provided 
on this side or the sheet. When completed please return the re<:ornmendation to the 
applicant for submission. Thank you lor taking the time to complete this lorm. 
Signature ol Reference - ----
Name of Reference ---------·------------
Title ol Reference----------------------
Address-----------------------
Telephone ( __ ) __________ Date-------
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Recommendation from a 
Community Member 
---------- is applying to participate in The NASA Teacher in 
Space Projed. The teacher selected will be the first U.S. private citizen to fly on a 
Space Shuttle mission and will represent the entire teaching profession to the public 
at large. Please comment in particular on the applicant's ability to communicate 
effectively, his/her involvement in your community, capacity for being a good team 
member and evidence or interest in local, regional. national and international 
issues. 
This form must be typed and single-spaced and must not exceed the space 
provided on this side or the sheet. When completed, please return the 
recommenclation to the applicant for submission. Thank you for taking the time to 
complete this form. 
Signature or Reference --------------------
Name of Reference ------
Tille of Reference 
Address _ ____ _ 
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NASA TEACHER IN SPACE LIST OF NOMINEES 
STATE 
ALABAMA 
Sophia Ann Clifford 
Pamela Sue Grayson 
ALASKA 
Mildred J. Heinrich 





William A. Dempsey 








Arkansas Sr. High 
Parkview High 
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 
Stanley Renfro Wingate High 
Sherry Woodside Wingate Elementary 
CALIFORNIA 
William M.Dlllon, Jr. Pennlnsula High 
Gloria M.McMillan La Jolla High 
COLORADO 








Conte Arts Magnet 
Westminster 






















DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
Mary Smothers 
Kenneth VanLew 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
Wm. A. Barwick, Jr. 
Nancy J. Cooksy 
FLORIDA 
Susan Forte 
Michael D. Reynolds 
GEORGIA 
Thomas P. Garmon 
Carol G. Hickson 
mffil1 




Joseph Clot ti 
Arthur Kimura 
IDAHO 
David M. Marquart 
Barbara R. Morgan 
ILLINOIS 
John D. Baird 
Lynne M. Haeffele 
INDIANA 
Robert S. Foerster 
Stephen L. Tucker 
1.mffi 
A. John Cazanas 









































Cumberland Elementary West 
Lafayette 
West Vigo High W. Terre 
Haute 
Rockford Sr. High Rockford 




Wendell G. Mehling 





Sue Ellen W. Darnell North Marshall 
Jr. High 
Judy A. White L.C. Curry Elem. 
LOUISIANA 
Deborah Harris Rusheon Jr. High 












Gordon L. Corbett 
Wiliam C. Townsend 
Yarmouth Intermediate Yarmouth 
Summer Memorial High East 
MARYLAND 
Kathleen Beres 















Christopher W. Brown 
Richard K. Kavanaugh 




G. Gardner Shugart 
Middle 
New Bedford High 
Farley Middle 
Seaholm High 
West Hills Middle 
Wanamingo Pub 1 i c 
Apple Valley High 
Oak Grove High 
Weir Attendance 
Center 
McCluer N. Senior 
High 
Park Hi I I R-5 
Helena High 
Capital High 
Su 1 1 ivan 
Baltimore 
Hi 11 crest 

















Roger U. Rea 
James R. Schaffer 
NEVAPA 
Ericka J. Turner 





Jeannine M. Duane 





Susan A. Agruso 
Edward F. Duncanson 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Ernest W. Morgan 
Cynthia B.Zerger 
NORTH DAKOTA 
Sherry L. Hanson 
Donald L. Hoff 
QHlQ 
Ga i 1 B • K 1 i n k 
James B. Rowley 
OKLAHOMA 
Freda D. Deskin 








Lincoln East High 
Chaparral High 
Las Vegas High 
Concord High 
Central High 
Black River Middle 
Walter C. Black 
Jones Ranch School 
Rio Grande High 
East Is 1 1 p H 1 gh 
Crispell Middle 
Morganton Jr. High 
Salisbury High 




Pauls Valley Middle 
Booker T. Washington 
High 
Medford High 






























Va 1 1 ey 
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PUERTO RICO 
Nancy M. Lee 





Michael H. Farmer 
Myra J. Halpin 
SOUTH DAKOTA 
Kevin M. Falon 
Gerald E. Loomer 
TENNESSEE 
Carolyn H. Dobbins 
Bonnie D. Fakes 
TEXAS 
Peggy Lathlaen 
Stephen A. Warren 
!JIM 
John W. Barainca 





Ronald C. Fortunato 





Francis B. Call 






Ha 1 1 i we 1 1 
Riverside High 
Goose Creek High 
Lincoln Sr. High 





Stephen F. Austin 
High 
Brighton High 

















Fayston Elementary Waitsfield 
Hazen Union Hardwick 
Norfolk Tech. Voc. 
Center Norfolk 
Jefferson School for 
Science & Technology Alexandria 
Peace Corps Elem. St. Thomas 
Elena Christian Jr. Chrlstian-
sted 
Islander Middle Mercer 
Island 
Kellogg Middle Seattle 
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WEST VIRGINIA 
Nancy M. Wenger 





Julie M. Gess 
Michael G. Pearson 
Vandevender Jr. 
High 
St. Albans Jr. High 
Wisconsin Hills 
Elementary 
Tomah Senior High 
Evanston High 
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NATIONAL SELECTION PANEL 
Konrad K. Dannenberg, until his retirement, was NASA/s 
Deputy Director for the Missions and Payload Planning 
Program. Mr. Dannenberg was responsible for a wide range of 
research and deve 1 opmen t activIties, inc 1 udi ng combust I on 
engineering, rocket engine deve I opmen t , space veh i c 1 e 
desi go, test, check-out and 1 aunch I ng, as we 11 as space 
station design and experiments. In earlier experiences, Mr. 
Dannenberg was with NASA/s Marshall Space Flight Center for 
several years, and was also Director of the Jupiter program 
for the Army Ballistic Missile Agency. Born and educated In 
Germany, Mr. Dannenberg received his M.S. in Mechanical 
Engineering from the Hanover Technology Institute. 
Sidney P. _Marland. Jr., former U.S. Commissioner of 
Education is President Emaritus of the Col lege Entrance 
Examination Board, the national non-profit membership 
association of 2,400 colleges and universities. During his 
tenure In Washington, D.C. as United States Commissioner of 
Education and Assistant Secretary of Education, Dr. Marland 
was Instrumental in the creation and implementation of the 
National Institute of Education and the Basic Educational 
Opportunity Grants Program. He began his career as a 
Superintendent of Schools in Connecticut after serving in 
World War II where he distinguished himself with the Bronze 
Star, Legion of Merit and the Distinguished Service Cross. 
Dr. Marland received his B.A. and M.A. degrees from the 
University of Connecticut in 1936 and 1950. He received his 
Ph. D. degree from New York University in 1955 in 
educational administration. Numerous monographs, essays and 
journal articles have expanded his audience beyond academia 
over the years. 
Terri Sanford, former Governor of North Carolina, is 
president of Duke University. A lawyer by training, Dr. 
Sanford received his B.A. and J.D. from the University of 
North Carolina. His career has been a long and varied one, 
alternating between the public and private sectors. After 
completing law school, Dr. Sanford became Assistant Director 
of the Institute of Government at the University of North 
Carolina. Later as a practicing lawyer, Dr. Sanford went on 
to become a partner in the firm of Sanford, Adams, 
McCullough and Beard. From 1961 to 1965, he was elected 
Governor of North Caro 1 ina, and in 1969 he assumed his 
present position as President of Duke University. Dr. 
Sanford is the author of several publications, and has 
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served on numerous commissions such as Urban Amer-ica, the 
ITT International Fellowship Commission, the American 
Council of Young Political Leaders, and the Carnegie 
Commission for Educational Television. 
Hortense Golden Canady is the National President of Delta 
Sigma Theta Sor-ority, Inc. as well as Assistant Director- of 
Student Financial Services for Lansing Community College in 
Lansing, Michigan. Pr-eceeding this position at the college, 
she was a r-esearcher- with Registered laborator-ies for the 
Department of Public Health in Lansing, Michigan as well as 
ser-ving as the director- of Community Nurser-y Schoo 1 . Mrs. 
Canady has had extensive experience serving on innumerable 
community organization boards. She has been the Tr-easurer-
of the Greater- Lansing Area United Negro College Fund since 
1962. Mrs. Canady was awarded the Pr-esident/s Award of the 
National Dental Association in 1979 and the "Black Book 
Award" for outstanding business and professional leaders by 
Dollars and Sense magazine. In 1980 she was selected 
"Citizen of the Year" by the N.A.A.C.P. Educationally, she 
received a B.A. degree in Biology from Fisk University and 
an M.A. degree in Management from Michigan State Unver-sity. 
Richard Berendzen is an author, astronomer, and President of 
The American University in Washington, D.C. Dr. Ber-endzen 
completed his undergraduate degree at M.I.T., and his 
Master/s and Doctorate at Harvard University, where he was 
a 1 so a teaching fe 1 I ow and 1 ectur-er. From 1965 to 1973, 
Dr. Berendzen was a faculty member at Boston University, 
where he taught astronomy and 1 ater became Acting Dean of 
the department. He came to The American University in 1974 
and assumed the position of Dean for the College of Arts and 
Sciences, and subsequently became University Provost in 
1976. In 1980, Dr. Berendzen was named to his present 
position as President. Active in the field of astronomy, 
Dr. Berendzen has received numerous academic awards and is 
the author of a number of articles and publ !cations. In 
addition, he is a frequent guest on radio and television 
shows featuring his views on higher education. 
Anne Campbell is a former Commissioner of Education from the 
state of Nebraska, a position she held from 1974 until her 
retirement ln 1983. She is currently the Vice President of 
the National P.T.A. Prior- to assuming her role as 
Commissioner, Dr. Campbell was Director of Public Affair-s 
for the University of Nebraska and earlier- hald the position 
of Administrative Assistant of Governmental Services for the 
Nebraska Public Schools. In addition, Dr. Campbell worked 
as a lobbyist and Director of Professional Services for the 
Nebraska State Education Association, and was the 
Superintendent of Schools for Madison County, Nebraska. 
Rece 1 vi ng her undergraduate degree from the Univer-sity of 
Northern Colorado, Dr. Campbell completed her M.S. in 
Supervision and Administration at Wayne State College, 
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Nebraska and her Doctorate in Educational Administration 
from the University of Nebraska. 
Harrison H.Schmltt, Jack Schmitt to his friends, has the 
extraordinarily varied experience of a geologist, scientist, 
astronaut, pilot, administrator, educator, writer and United 
States Senator. As a former astronaut he served as the 
Lunar Module Pi lot for the Apollo 17 mission In 1972. As 
the only scientist to go to the Moon, he was also the last 
man of twelve to step on the Moon during the Apollo program. 
Following his participation in this historical proJect, Dr. 
Schmitt served as the Special Assistant to the Administrator 
and then as Assistant Administrator in the Office of Energy 
Programs. In 1976 he was elected to the U.S. Senate from 
New Mexico, where he served until 1982. Educated as an 
undergraduate at the California Institute of Technology, Dr. 
Schmitt went on to pursue graduate studies at the University 
of Oslo as a Fulbright Scholar, and completed his Ph.D. at 
Harvard University. In 1970, he was awarded the 
Distinguished Service Medal from NASA. 
Esteban Soriano has served since early 1985 as the 
Coordinator of Program and Resource Development for the 
Lawrence Berkley Laboratory Office of Educational and 
Cooperative Research Programs with Minority Institutions. 
In this capacity, he designs and implements programs to 
increase the number of mathematics and science students and 
professionals. Prior to this recent assignment, he held the 
position of Executive Director of the Mathematics, 
Engineering, Science Achievement <MESA) national program 
where his versatility and verve were again required in the 
drafting and execution of strategies to increase the number 
of ethnic students who would become professionals in science 
and math. Before he entered educational administration, 
Soriano held a number of administrative and research 
development positions in the private sector. His 
educational preparation includes a Ph.D. in Communication 
Research from Stanford University and a B.S. in 
Marketing/Advertising from California State University, 
Fresno. 
Edward F. Gibson is a physicist, educator, and former 
astronaut. A native of Colorado, Dr. Gibson completed his 
undergraduate and graduate work at the University of 
Colorado, where he was also a Research Assistant. He went 
on to conduct postdoctoral work at the University of Oregon, 
and later was a scientist-in-residence at the Naval 
Radiology Defense Laboratory. In 1969 Dr. Gibson joined the 
faculty of the California State University at Sacramento, 
and is currently Project Manager for the Space Station 
Project. In addition, Dr. Gibson has been quite active as a 
consultant for a number of organizations, including work on 
alternative energy sources conducted for the California 
Energy Commission, and computer-assisted instruction for the 
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Control Data Corporation. Dr. Gibson is an active member of 
several academic societies, including the American Physics 
Society and Phi Beta Kappa. 
Virginia Smith has been President of Vassar College since 
1977. Before assuming her present position, Ms. Smith was 
associated with a number of different organizations 
concerned with higher education. From 1973 to 1977, she was 
Director of the Fund for the Improvemnent of Postsecondary 
Education at the Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare, a position which was preceded by her experience as 
Assistant and then Associate Director of the Carnegie 
Commission on Higher Education. Dr. Smith completed her 
B.A. and J.D. at the University of Washington, and later 
completed a Master~s in Economics at the University of 
Washington as well. She gained several years of teaching 
experience in economics and business at the university level 
in Washington, and following postgraduate work at Columbia 
University, was also a Fulbright scholar. Dr. Smith has 
participated in numerous American delegations abroad 
addressing issues in higher education, and is a trustee of 
several educational organizations. 
Dennis C. Carey is director of State Local Government 
Consulting Services for the Hay Group/Washington, D.C. 
Prior to joining Hay, Dr. Carey served as Secretary of Labor 
in Delaware, Education Advisor to the Governor, Assistant to 
the Superintendent of Schools in New Castle County, 
Delaware, and as a teacher in the Delaware Public Schools. 
Dr. Carey received his Ph.D. in public administration at the 
University of Mary 1 and and has done post-graduate work at 
Princeton and Harvard. He has lectured and published 
articles on unemployment, trade, education and structured 
adjustment in the U.S. at various international, national 
and state conferences and meetings. Three years ago, Dr. 
Carey swam the English Channel. 
Wes Unseld is Vice-President of the Washington Bullets and 
the Capital Centre in Washington, D.C. Since his retirement 
from professional basketball in 1981, Unseld has proved that 
he is equally successful as a front office executive as he 
was as a basketball player. He coordinates special events, 
serves as a liaison between Georgetown University and the 
Capital Centre and as head of Capital Centre charities. The 
six foot seven Inch Unse1d, who was best known for his 
bone-jarring picks and fullcourt outlet passes, was chosen 
by the Bu l 1 ets on the f i est round of the 1968 NBA deaf t, 
after twice earning All-American honors at the University of 
Loulsvi 1 Je. He was an instant success and In his inttial 
season was chosen both Rookie-of-the-Year and the League~ s 
Most Valuable Player. Unse1d also makes major contributions 
to his community off the court. He serves on several boards 
including Mount St. Mary~s College and does volunteer work 
at Kernan Hospital. 
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Phyllis Curtin is the Dean of the School of Fine Arts/School 
of Music at Boston University. Dr. Curtin was an opera 
singer for the Metropo I i tan Opera in New York, the Vienna 
Staats Opera, and La Scala in Mi Jan. She sang throughout 
Europe, Australia, New Zealand and Israel as a recitalist. 
Dr. Curtin sang at the White House for Helmut Schmidt during 
Gerald Ford~"s administration. Professionally, Dr. Curtin 
has a distinguished career as an educator including a 
period as a Professor of music at Yale University from 
1974-1979. She has served on the Opera Pane 1 for the 
National Endowment for the Arts and has been an artist in 
residence at Tanglewood Music Center. Dr. Curtin gives 
masters classes at col leges and conservatories throughout 
the United States. 
Donald K. <Deke) Slayton, former astronaut, is current 
President and Vice Chairman of Space Services Inc. of 
America as well as Chairman of Space America Inc.; 
President, International Formula One Pylon Air Races; 
Member, Department of Transportation Commercial Space 
Committee; Consultant, Aerospace Corporations; Director, 
Columbia Astronautics. Mr. Slayton has had an illustrious 
career as a NASA astronaut. He was named as one of the 
Mercury astronauts in April 1959. Slayton became the first 
Chief of the Astronaut Office in 1962, and in 1963 resigned 
his commission as an Air Force MaJor to assume the role of 
Director of Flight Crew Operations. He served as the Apollo 
Docking Module Pi lot of the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project in 
1975. This event signaled a major advance in efforts toward 
international mutual assistance in space exploration. In 
1977, Slayton, as Manager of the Space Shuttle Approach and 
Landing Test, verified the capability to ferry the Shuttle 
aboard a 747. During WWII, he flew 56 combat missions and 
short 1 y after returning from the war, he earned a B.S. 
degree from the University of Minnesota in Aeronautical 
Engineering. He also holds honorary degrees from Carthage 
College and Michigan Technological University. 
Dolores D. Wharton is President of The Fund for Corporate 
Initiatives, Inc., a non-profit organization devoted to 
strengthening the role of minorities and women in the 
corporate world. She is director of many corporations, 
including Phillips Petroleum Company, Kellogg Company, 
Gannett Company, and B 1 ue Cross of Northeastern New York, 
Inc. In May, 1983, Mrs. Wharton was appointed by Governor 
Mario Cuomo of New York to the Council on Fiscal and 
Economic Priorities. In addition, Mrs. Wharton is extremely 
interested and i nvo 1 ved in the arts. She is a trustee of 
the Museum of Modern Art and the Asia Society in New York 
City as wel 1 as a director of the Albany Institute of 
History and Art. In 1974, she was appointed by President 
Gerald Ford to a six-year term as a Council member of the 
National Endowment for the Arts. Mrs. Wharton has a B.A. in 
Fine Arts from Chicago State University, and was awarded an 
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honorary Doctor of Humane Letters by Central Micihgan 
University in 1973. Mrs. Wharton has broad and accomplished 
travel experiences, particularly in Asia. 
Robert Jarvik is President and Chief Executive Officer of 
Symbion, Inc., manufacturer of the JARVIK-7 artificial heart 
and INERAID artificial ear. He is also actively involved in 
the invention and design of more advanced products including 
the JARVIK-8 artificial heart and the Implanted electrode 
components of the artificial ear. He holds the auxi 1 iary 
faculty position of Research Assistant Professor of Surgery 
at the University of Utah School of Medicine. Dr. Jarvik 
graduated from Syracuse University in 1968, and then 
attended the university of Bologna School of Medicine in 
Bologna, Italy. He earned a master of arts in occupational 
biomechanics from New York University in 1971. Dr. Jarvik 
became involved in artificial heart research, including the 
design of the JARVIK-3 artificial heart, while he was 
Research Assistant for the Division of Artificial Organs at 
the University of Utah. In 1976, he earned a doctorate of 
medicine from the University of Utah School of Medicine and 
returned to the artificial heart research program full time. 
A recipient of numerous awards and honors, Jarvik holds five 
United States patents and has written over 60 articles and 
had lectured extensively in the United States and abroad. 
Ralph Cualo is the Executive Vice-President in the Office of 
the President of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. In 
addition, Mr. Caulo is Chief Executive Officer of the 
Elementary and Secondary Group of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich 
Publishers. In his latter position, Mr. Caulo is in charge 
of all publishing activities concerned with elementary and 
secondary education. Starting in sales, Mr. Caulo has been 
with Harcourt Brace Jovanovich for eleven years. 
Previously, he taught history, government, and English at 
the high school level for ten years. A graduate of 
California's University of Redlands, Mr. Caulo holds an M.A. 
in history. 
Eugene A. Cernan is a former astronaut and currently serves 
as President of The Cernan Group in Houston, Texas, a group 
of space-related technology consulting firms. Captain 
Cernan was the second man to walk in space as the pilot on 
Gemini IX, and the last man to leave his footprints on the 
surface of the moon as Commander of Apollo XVII. He served 
as Senior United States Negotiator from 1973 through 1975 
during discussions with the U.S.S.R. concerning the joint 
U.S.-Sovlet Apollo/Soyuz project. Cernan holds a B.S. in 
electrical engineering form Purdue University and an M.S. in 
Aeronautical Engineering from the U.S. Navy Post Graduate 
School. He retired from the U.S. Navy in 1976 as Captain 
after serving twenty years as a naval aviator, thirteen of 
which were dedicated to direct involvement with the U.S. 
Space Program as a NASA astronaut. Captain Cernan is 
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currently retained as technical consultant by the ABC 
Television network in support of ABC News and Special Events 
programming. 
Pam Dawber, actress, is best known for her ro 1 e in the 
highly acclaimed television series, Mork and Mindy, an 
innovative situation comedy in which she co-starred with 
Robin Williams. In March of 1985 Ms. Dawber was featured in 
11 This Wife for Hire", an ABC-TV comedy movie of the week in 
which she portrayed a homemaker who starts her own 
"surrogate wife" business for harried single men. In the 
fall of 1985, she starred in a CBS-TV movie with Kenny 
Rogers ca I 1 ed 11 Wi 1 d Horses 11 • Pam" s first 1 ove has a 1 ways 
been the theater, ever since her high school days as a 
performer in musicals ln Farmington, Michigan. After 
studying art and vocal music at Oakland Community College, 
Ms. Dawber began a modeling career at auto trade shows in 
Michigan, leading to the bright lights of New York City and 
a successfu 1 inter 1 ude as a mode 1 in the Big App 1 e. She 
then auditioned for a part in Robert Altman's "A Wedding" in 
Los Angeles, and subsequently, through the strange twists of 
providence, found herself a co-star of the "Mork and Mindy" 
television series, rather then landing the part with Altman. 
Pam is very concerned about solar energy and environmental 
Issues and has made speaking appearances across the country. 
LeRoy Hay was the 1983 National Teacher of the Year, and is 
currently a teacher of English at Manchester High School in 
Connecticut. He is also a part-time teacher at Sacred Heart 
University in Bridgeport. Chairman of the English 
Department at Manchester High Shcool, Hay was recently named 
Distinguished Alumnus of the University of Connecticut. He 
is frequently published in educational magazines and 
journals and is the only practicing teacher published in the 
"Great School Debate". His book was published in the Spring 
of 1986 on how to reshape schools for the age of 
information. Hay works as a consultant for school districts 
around the country on long range planning issues and In the 
past two years he has done over 200 presentations in 
thirty-seven states on the future of education <CCSSO media 
release, NASA files). 
APPENDIX G 
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Tommie Wi 11 iams 
Dottie Phillips 
Pam Bacon 








NATIONAL AWARDS CONFERENCE 
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Then Mars. then Saturn's rings; 
And, growing, hope to show 
All other bca~tsjust how 
Tony with dreams instead of ancient wings. 
So, think on this: we're first! the only ones 
Whom god has honored with his rise of suns. 
For us as gifts Aldeberon, Centauri. 
homestead Mars. 
Wake up, God says. look there. Go fetch. 
The stars. Oh. lord, much thanks. The stars! 
-Ray Bradbury 





National Awards Conference 
Organized by the 
National Aeronautics and Spa~e 
Administration 
and the 
Council of Chief State School Officers 
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June 22 . 1985 
Dear Teacher In Space Project Nominees: 
As part of this historic occaston . It Is my pleasure to 
congratulate you on b•ing selected as one of the 114 state and 
agency nominees for the NASA Teacher in Space Project. and to 
welcome you to Washington for what we all hope will be an 
exciting personal and professional experience this week. 
The Council of Chiet State School Officers is the membership 
organization for the 57 commissioners of education and state 
superintendents of schools 1n the United States and the 
extra-state jurisdictions. As the organization selected to 
oversee the selection process for this project. the chiefs. 
their staffs. and the Council staff members recognize you as a 
group of professionals dedicated to e•cellence. In addition. 
the NASA T eaeher in Space Project has already provided a 
positive focal point tor education In the media nationwide and 
continues daily to serve as a tine example of the outstanding 
aspects of our educational system. It is this spirit combined 
with the commitment and creativity each of you has brought to 
this historic event that contributes to the increased 
recognl1ion of educators in our country. 
I wish you all the very best as you participate in this 
week's events. It •s my hope that this will be a significant 
experience that you can share with the students in your schools 
and the members of your community as part of the effort to 
further our knowledge and understanding of space. 
'= •ecutlve Director 
COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOl. OFt'lCERS 
l79 H•llur !htt 811101. 400 Nor1h C•pilol Sti"\MII, N W .• w .. hin~lon, D.C 20001 • 20l/39J·tUii1 
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Dear Teacher in Space Partioipanta• 
June 22' 1985 
On behalf of the National Aeronautic& and Space 
Adainiatration, it la a pleaaure for •• to welcoae you to 
Waahington, D.C., for the Teacher in Space conference. 
Aa noaineea for the Teacher in Space Project, you repreaent 
the beat of thia country'• educatora--a group of creative, 
dynaaic, and dedicated individual& who have abovn a curioaity and 
intereat in what the future in apace aay hold for ua all . Aa 
teacher• you are alao in a unique poaition to conYey that 
intereat to atudenta in your acboola and coaaunitiea. Tbia ia 
one of the reaaona NASA selected a teacher aa the firat o.s. 
private citiaan to participate in a apace ehuttle aiaaion. What 
better type of peraon ia there than a teacher who will be able to 
coaaunicate about tbia once-in-a-lifetiae eaperience, 
particularly to our Nation'• young people . 
It ia an honor for ua to be working with you on thia 
hiatoric project. We hope that in the next few daya you will be 
able to learn aore about our Nation•a future in apace, and return 
to your coaaunitiea with a unique perapective to ahare with your 
fellow citi•ena and atudenta . My congratulation• to you aa a 







Program of Events 
" ... lbday I am directing NASA to begin a 
search in all of our elementary and secondary 
schools to choose the first citizen passenger 
in the history of our space program, one of 
America's finest-a teacher." 
" • .. When that shuttle lifts off, all of America 
will be reminded of the crucial roles teachers 
and education play in the life of our nation. I 
can't think of a better lesson for our children 
and our country." 
-President Ronald Reagan 
August 27, 1984 
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Saturday, June 22, 1985 
7:00 Welcome Reception (Ballroom) 
7:~ Banquet 
Speakers: 
Mr. James M. Begg.s 
Administrator 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Dr. William f. l'lerte 
Executive Director 
Council of Chief Slate School OffiCers 
Michael J. Smith 
Crew Member of ST'S·51·L Mission 
Sunday, June 23, 1985 
i2:00 "Prepare for Exhilaration and Commitment" 
!Ballroom B) 
Alan Ladwig 
Manager. Space flight Participant Program 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
I :00 "Space Science and Space Policy" (Ballroom B) 
Dr. Richard Johnson 
Assistant Director for Space Science and 
Technology 
Office of Science and Technology 
Executive Branch 
2:00 Break 
2:~ "Introduction to Workshops" (Ballroom B) 
William D. Nixon 
Chief. Elementary and Secondary Programs 
Branch 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
~:00 WORIISHOP SESSION I (See list for group 
assignment! 
Columbia-"Living Aboard the Space Shuttle" 
(LaSalle) 
Challenger-"Fiying Aboard the Space Shuttle" 
(Lafayette) 
Discovery-"l.ooklng Toward the Heavens" 
(Montcalm) 
Atlantis-"Looking Toward the Earth" (Marquette) 
4:00 WORIISHOP SESSION 2 
Columbla-"Looking Toward the Earth" 
(Marquette) 
Challenger-"Living Aboard the Space Shuttle" 
(LaSalle) 
Discovery-"Flying Aboard the Space Shuttle" 
(Lafayette) 
Atlantis-"Looking Toward the Heavens" 
(Montcalm) 
5:00 Rehearsal for Press Conference 
5:45 Buses depart for Optional Sightseeing Tour on 
board "The Dandy" 
II :00 Return to Hotel 
(approximately) 
Program of Events 
Monday, June 24, 1985 
8:00 "The World Looks at NASA" (Ballroom Bl 
Frank Johnson 
Director, Public Affairs Division. NASA 
Walter PfiSter 
President Executive Television Workshop 
9:~ "Accomplishments and Challenges for the National 
Space Transportation System" !Ballroom Bl 
Jesse W. Moore 
Associate Administrator 
OfHcc of Space flight 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
10:~ Break 
10:45 Press Conference (Ballroom B) 
12:00 LUNCH (Monet II) 
I :00 "Planetary Sciences: Programs and Plans" 
(Ballroom Bl 
Dr. Bevan French 
Acting Division Scientist 
Earth Science and Applications Division 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
2:00 'ihe International World of Space" (Ballroom B) 
Marcia Smith 
Specialist in Aerospace Systems 
Congressional Research Service 
7:40 Walk to the National Air and Space Museum 
8:00 Special Showing of the I MAX Film-"The Dream Is 
Alive" 
National Air and Space Museum 
6th and Independence Avenue, S. W. 
8:45 Reception at the National Air and Space Museum 
10:00 Return to hotel 
Tuesday, June 25, 1985 
8:00 WORIISHOP SESSION ~ 
Columbia-"l.ooklng Toward the Heavens" 
(Montcalm) 
Challenger-"Looking Toward the Earth" 
(Marquette) 
Discovery-"Livlng Aboard the Space Shuttle" 
(LaSalle) 
Atlantis-"flying Aboard the Space Shuttle" 
(Lafayette) 
9:JO "Living and Working in Space" (Ballroom B) 
Joseph Allen and Judith Resnick 
Johnson Space Center 




Program of Events 
11:00 WORKSHOP SESSION 4 Thursday, June 27, 1985 
Columbia-"flyingAboard the Space Shuttle" 
(lafayette! 8:00 WORKSHOP SESSION 6 
Challenger-"Looklng Toward the Heavens" Columbia-"Using the Shuttle as a Laboratory" 
(Montcalm I (Caucus) 
Discovery-"Looking Toward the Earth" Challenger-"Working Aboard the Space Shuttle" 
(Marquette) (Degas) 
Atlantis-"Living Aboard the Space Shuttle" Discovery-"Looking Toward the Future" (Charles) 
I LaSalle) Atlantis--"Taking a Closer Look at the 
Extraterrestrials" (Pierre) 
t2:JO LUNCH (Monet II) 
9::30 Break 
1::30 WORKSHOP SESSION 5 
Columbia-"Working Aboard the Space Shuttle" 
10:00 WORKSHOP SESSION 7 
(LaSalle) Columbia-"Taking a Closer Look at the 
Challenger-"Looking Toward the Future" 
Extraterrestrials" (Pierre) 
(lafayette) Challenger-"Uslng the Shuttle as a Laboratory" 
Discovery-"Taking a Closer Look at the 
(Caucus) 
Extraterrestrials" (Montcalm) Discovery-"Working Aboard the Space Shuttle" 
Atlantis-"Using the Shullle as a Laboratory" 
(Degas) 
(Marquette) Atlantls-"Looking Toward the Future" (Charles) 
3:00 End of Session 11::30 LUNCH !South Foyer) 
3::30 Buses depart for Capitol Hill 12::30 WORKSHOP SESSION 8 
Columbia-"Looking Toward the Future" (Charlcsl 
4:00 Congressi<inal ~ception and Photo Session Challenger-"Taking a Closer Look at the 
Special Remarks by Senator Jake Garn Extraterrestrials" tP1erreJ 
Dirksen Senate Office Building Dlscovery-"Using the Shuttle as a Laboratory" 
Koom 192 !Caucus) 
6:00 free Evening 
Atlantis-"Working Aboard the ShuJtle" (Degas! 
2:00 "Discussion of Ambassador's 1\it" !Ballroom BJ 
William D. Nillon 
Wednesday, June 26, 1985 
Chief, Elementary and Secondary Programs 
Branch 
8:00 "Historical Import of Jhe NASA Teacher In Space 
National Aeronaulics and Space Administration 
Project" (Ballroom B) 2::30 Group Photograph and Press lnlerviews !Ballroom 
Dr. William f. Pierce 11/foyer) 
Executive Director 
Council or Chief State School Officers 4:00 Closing Session of National Awards Conference 
(Ballroom Bl 
9:00 Optional Sightseeing Ann P. Bradley 
I 1:00 Personal Interviews with National Selection Panel 
Associate Deputy Administrator 
Judges begin (See appoinlment sheet in packe!l 
National Aeronautics and Space AdminisJration 
Terri Rosenblatt 
12:00 LUNCH (Monet II) Director. Teacher in Space Project 
1:00 Buses depart for White House Council of Chief State School Offocers 
3:15 Personal Interviews with Judges continue 
Alan Ladwig 
Manager. Space Flight Participant Program 
8:00 Reception with National Selection Panel Judges National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Musical Performance by Leonard David. Editor. 5:00 Program Ends 












Man must rise above the earth 
to the top of the atmosphere and beyond-
for only thus will he understand 




Living Aboard the Space Shuttle 
Mr. John Hartsfield, NASA 
Aerospace Education Services Project 
Lewis Research Center 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Flying Aboard the Space Shuttle 
Mr. Norman 0. Poff. NASA 
Aerospace Education Services Project 
Headquarters 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Looking lbward The lfeavens 
Mr. James McMurtray, NASA 
Aerospace Education Services Project 
National Space Technology Laboratories 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Looking lbward the Earth 
Dr. Harry B. Herzer, Ill, NASA 
Aerospace Education Services Project 
Headquarters 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Working Aboard The Space Shuttle 
Mr. Norman 0. Poff 
Looking lbward The Future 
Mr. James McMurtray 
Th.kingA Closer Look At The Extraterrestrials 
Dr. Harry B. Herzer, Ill 
Using The Shuttle As A Laboratory 
Dr. Doris Grigsby, NASA 
Aerospace Education Services Project 
Headquarters 











Jeannine M. Duane 
Carol Eby 






























Julie M. Gess 




Carol G. Hickson 
Richard C. Houghton 
Dale Jenkins 
Michael R. Jones 
Robert Mellette 
Ernest W. Morgan 
Michael Pearson 






Cynthia B. Zeger 
Atlantis (29) 
Susan Agruso 
John D. Baird 
John Barainca 
William Barwick, Jr. 
Steve Brehmer 
Sophia Ann Clifford 
Nancy J. Cooksy 
William A. Dempsey 
Paul Dorrance 
Michael Farmer 
Pamela S. Grayson 
Lynne M. Haeffele 
Myra Halpin 
Mildred J. Heinrich 













Barry L. Schwartz 
David Warner 
Challenger (28) 




Susan W. Forte 
Judith Garcia 
Thomas Gannon 
Mary Beth Greenway 
Gail B. Klink 
Nancy Lee 
Sharon McAuliffe 
M. Bernadette McCorkle 
Gloria McMillan 






James B. Rowley 
James R. Schaffer 
Charles Tremer 
Ericka J. Turner 
Melanie B. Vickers 
Stephen A. Warren 
John Wells 
Bruce Wixted 






Profiles of Speakers 
" .•• The hope is that this new breed of 
children of the space age wi II as fearlessly 
break with traditional thinking as did the Von 
Brauns of their age •.. In the universities of 
today, there are students who will surpass the 
deeds of those visionary optimists of the 
past. In our underprivileged youths there are 
those who will surmount difficulties and 
emerge as leaders despite their 
disadvantages. Such people will lead the 
future Lewis and Clark expeditions across the 
Mississippis of space." 
-Eric Burgess 
New Worlds: 
Discoveries From Our 
Solar System 
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James M. Beggs 
Ann P. Bradley 
Leonard David 
Profiles of Speakers 
James 1'1. Beggs was appointed by President Reagan in 1981 
as Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration (NASAl, and is the sixth man to head the nation's 
civilian space agency. Before joining NASA. he was Executive 
Vice-President and a director of General Dynamics Corp. in St. 
Louis, MO. Mr. Beggs served with NASA in a previous capacity, 
as Associate Administrator for the Office of Advanced Research 
and Technology from 1968 to 1969. Continuing his work in 
government Mr. Beggs was appointed Under Secretary of 
Transportation in 1969, a position he held until 197J and fol-
lowed by his employment with General Dynamics. Additional 
experience was also acquired during I J years of service with 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Mr. Beggs is a graduate of the 
U.S. Naval Academy and the Harvard Graduate School of Busi-
ness Administration and in addition, has received numerous 
honorary degrees. 
Ann P. Bradley was named Aswciate Deputy Administrator of 
NASA in 1984. In her 12 years with NASA. Ms. Bradley has 
held a number of responsibilities, starting as a Personnel Man· 
agement Specialist at NASA in Washington. DC. tn 1974, she 
was appointed a Princeton Fellow in Public Affairs and at· 
tended the Woodrow Wilson School at Princeton University. 
She returned to NASA in 1975 as the Executive Assistant to 
George M. Lowe. Deputy Administrator of NASA, and later went 
on to assume positions as the Director of Administration and 
Management Support at NASA's Dryden Flight Research Center 
at Edwards, California and as Manager of the NASA Resident 
Office at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California. 
In 1980 she returned to Washington as Deputy Aswcialc Ad· 
ministrator for Management Operations, and in 1982 was 
awarded NASA's Exceptional Service Medal. Prior to joining 
NASA. Ms. Bradley served in various personnel management 
positions with the Office of Economic Opportunity and the 
Agency for International Development. 
Leonard David is editor of Space World Magazine, published 
by the National Space Institute. As a writer and an educator in 
space education. he has contributed numerous articles to 
publications such as OMNI and Science Digest and is the au-
thor as well of several papers. Mr. David's previous profes-
sional experience includes work with NASA's Shuttle Student 
Involvement Project and a variety of other projects designed 
to promote understanding and knowledge of space. A native 
of California, Mr. David is a graduate of San Diego State Uni-
versity. He is also an active musician and the winner of several 
songwriting contests. 
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Bevan M. French 
Jake Gam 
Doris K. Grigsby 
John W. Hartsfield 
Profiles of Speakers 
lleuan M. french has been NASA's Discipline Scientist for 
Planetary Materials since 1975, administering an extensive re· 
search program on lunar samples, meteorites, and cosmic 
dust. More recently, Dr. french has become involved in ad· 
vanced science planning for future planetary missions. and he 
is now also Program Scientist for the Mars Observer Mission, 
an unmanned Mars-orbiting satellite to be launched in t 990. 
Dr. french was associated with NASA from 1964 to 1972 at 
the Goddard Space flight Center conducting research on an-
cient terrestrial meteorite impact structures as well as on lunar 
samples from several missions. tn 1972, Dr. french became 
Program Director of the National Science foundation's Geo-
chemistry program, before assuming his present responsibili· 
ties at NASA. In addition to research and administration, Dr. 
french has done a great deal of writing on space science for 
NASA publications and popular periodicals such as OMNI. In 
1977, Penguin books published his The Moon Book, a non· 
technical description of lunar discoveries for the general 
reader. 
Jake Gam, U.S. Senator from Utah, was a crew member of the 
Space Shuttle mission Discovery. first elected to the senate in 
1974, Senator Garn is currently serving his second term hav· 
ing been re-elected in 1980. Senator Garn is chairman of the 
Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Committee, and 
serves as well on the Appropriations and Rules and Adminis· 
!ration Committees. In addition, he is co-chairman of the Coa-
lition for Peace through Strength and a member of the Senate 
Republican Polic.y Committee. the Senate Drug Enforcement 
Caucus, and the Senate Caucus on the family. Before being 
elected to the Senate, Senator Garn was commissioner as well 
as mayor of Salt Lake City, and the first vice-president of the 
National League of Cities. He is a graduate of the University of 
Utah and served as a lieutenant in the U.S. Navy. 
Doris K. Grigsby has been at NASA Headquarters since July 
1983 as an Educational Programs Officer serving as project 
manager for the Space Exposed Experiment for Students 
!SEEDS) and the Space Shuttle Student Involvement Program 
(SSIP). Dr. Grigsby has a wide range of experience as a sci-
ence educator, having taught at all levels of secondary school 
in addition to university level courses in Biology, Zoology, Mi-
crobiology, Anatomy, and Physiology. She has also conducted 
graduate workshops in Aerospace Education and Energy Edu-
cation. Outside of the classroom, Dr. Grigsby has written cur-
riculum projects in Aerospace Education, Environmental 
Education. and Energy Education for the Oklahoma Slate De· 
partment of Education and has also developed study guides 
and laboratory manuals in Microbiology and Anatomy et Physi-
ology for the National Science foundation. 
John W. Hartsfield is an Aerospace Education Specialist with 
the NASA Aerospace Education Project at Lewis Research Cen-
ter. Prior to joining the project in 1970, Mr. Hartsfield was the 
Dean of Students at Lincoln College in Lincoln, Illinois. In ad· 
dition to his experience in higher education administration, 
Mr. Hartsfield taught elementary education for several years, 
including a year in the field of biology, and was also a guid-
ance counselor. A native of Arkansas, he received his Bachelor 
of Science degree and his Master of Science degree in Educa-
tion from the State College of Arkansas. 
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Harry B. Herzer 
FrankS. Johnson, Jr. 
Richard G. Johnson 
Alan Ladwig 
Profiles of Speakers 
Harry ll. Herzer is involved with the Aerospace Education Serv· 
ices Project at NA5A Headquarters in Washington. DC. Dr. 
Herzer travels extensively throughout the United Slates and 
Canada. lecturing. conducting workshops, coordinating com-
munity aerospace awareness programs, and serving as a con-
sullanl to schools. colleges, universities. and educational tele-
vision facilities. A native of Kansas. Dr. Herzer earned a 
Bachelor of Arts degree in chemistry and a Bachelor of Sci-
ence degree in natural science from The College of Emporia. a 
Master of Science degree in physics and chemistry from Kan-
sas Slate Teachers College, and a doctorate in chemistry and 
science education from Oklahoma Slate University. His teach-
ing experience is quite extensive. ranging from the secondary 
to the university leveL and including positions as a visiting 
prolessor at several colleges and universities. 
FrankS Johnson Jr. is NASA's Director of Public Affairs, and is 
responsible for planning and directing the full range of NASA's 
activities in providing information to and responding to inquir-
ies from the public and lhe media. Before joining NASA. Mr. 
Johnson was president and chief executive of Frank Johnson 
and Associates, Ltd., New York. a company he founded in 
1981. His flrrn p<ovided consulting assistance loa number of 
major corporations including Newport News Shipbuilding, a 
Tenneco company for which he was also Vice rresidcnt of 
rublic Relations. Earlier Mr . .Johnson had been Vice l'rcsidenl 
for 1'\lhlic Affairs for 1\evlon, hK.; Corporate Director of rublic 
Affairs and Advertising for General Dynamics; Director nl Pub-
lic Affairs for the U.S. Department of Labor; and Vice President 
of the Chicago Board of Trade. In add ilion. he has served in a 
number of information and community relations positions 
with IBM. 
Richard 0. Johnson is Assistant Director for Space Science and 
Technology in NASA's Office of Science and Technology Polley, 
Executive Office of lhe President. His professional background 
includes experience with the Palo Alto Research Laboratory of 
the Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, where for 27 
years he conducted a broad range of research in low energy 
nuclear physics and in the space sciences. Dr. Johnson was 
Manager of the Space Sciences Laboratory for len years and 
Senior Science Advisor to the Director of Research for ftve 
years. In 1980 he served as a visiting professor allhe Univer-
sity of Bern. Aclive in a number of national and international 
professional societies, Dr. Johnson is co-discoverer of ener-
getic helium and oxygen ions in the earth's radiation belts and 
has authored over 60 papers on auroras and radiation belt 
phenomena. 
Alan Ladwig is currently the Manager of the Space Flight Par-
ticipant Program. NASA's initiative to provide opportunities for 
private citizens to Hy on the Space Shuttle. Working in the Of-
nee of Space t'llght at NASA headquarters in Washington, DC, 
Mr. Ladwig is also the Manager for Middeck and NonscientifK 
Payloads that ny on the Shuttle. Mr. Ladwig has been an active 
participant in NASA's Speaker's Bureau and has appeared on 
numerous radio and television programs including Late Night 
wilh David Letterman, the Merv Griffin Show, and CBS Night-
watch. In other capacities at NASA. Mr. Ladwig has been Man-
ager of the Shuttle Student lnvolvemenl Project as well as the 





William D. Nixon 
walter Pfister 
Profiles of Speakers 
James McMurtray serves as an Aerospace Education Specialist 
at the national Space Technology laboratories near Hay 
St. Louis. Mississippi. As MSTL's education speclalisl Mr. 
McMurtray presents programs on MASA activities and those of 
MSTL's resident agencies to universities. public schools. and 
civic and professional groups throughout Mississippi. Louisi· 
ana. and the Gulf States. He also conducts workshops and 
symposia at MSTL's Visitor's Center. Before coming to MSTL. 
Mr. McMurtray was director of STARS planetarium in Jackson 
County, MS. where he developed and produced STA/ll.IGHT. an 
instructional planetarium presentation on the physics of stars. 
He has extensive experience as a lecturer on astronomy and 
related sciences at the college. secondal)' and elemental)' lev· 
els, and is currently adjunct associate professor at Oklahoma 
State University. 
Jesse Moore is currently the Associate Administrator for Space 
Flight at MASA Headquarters in Washington. DC. He is in 
charge of overseeing the planning. direction. execution. and 
evaluation of all projects and activities concerned with space 
transportation systems. Including the Space Shuttle. Mr. 
Moore came to nASA Headquarters in t978 as the Deputy Di· 
rector of the Solar Terrestrial Division in the Office of Space 
Science. He was the Director of the Spacelab Flight Division 
until 1981. at which time he assumed the position of Director. 
Earth and Planetal)' Exploration Division in the Office of Space 
Science and Applications. In t 983 Mr. Moore was appointed to 
the position of Deputy Associate Administrator for Space 
Flighl and in 1984 to his current position. A native of South 
Carolina. Mr. Moore completed his Masters degree in Electri· 
cal Engineering at the University of South Carolina. 
William D. N®n heads up the Elemental)' and Secondal)' Pro· 
grams Branch of nASA's Educational Affairs Division. Mr. Mixon 
plans. develops and implements agency·wlde MASA educa· 
tiona! programs which provide teacher education instructional 
materials. audiovisuals. publications. youth activities, and lee· 
ture demonstrations. Prior to his current position. he directed 
the Teacher Services Program in nASA's Education Programs 
Division and was also Chief of the Educational Programs 
Branch for the 1\ennedy Space Center. In addition. Mr. Mixon 
has worked as a space science lecturer and consultant has 
been a producer for educational television in Orlando. Florida; 
and was a science teacher in the Orange County Schools. 
Florida. 
Walter PfiSter. a veteran of television news production. is co· 
owner of the Executive Television Workshop. serving some or 
the nation's largest and most prestigious corporations and as· 
sociations. Before assuming his present position, he accumu· 
lated over 20 years of experience in network television news. 
starting in Chicago as a writer for CBS Mews films. He went on 
to manage MBC's Midwest bureau. and later moved to Mew 
York as a writer for the Huntley/Brinkley Report. From 196.3 to 
1975. Mr. Pfister was associated with ABC Mews as a producer 
and later as the executive producer for special events. In 
1975. he became Vice·President of ABC Mews. in charge of SU· 
pervising all special live programming. Mr. Pfister is the reclpl· 
ent or two Emmy Awards. including one for his coverage of 
President Mixon's historic visit to China in 1972. He has taught 
broadcast journalism at Brooklyn College. and is a frequent 
lecturer at colleges and universities across the countl)'. 
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William f. Pierce 
Norman 0. Poff 
'Jerri Rosenblatt 
Marcia S. Smith 
Profiles of Speakers 
William f. Pierce has been the E~ecutive Director of the Coun· 
ell of Chief State School OffKers since 1978. Before coming to 
the Council, Dr. Pierce served in several capacities in the for· 
mer Office of Education. including lwo different periods as the 
Acting U.S. Commissioner of Education as well as the Deputy 
Commissioner for Occupational and Adult Education. In addi· 
tiot\ Dr. Pierce was the Deputy Superintendent of Public In· 
struction in Michigan for three years and was also the State Di· 
rector of Vocational Education. Along with his administrative 
uperience, Dr. Pierce was a vocational agriculture teacher in 
California and served as a consultant to Manpower Develop· 
ment Training in Michigan. He has received several academic 
awards. is a member of v~rious professional organizations, 
and is the author of a number of articles. 
Norman 0. Po{f is an Aeronautics Education Specialist with 
NASA and is also an Adjunct Assistant Professor at Oklahoma 
State University. In his position with NASA. Mr. Poff works as a 
lecturer on NASA's role in aeronautics research. A native of 
Roanoke. Virginia. Mr. Poff has taught aeronautics. computer 
science. economics, math, physics. and physical science in 
the Roanoke City School System and was also an instructor in 
the private pilot ground school at Virginia Western Community 
College. In addition. he has been a Oight instructor for Pied· 
mont Aviation. Mr. Poff did his undergraduate work in Eco· 
nomics and Business Administration at Roanoke College. and 
completed his Masters degree in Science at Hollins College. 
Terri Rosenblatt is the Director of the NASA Teacher in Space 
Project for the Council of Chief State School Officers. In addi· 
tion. she is also the Council's Direclor of International Educa· 
tion. She has had ten year> of e~perience in intematiotMI edu· 
cation during which she has directed programs at the 
International House in New York. the American Assembly of 
Collegiate Schools of Business in Washington. DC. and the 
Foreign Student Service Council. Before coming to the Coun· 
cil. Ms. Rosenblatt was also a consultant in international edu· 
cation for her consulting firm, Resources International. Inc. In 
addition to an undergraduate degree from Mt. Holyoke Col· 
lege in french and German and a Master's in International Ad· 
ministration from the School for International Training. Ms. 
Rosenblatt has lived in france and England and travelled in 
Europe and Africa. 
Marcia S. Smith is a specialist in aerospace and telecommuni· 
cations systems for the Congressional Research Service. Li· 
brary of Congress. Previously. she was an analyst in aerospace 
and energy systems for the Congressional Research Service 
and has worked for the American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics. A graduate of Syracuse University, Ms. Smith is 
an Associate fellow of the British Interplanetary ScKiety, a 
member of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science. and also serves on the Board of Directors for the 
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List of ttominees and 
Members of ttational 
Selection Panel 
"We can lift ourselves out of ignorance, 
we can find ourselves as creatures 
of excellence and intelligence and skill. 
We can be free! 
We can learn to fly!!" 
Richard Bach 
Jonathan Livingston Seagull 
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Al.AIWIA 
Sophia Ann Clifford 
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"I believe that there are moments in history 
when challenges occur of such a compelling 
nature that to miss them is to miss the whole 
meaning of an epoch. Space is such a 
challenge. It is the kind of challenge William 
Shakespeare sensed nearly 400 years ago 
when he wrote: 
There is a tide in the affairs of men, 
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune; 
Omitted, all the voyage of their life 
Is bound in shallows and in miseries. 
On such a full sea are we now afloat, 
And we must take the current when it serves 
Or lose our ventures. 
We risk great peril if we kill off this spirit of 
adventure, for we cannot predict how and in 
what seemingly unrelated fields it will 
manifest itself. A nation which loses its 
forward thrust is in danger, and one of the 
most effective ways to retain that thrust is to 
keep exploring possibilities. The sense of 
exploration is intimately bound up with 
human resolve, and for a nation to believe 
that it is still committed to forward motion is 
to ensure its continuance." · 
-James A. Michener, author 
Excerpts from testimony 
before the Senate 
Subcommittee on Science, 







NASA Teacher in Space Project 
Council of Chief State School Officers 
400 North capitol Street-Suite 379 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
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NASA/S TEN TEACHER IN SPACE FINALISTS 
Ju 1 y 1, 1985 Photo No. 85-H-216 
85-HC-187 
Headquarters, Washington, D.C. -- The National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration and the Council of Chief State School Officers announced 
today the ten finalists in the NASA Teacher In Space Project. They are 
as seen from left to right in this photograph: <1> Barbara R. Morgan, 
McCall, Idaho. <2> Richard A. Methla, New Bedford, Mass. <3> Kathleen 
Anne Beres, Baltimore, Md. <4> Robert S. Foerster, West Lafayette, Ind. 
<5> Nikki Mason Wenger, Parkersburg, West Va. <6> Michael W. Metcalf, 
Hardwick, Vt. <7) Peggy J. Lathlaen, Friendswood, Tx. <8> David M. 
Marquart, Boise, Idaho. <9> Sharon Christa McAuliffe, Concord, N.H. 
(10> Judith Marie Garcia, Alexandria, Va. 
TEACHER IN SPACE FINALISTS 
BIOGRAPHIES 
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David M. Marquart of Boise High School, Boise Idaho. A film maker 
and amateur radio oper'ator, Mr' Mar'quar't teaches business and computer 
science. He has been a teacher' for twenty years. 
Bar'bara R. Mor'gan of McCall-Donnelly Elementar'y School, NcCall, 
Idaho. In addition to her eleven-year teaching car'eer', Ms. Morgan has 
found time to tr'avel extensively in Central America and in Ecuador, 
where she taught English, and to participate In cOIIIDunity music, folk 
culture, dance and drama groups. 
RobertS. Foerster of Cumberland Elementary School, West Lafayette, 
Indiana. Mr. Foerster' teaches sixth gr'ade math, computer and science 
courses. He lectures frequently to students and local, state and 
national Qr'oups on computer's and the futur'e of technology and serves as 
a consultant to the U.S. Department of Education. 
Kathleen Anne Beres of Kenwood High School, Baltimore, Maryland. 
Ms. Beres teaches biology and field biology. She also climbs mountains 
-- in the Andes, the Himalayas and elsewhere, and recently crossed the 
Atlantic with three companions In a thirty-one foot sailboat. 
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Richard A. Methia of New Bedford High School, New Bedford, 
Massachusetts. Mr. Meth i a teaches Engll sh and writes poetry, short 
stories and award-winning plays. He is chairman of New Bedford/s Human 
Relations Commission and participates in a wide variety of community 
programs to help young people. 
Sharon Christa McAuliffe of Concord High School, Concord, New 
Hampshire. Ms. McAuliffe is a social studies teacher and a board member 
of the New Hampshire Council for the Social Studies. She is active in 
the Girl Scouts and in many community programs. 
Peggy J. Lath lean of Westwood Elementary School, Friendswood, 
Texas. Ms. Lathlean has been teaching for twelve years and is 
associated with the National Association for Gifted Children and the 
Creative Problem-Solving Institute. She is president of the 
International House Foreign Students Program. 
Michael W. Metclaf of Hazan Union School, Hardwick, Vermont. Mr. 
Metclaf, a former Air Force Captain and Air Evac pilot, teaches 
geography and government to grades seven through twe I ve. He owns and 
operates a small waste management business, Is a town selectman on 
Hardwick/s governing body and a member of the town/s zoning board. 
Judlt Marie Garcia of Thomas Jefferson School for Science and 
Techno 1 ogy in A I exandr i a, VirgInia. A teacher of French and Spanish, 
Ms. Garcia heads her school/s language department. She studied 
language, literature and culture in France under the auspices of the 
French Government. 
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Niki Wenger of Vandevender Junior High School, Parkersburg, West 
Virginia. Ms. Wenger teaches gifted students and conducts seminars in 
her community on computer education and gifted education. She is 
director and founder of the Northwest Youth Sports Association and 
serves as treasurer and membership chairman of her state/s Gifted 
Children Association. 
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Space Shuttle O~bite~ C~ew Membe~s 
Fo~ 51-L 
The seven members of the Space Shuttle 51-L flight a~e: <back row, 
left to ~ight> Mission Specialist El Onizuka, Teacher in Space 
Participant. S. Ch~ista McAuliffe, Payload Specialist G~eg Jarvis. and 
Mission Specialist Judy Resnik; <f~ont ~ow, left to ~lght> Pilot Mike 
Smith, Commande~ Dick Scobee, and Mission Specialist Ron McNai~. 
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Description of Live Lessons 
Teaching-related EveniS of Mission 51-L 
Key Mission-Related Terms 
Pre-VIewing Activities 
Teaching Activities: 
Living in Spact• 
111e Shutti<;S Size 
Orhital Human Factors 
Health and Survival 
Space Stations 
Workinx and St11dyinR in Space 
Diversity of jnhs 
l~.·nefits and Costs 
&·ientific Study 
Recording the Spafe E\perieuce 
Creative Expression 
Forms of Communication 











Plans ro make a teacher the fin;t privatt• citizen to fly on the Space 
Shutt!{' began \\lith Pn.•.sidcnt Ronald Reagan's announcement of the 
program on August !7, 1984. Christa McAuliFfe v.ill fulfill that deci>ion 
on Shuttle Mission )1-L slated for launch in january 19H6-. McAuliffe's 
fli~IH i~ a pan of NASA's Span• Flight Participant Program which is 
designed to t•xpand Shuttle oppurtunitit·s to a wider segm('m of privatt• 
citil.l'flS. Am(lfl~ ht·r rhaltt.•ngt.•s will he communication of the t•xpt.•ricnct• 
and flight acuvitit.·~ to the public through edunltional and puhlic infor-
mation pro~mms. 
Tht• ~rlertion of Christa McAuliffe as primary candidate and Rarh:tra 
Morgan a~ hackup culminated a ~earch pnKe~~ t'nordinated for NASA hy 
the Council of Chief SUite &·h<M>I Offin•rs. Some 11,()(10 teachers applred 
for the npponunity to hecome tht.• 'l~·achcr in Spact•. Statt•, tt•rritorial, 
and a~enry revitw panels t•ach ~dt.•l'tcd two nominees for a nomination 
slatt• of !Oft. 'l1U'sc nominees are Clmtinuing to serve as NASA's educa-
tional Spacc Ambas~adnrs in their ar<':ts. 
MISSION BACKGROUND 
Commander- Francis R. (Dick) SCilhcc 
Pilot- Mirhad J Snnth 
Mis.•ion ,llJecia/i.</-judith A. Resnick, l'h.ll 
Mission Spc1t:ia/ist- Ellison S. Onizuka 
Mission Specialist- Ronald E. McNair, Ph.B. 
Pa_y/oad .'i{Jeciail:<t- Gregory janis (llughes Communications) 
• 'i{Jace flight l'arlicipant (Teacher-Obsm:er)-S. Christa McAuliffe 
The flight, Payload, and Experiments: 
Shuttle Mission 51-l will be a six-day mission. Uunch is scheduled 
for january 2l, 198(> frnm the Kennedy Space ('.enter, and Iandin~ is 
scheduled for January lH at the same sitt·. Till' mission carries two major 
payloads, th<•11lRS-ll (Tracking and Data Relay satellite-11) and the 
Spartan-llallcy carrier. On the first n1ght day, the crew will deploy 
11lRS-H; on the third night day, the Spartan-Halley carrier, which will be 
retm•ved on the fifth night day. In addition, the crew will be conducting 
and monitoring a series of scientifil' experiments during the Mission. 
McAuliff(• may descrilw thcst• activities during her live lessons from 
space. 
The ten finalists announn•d on july I, 19RS tr•veled to NASA's john-
son Space Center in Houswn, Texas and Marshall Space Fli~ht Center in 
Hunt:-.villc, Alabama for bricfin~s and testing. A NASA Evaluation Com-
mittee interviewed them in Washington, D.C .. and the final sel(•ction 
announct•ment was made hy Yin· Prcsidt•nt (;eorge Hush on July 19, 
19HS. <llfista McAuliffe and llarharJ Morgan began their training on 
September 9 at the Johnson space Crnt1~r. 
111t' remaining eight finalists art• working with NASA on a ont··year 
assignnwnt at Headquarters and NASA rl•search ccnwrs. In August, tht•y 
worked with McAuliffe and Morwtn to desi~n thl' lt•ssons whirh tht• 
Teacher in Spare will teach live during tlw mission. 'I1U'ir rontimwd 
input will crcatt• an abundanct• of nt•w S!»ll't'·rt•latt>d maw rials for tht.• 
classrnont 
Payload: 
The 11)RS·B will j(1in IDRS-1 in gt.·o~ynchronous orbit to pro\idc 
communication and data links with tht• Space Shuttle and satellites. 
TilRS-1 (WI;ST) will be Stationed over the l'Jcific; mRS· I (EAST) is 
stationed ovt·r the Atlantic. 
The Spartan (Shuttle Pointed Autonomous Rest.•arrh Tool for 
Astronomy) mission is designed to obsen'l' tht· ultraviolet spectrum of 
Comet llallcy. Two ultraviolet spectrometers \\-illlw mounted on the 
Spartan carrier which will scan the tail of Halley on each of it~ orbit<; . 
The Spartan \\ill be deployed and retrieved with the Remote ~lanipula­
tor System (RMS) and stowed in the payload hay for the remainder of 
the Shuule fli~ht 
The Shuttle Studcntlnvolvemcnt Program, a competition managed 
by the National Science Teachers Association with NASA to encnnra~t· 
student -designed experimL•nt'\ that can qualify to fly on mission~.· \\-ill 
be flying three experiment"' on this mission: 
A. Chicken Embryo Delieiopme111 in Space by john C. Vellingcr of 
Lafayeue, Indiana. 
B. [be liffects of Weightlesnes.\' on Grain Formation ami Strength 
;, Metals by Uoyd C. Bruce of St. Louis, Missouri. 
C. l 1/ilizinx a Semi-Permeable Membmne to Direct Crystal 
(irowth hy Ri<hard S. Cavoh of Marlboro, New York. 
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PREFACE 
V.-lY '-" plt'IL"nl to f~rtll'itk tbi.~ 11-dd,.•r:,· t;uitlt• to t•.rtt'nd t1w h>flrniHX f'.lpni 
t'lll't'.' "''"''iiiX from thf• Jlom·br-r in .'fl#c·t•l'h~'f·t. 1M puhlit'rl/ltm ;~ t1J4· pmdllf'l 
nf 11 lt•um •'ffrwt h_r .'V.-L\ l II~· .'lialitmrll.'if·i,•nn• li'tlc·ht-r.f :t'tmcit,Hm ( Mn J. tbr 
N.llitmtll t.',UIIt"il /tw tbc• St•dtll."iiudit-J 1.\'(;\'\' J. llHfl ,·um'ntlum pnljtJ..~immLf. 
II if btLq•r/l'fN'" 1W.•u.,; ,.,,,,;bult>tl b:l'lllf• h ·/Jj•r ill .'ipf«·•· fitlali.ds, lbt· .y~t~n• 
Amhu.<t.~uni. untl utbrr {lr«lkilft INrbt·rx 
U'f• brm• .<mllgbllfl publish {lnletkilllltkl "'ilfd...dn-14·hilfR INcbinJt itlr4.f. p/tltu. 
lind Tl'.'iOllf'l'l'.f ,,, II ,.,,,,.~ .. af Cllrrilii/Uitlllri'IJ!i lind pllllr Wt'tls -IIIJ xrmdtJR 
jrm11 tlS/1C'f/!i of .IU.uio" SJ.t. 7bto CII/J$UII')· rmJ MlaiWd urtit'itir.f arr rmtnfJI·ba..<rf!d 
ami llrt' th"!!'iXIIM Itt ,,·tn•t~xthtn crl/lcaltbinlliiiR tmd pnlhlrm-.mMIIJi .dtillf "'t' 
bt.JPI.• tht,· r;,;u,. td/1 hl.•lp ii1J of.I"M. tbr /J-'fl/'k' uiH• l~'tlf'h lit~ nn IArlb ~,.,.,. ~r 
\'A~ ll'ishc•s to llnmlt lbf.•jn/kJu•inx illdil'idlliJIIf'«bc-n 116n U'f"'it• ac-IMIU!.~ 
Jtw Ibis G11ilk (.b4irlt'J 1+'1.'1/f'rlf·•. MtJri/J•" AirxdJnn. Ht>lrrlr ,'NIIIun. anJ lltm'flnl 
V'bit~·. llf> tn:dJ /out:ltntm·lf'tiJ..'f'/lw nmtrihutimt:r t¥ tiN Jt;uouofng. WiUit~m IJ. 
,\'i.om 'N>dchn ht .'i{)(ll'l' Ftnjt>c·t ,Ciunt~p; /Jr. /Jnri.f A'. (;ri,.fh,J• t11Uf ,ttMrM ,t1, 
11Jontc• t¥ .\:-t."-4 1/t'fltlqllur/~'r'S 1-:dunJtionul A/f,tir:r: /Jr. lk/4•,,.;, 1/ofmun. Ml't: 
lhlllc'I'S /IU/t:1· .\'t:\, .. IIHd /lr..flln~ .'tolht't'. / 'Hil't't'Sil) of //OII,(/011-(;/I!Gr Lllllf'. Yt· 
tdsu thttd }tNm Httrrllfllfl (.nmmllllifulitms. tnt for rnurrlintaling /be {Jn'{la11llinn. 
,..,'t'lof•mt'ltl, tmd p~tblimlion nj lbi.~ guide• 
DESCRIPTION OF THE LIVE LESSONS 
Tbe l!ltlmote Field Trip 
This k•s."i4m 1s h'dst•d nn <1 quntatiun by Tearhl•r m Space Christl 
McAuliff<· ~hn dt'>Crihed ht•r npponunity tn go intn space as "the ulti· 
matt•fil-ld trip " 
Viewer Objrctives: 
I Tn nhst•rve tht• ma~>r areas nf tht· !ihuttk and descrihe their 
functiUIIS 
l . lit list and dt•suihe the majnr kin<h nf activities c"""'emhe" 
[ll'rform all<rJrd the !ihuttlt• 
Tu comJYdrl' illld cuntr.tSt d.tily activiti('S in micfOKravity with 
thnsr nn f.anh 
Video Lesson Dn<ription: 
This lt-s.•on frnm space \>ill hegin in the Right dtrlarea of the Chal-
len~r ,.n.-,.. Christa McAuliffe \>ill introdoce the commander and pilot 
and \>ill point out the !ihuttle controls. compute". and payload bay. 
'Mien she arrives at the middeck, McAuliffe ~>ill show vie""rs the 
kind' of equipment and processes 1\i!ich help human beings live comfor-
tahly and safely in the microgravity emironment of the Shuttle. 
Wbere We've Been, 
Wbere We're Going, Wby? 
VIewer Objrctives: 
I. To t•xplain some adv-•ntatl"" and disad\'211tagt'S of manufacturing 
in a microgravity envirooment 
2. To describe spinoffs and other henefits »hich have evolved from 
the space program 
l To list ways in 1\i!ich the modular Space SUtion would chan~ 
tht· liws of human heings 
Video Leoson Description: 
A.< this lt-sson from spare begins, Ouista McAuliffe \>ill refer to 
model> of the Wright Rrotbe"'plane and of a propost'd NASA Sp-.ce SU-
tion to help vic""rs recall that only 82 years separate that early Right 
and today's life in space. 
McAuliffe \>ill discuss the msons "" are living and working tn 
space, covering astronomy, F.:mh llb.ervations, experiments un-ll<~ard 
the Shuttle, satellites on the mission, materials proces.•ing, and tech-
nological advances. 
TFACHING-REIATED EVENTS OF MISSION 51-L 
Li•e Lessons: 
As part of the SH Mission, the Teacher in Space, Christa McAuliffe, 
~>ill teach two live lessons from space. These lessons are currently sched-
uled on the sixth day of the Mission at 11:40 a.m. and 1:40 p.m. I' .astern 
SUndard 1lme. 
PBS Broadca.•to 
11le I'Uhlic llrt~adcasting Service (PIIS) \>ill arry both lessons via 
Wl'Star IV. I'IIS \>ill nfft·r the prtljii"Ams to memher stations.that \>ill he 
requl"Sttod tu pn.-empt regular da.~snH,m pro~r .. mming to carry thl• It~· 
sons livt· Spt.'t'ific information about tht· I'HS tr.1.nsmis.~ion m;ay he 
nhtaim•d from kK"dlltf\S stations nr hy writing w FJementary and 
Secondary l'rti):I"Anls, l>fiS. 47S L'fnfanti1ar~. ~'W. Wa.'lhingtoo, D.C. 
lOlll•f nr 01llinK lli2/ •XX SUllO. 
Mission Watch 
(Satellite Broadcast to Schools): 
NASA \>ill make a"ailahle to schtM>Is <'<jUipped l>ith satellite dish 
antenna.' daily activities conducted aboard the 51-L Mission. This effon 
\>ill be ctx>rdinated by <lassroom Eanh, an orgMI7.ation dediated to 
direct satellite transmission to elementary and se<ondary schools. l".r· 
tkipating schools ~>ill receive in advance eduational materials. tele-
vision schedule, orbital map, Shuttle Prediction and Recognition Kit 
(SPARK). and other information that ~>ill prepare teachers and students 
to follow all aspects of the Si-t Mission. Barbara Morgan, hacltup andi· 
date, \>ill act as moderator for these daily special hroada.,L'I. SpecifiC 
informatitm ,..lated to "Mis-'ion Watch" is available hy writing tn Cla.'l.<· 
r<M>m unh, Spring Vallry. IL 61~6l or hy calling MIS/66-HSCMI. lnfor· 
matinn can also ~ accessed nn thr National Computer Bulll•tin Huard 
( :100 baud) HI7/S2b-K611(,_ 
Filmed Activities: 
In additi<m to live lessons, McAulifft• \>ill conduct a numht·r nf dem-
nnstr•tinns during tht• Right. Th""' folmed activities ~>ill he used"-' part 
of "'veral eduational packages to be prepared and distributed after the 
Mis.~ion . 
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KEY MISSION-RElATED TERMS 
Coinet Halley -mmt•t \Wtich rmp;x·ar.; nc-Jr Eartll appmximau•Jy 
t'Vl'ry 76 yl'an; 
Communication satellite -orbitin~ spacccr.1ft which sendot nws-
sagf!s, conm•ct"i computers, and L'artit•s rJilio and television programs 
\1a rnicroWJvt.•s 
EMU (Extravehicular Mobility Unit) -Spall' suit with it'""" 
ponable lifnuppon system 
51-L-numbcr of tlte Mission carrying the Teacher in Space pmject 
Flight deck -upp<•r Shuttle deck housing the comrols and com-
puters for tht• commander and pilot 
Geosynchronous orbit-path _iS.(Jil!l km from Eartll in \Wtich a 
sall'llitc's SJX.'l'd matches t•xacdy J'anh's mtati<m speed, so that the 
sau.•llitt· stays over tht~ sa~ locttion on tht• _ground at a11 times 
Microgravity-1/IO,IMIO of the gravity fonr on Hartll 
Middeck -livin~ and ""rk area of Shuttle located helow flight deck 
Mis..'iiion control- a room at the johnson Spaa' Center in Houston, 
Texas from \Wtich the crew's activities are directed 
Mission specialist -sctentist on cn•w resp«msihle for expetimenLCi 
and dcployin~ satellites 





NA..4tA- Nationa1 Aeronautics and Space Atbninistration 
Orbiter -reusable mannc>d component of Spact' Shuttle; tht•re are 
f(JUr; Mission 51-L uses Challt'flger 
Payload-cargo; t'quipment 
Payload bay -large section of the Shuttle \Wtere the paylO'ad< are 
stored 
Payload specialist-sdentist named for flight by a company or 
country sponsorin~ a payload; spedalist is certified for fliRhl by tio\SA 
Principal investigator (PI) -sdentist \\1110 designs and directs a 
mission experiment 
Simulator -training equipment which gives trainees opportunities 
to experience flight-like acti,;tics and sensation 
Space Shutde -four-pan vehicle; a reu.<;abll' orbiter. an expend-
able liquid propellant extemal tank, and tm> recoverable and rt'-
usahle soUd rocket hoosters 
Spartan-Halley -payload designed to make observations of the 
ultraviolet spectrum of Cclmet Halley 
Splnot!S -useijil applications of space technologies different from 
their original aemspace function 
IDRS (Tracking and Data Relay Sateftlte) -a communication 
satellite deployed by NA!iA for its communication system 
(see page 15) BENEFITS VS COSTS 
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PRE-VIEWING ACI1VITIES 
e Provide <·nla~<·ments of the illustration of 
the Span· Shuttle from this Guide or otht.•r 
sources. Explain that lhe teacher-observer is 
part of a sevcn-pcrson crew living in that 
Shuttle. Ask students to focus on '"!he Ultimate 
Field Trip" lesson, to estimate tht• Shuttle's 
size, and to describe as many details of the 
living space as possible. 
Use a globe and model or picture of the 
Shuttle to demonstrate the location of the 
Shuttle above Earth's surface. Have students 
relate the distance of the spacesbtp above 
Earth to ground distances familiar to them, 
e.g., the Shuttle i.< orbiting at/east 115-190 
statute miles abor•e Earth's suiface -a dis-
tance between your community and 
___ . Talk about how Earth looks from 
that distance. 
e Tell students that they Mil he seeing the 
teacher-observer as she speaks from the Space 
Shuttle. Theorize Mth them about how that 
will ht' possihlr. Introduce the idea of com-
munication satt·llitcs and ask them to \Vatch for 
information ahout satellites. 
Focus students' thinking on the kind1· of 
planninf!. it may take for a mission to be 
succes.iful. Di.\'('U.\"S the roles of the ground 
and Shuttle creu•s in performinx experi-
ments Tbink about aptJiicalions of the 
experiments after 5/L 
e The Teacher in Space is the first private 
citizen in space. When President Reagan 
announced the NASA Space Flight P'Jrticipant 
Program. he emphasized that the private citi-
zen chosen to fly a mission would have the j<lb 
of communkating the experience and flight 
activities to the public. Discuss •.vhy the first 
private citizen is a teacher. Discuss the duties 
and sense of responsibility placed upon her 
Have student" list some experiments they 
would like to see her demonstrate in the 
microgravity environment. Have them provide 
the rationale for their choices. 
EYplain that the Teacher in Space ts keep. 
ing a journal of her experiences. A<k students 
to describe the kinds of information they 
think she should include in it. 
e The commercial world anticipates many 
benefits from manufacturing in spact'. Ask stu-
dents to think about how microgravity could 
actually help the manufacturing of certain 
products. 
lnw of the jll.<lification.l' for the .<fJace 
pro!!,ram bas been lhl' many benefit.\· of dire•,· I 
applications of ideas and products to life on 
t'artb. McAIIIif!e ll'i/1 explore some of the 
newest experiments. A'k students to he 
watching for ways these experiments might 
help human being.< on liar/h. 
e Brainstorm with students the titles and 
collections of space-related music. Collect the 
albums or tapes and play them as background 
music during the week of l<!jssion SI-L. Pos-
sible titles: Tbe Planets by Gustav Holst; Pops 
in Space and Out of 'ibis World by john 
Williams and the Boston Pops; the soundtracks 
from E- T., Close Encounters of the Tbird 
Kind, the Star Wars trilogy, 200/, and the PBS 
television series of Spaceflight; Handel's Royal 
Fireworks Music; and Jonizafl'on by VarCse. 
Prepare a list of authors, stories. hooks, 
and poetry that deal t/lilh space. (.'lee Resour-
ces.) Read selectirms tl.'l'lh students eat:h dav 
of tlw Mission. · 
e Before readin~ till' following passag_l' to 
students, explain that il WAS read aloud from 
spa((.• by Astronaut jeff Hoffman durin!!. his 
April 19HS mission. 'l11c prose W.lS written by 
French writer, Rcnl- Daumel, in his hook, 
Mount Analog: NonEuclidean Adr,entures in 
Mountain Climbing lliscqss Mth students 
what the surrealist Daumel may havr meant 
when he first wrote the words in the 1920s. 
Then d(scuss possible applications of the words 
to spaceflight. Why would an astronaut choose 
to carry these thoughts with him into space? 
"You cannot stay on the summit forever, you 
have to come down again. So why bother in the 
first place?just this. What is above knows what 
is below, but \\Tiat is below does not know what 
is above. One climhs. One sees. One descends. 
One sees no longer. But, one has seen. There's 
an art of conducting oneself in the lower 
regions by the memory of what one saw higher 
up. When one can no longer see, one can at 
least still koow." 
Obtain a SPARK KiT (Shullle Prediction 
and ReCOKnilion Kit). See Resources. Step 
outside u•ilh your students to gaze Ill/he first 
outer space clas.<rnom -the space Shuttle, 
home to Teacher Observer Christa McAuliffe. 
Tbe easy-tojollow hooklet willie/ you anti 
JOUr students learn.bow to locale the Sbu//le 
on auy of ils orhif.,· around l:'arth and 
to jJredifl when il t:an ht! .W'en from your 
('0/llffltllli~J'. 
e Discus:-; with students the spt.•cial problems 
of me€ting survival needs in spact'. Explain thal 
in addition to those described hv McAuliffe 
during the live lessons, the students may want 
to read about special needs and solutions for 
space. Assign students to research and report 
on the areas of needs and how they are met. 
Have student< prepare a list of items 
they might like to take on the Shuttle to use 
in their leisure lime. Ask them to explain the 
importance of each item selected. 
e Encourage students to imagine that they 
are on the crew of a fmure spaceflight. !lave 
them describe a problem that arises. how the 
crew might resolve it, and the role of the 
individual in the solution. !lave them write 
their composition in narrative stylt-. 
Set up a ten/ in/he das.\·room and ll.\·siJ,tn 
rariou.\· ac/il'iti('.\' thai 11'ill hdp ~oftulents 
t.':\jJerience u•tJrking in a conjinnl.~tpace 
e Ask students to think ahnut tlwir hom<' 
kitchrns and meals. A.'>k them to talk \\ith 
families about itPms that were not there ht•fore 
tht~ students were b()rn. Make a class list of 
these items and processes. Students may like to 
write a time W.lrp story allout a person from 
the 196().; who shows up in a kitchen of the 
1980s or the year WOO. 
Dt:\1Jla_y set1eral items such as a dixital 
uwtch, calculator, micrm:omputer, plastiC 
meal pouch, or Velcro fastener. A\'k students 
to link the items to the space f!roxram. etas 
sify them as benefits or technological spin-
riffs of space technology. Emphasize that 
u!hen Congress established NA\14 in 1958, one 
of the goats u••s to hm·e the space axenc:r seek 
to transfer space technologies to et'eryda_v 
life. Today's benefits are accessibl<! throuxh 
NA.\Il's l'echnology Ulilizalion Program. 
e BenefiL' related to aerial photography via 
satellite are also of interest to students. Some 
may want to explore detecting oil slicks at sea, 
charting glaciers, forecasting spring runoffs for 
irrigation, inventorying standing timbers and 
grasslands, evaluating flood damage, checking 
environmental impact of strip mining, analyz-
ing the gypsy moth, detecting potential earth-
quake zones, and mappin~ land and water uses. 
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UVING IN SPACE 
Concept: The size of the middeck and payload bay areas 
of the Shuttle helps determine the crew's activities and the 
payload. 
e Ask students to imagine that they have 
been chosen for a space mission. Have them 
list items they would take as mementoes. Then 
inform them that their Personal Preference 
Kits must he limited to 20 separate items 
weighing a combined total of 680 grams (I. S 
pounds). A"k them to eliminate aU overweight 
articles and list only tht· items they consider 
most important. 
llat'e students suxgest some familiar 
tarxe jJayloatJ objects for the carxo hay to 
xain an idea of comparative she, i.e., a 
trailer truck ( /8-whee/er ), a railroad boxcar, 
a tank car, or a bnwling aHe_y. 
e Obtain large dtscarded cardboard boxes 
used to ship appliances to build a model of the 
middeck. J.et students ml·asurc, cut, tape, and 
build a walk-in model of the middeck. !mite 
other classes to see these examples of "card-
board carpentry." 
Man)' teachers are using a process 
approach to uTitinx u•ith their students. In 
one of it.- earliest staxes students prepare to 
write ~J' charting words and relationships on 
paper. Gil'<'n the topic "l'IJer_vda.Y life on 
Mission 51-L." build a "u•ord web" or idea 
chart 011 the chalkboard. Assign students to 





l. 1b simulate the amount of space avail-
able to the crew on a Shuttle mission by 
measuring and laying out the dimensions of 
the middeck and payload hay 
J. To physically experience the amount of 
space available in the middeck and payload 
hay areas 
1. Remind students (If tht• Teacher in Space's 
tour of the Shuttle. Explain that they \\ill h•• 
laying out the sizt• and shape of thl' Shunle 
on a parking lot or hlackwp area (chalk), 
playin~ field (lime or mowing), snowy fil"ld 
(dyt' ) .. \otiddeck dimensions may he laid out 
in the classroom; payload bay, in tht• sch110l 
hallway. 
2. Assign groups to make specific measure-
ments of the following interior dimensions 
of the Shuttle on the surface you have 
selected, 
a. Overall length of the middeck. 4.00 m 
(Ill ft.) plus the payload bay, 19.7 m 
(60.00 ft.) totals a continuous length of 
these two working interiors of 2.). 7 m 
(73. I ft ). 
b. At right angles to the length, beginning 
at the front end, mark off the height of the 
middeck. 2.1 m ( 6.X9 ft ). 
c. At the terminal end of the midderk 
(which has an airtight structural wall), 
measure the height of the payload hay 4. 56 
m (15.0 ft.). The increase in height of the 
payload hay should rise above the middeck 
height since the commander/pilot flight 
deck is on top of the middeck. (See lllustra-
tion below.) Measure and mark this height, 
4. 56 m (II 0 ft.), at intervals along the 
entire length of the payload hay. 
d. tlse some technique tn outline tlw 
length and height of the midderk and pay-
load hay. You now have tht• cn·w's WllrkinR 
at1•a ( rniddcck) and the payload hay 
e. To show the tr.lpnoidal-shapt•d floor 
span· a\'ailahlt• to the l'rt'W when till' Sl!ut · 
tit• is on tht• ground, u.se till' samt· ·i.UO m 
middt·ck lt•ngth and mark off tlwst• \\idths 
for tht· nunr Jllan: !..7 111 (K9 ft.) <tl tht' 
front. t•xp:mding to ~-7 m ( ll ft.) <It the 
rt'ar. This !lour plan area is fill<•d with 
hundn•ds of itt•ms prl'cisd}' arrangni tn 
maximizt• t'fficicncv ant! minimize dismn1· 
fort for the rrt·w. (see 111ustration hl'low.) 
f. 'l11t' payload hay's floor plan is tht• somtt• 
as that laid out in 2.c. ahove hecaust• tht• 
height of the bay, 4.16 m (15.11 ft.), is also 
its "idth. 
3. Have seven students stand on the fl01Jr plan 
of the middeckand see how much area t'ach 
student has. How does this area compare 
"'ith rooms in a home? Tdl studt~nts to 
imagine this rniddeck floor plan area also 
holding large equipment. (Sec Illustration 
below_) Have students nnw estimatl' the 
available space for crewrnl•mhers v.'ith 
equipment in place. Could microgravity 
during orhit increase their options? How? 
Have students calculate the volume of the 
middeck. Docs the maneuverability of 
wei~htlessness make the middeck quarters 
seem less confining? r~: ->?~l 
~~ ~~;n-" ~ __ '- ~·,- .' ;; ':,01'1~1, ' ~,; ~ ~ ~~~~: 9 ~~~;~~} ~:~ ~ ~;oo~~~l~;:~~~..-
Ladder to flight 10 Steep station 13 ~~~h!~~a~~drox-
~~r~~ck 11 Wall of lockers 14 Wet trash 
~ s1orage - Av1onics hay 1 
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Concept: Plonning for life on extended Shuttle missions or 
in Space Stations must consider the effects of Orbital 
Human Factors (OHF) on people's behavior. 
e !lave students work individually or in 
small groups to study the following questions: 
a. What are the physiological effects of 
mil.:rogravity? 
b. Why is ext'rcisc sn important in 
micr,)gravity' 
c. What is space sickness·~ How might it 
affect the cn•w's pt·rformance? How is it 
being treatt•d? 
Cirfadian rhJ1fhms are another crmsid· 
era/ion when p!t;nninx space mt:\·sions. Cir· 
t,"aditm rh_J'thm is the cycle of wakefulness 
and T('SI that t•ach indil,idual e:t"jJeriences. 
Most people operate on a 24· to 25-hour cycle 
u•ith s/.\· to eight hours of sleep included 111 
the o•c/e. 
a·. Hare students locate general informa-
tion rexarding the crew's schedul£• in 
space. 
b. Direct students to chart theirorl'IJ dr-
cadian rh_J'thmjor one or tu·o ll'eek,\·. J:'ach 
dU)', the,J• should record tht•ir limes of 
sleep. peak artiri~r. and rt•latil'e inal'lit·· 
i(J'. Compare /b('.H' charts rl'ith tbnn' 
scbedules maintait~ed by fli;:ht crews. 
c. llm•e students compile injom1alion 
about the effect.< of shift ll'ork 011 
humans, the scieutific explanation "Oj 
"'Monday morninp, blues,'' and hou• m~:(·h 
s/e(1J actual{}' 1\ required h)' most p(•ople. 
bwite a p.\:J'Choloxist or medical dod or to 
dt:w.:rt.\· . .; sleep. 
e A<.;k the class to explain why it is necessary 
for most people on Earth to recline in order to 
sleep well. Then compare this sleep behavior 
on Larth w sll·cp in micro~ravity. (Sl.coe Jllustra 
tion light.) Empha:-.ize the chan~cs in sleeping 
arrangements in microgr.1.vity where tlwre is 
no nel•d to recline. 
/Jiswss U'itb .,ltulents the kim/ of p.>:vcho-
logical atmosphi•rc among the creu• that 
would ht• necessar:,J' to junction for six to 
nine da)'S in these small /h,ing/workin[.: 
quarters where ezoery wakinf!, and sleeping 
hour is programmed. 
a. What kintls of preparation might he 
Jtet•ded in preflixht train inK to ensure a 
smooth~J' workinx team.? 
b. What other killlls of high perfonnance 
teamwork mixht he as demanding on 
Jiarlh' 
Hat't! students desixn recreatinna/ acfit'· 
ities which would he suitable for a mitro. 
gravity em ironment. 
e Several nf the seven crew members on 
Mission Sl-L have a strong inten•st in the arts. 
Commander Scobee enjoys oil painting and 
woodworking; Pih1t Smith does woodworking; 
Mission Specialist Resnick is a classical pianist; 
Mission Sprcialist Mc:'llair i.s a performin~-: jazz 
saxophonist; Space Flight Participant McAuliffe 
plays the guitar and piano and enjoys singing; 
and backup candidate Morgan plays the !lute 
and violin. Ask thl• students how the crew 
might pursue their interests during flight. ·Dis-
cuss why it is important to have outside inter-
ests. Ask them to list some of tht•irs and to 
discuss tht benefits they receive by heing a 
member of the team, club, or group. 
Have students describe their famrite at· 
home and at-school activities. Could lheJ' he 
able to enjor them during a spacefliuht.' itat'e 
them consider a suh,-.titute leisure actil·i~J'. 
e Make j class mural that includrs a self-
portrait of each student doing his/her favorite 
leisure activity on the Shuttle. Allow students 
to include only those which would work in 
small spaces and in microgravity. 
Each member (if a Shuttk crnt• ha.-. a 
portable stereo cassette with earphom•.\· and 
may take ,'ii.t 60· or 90-minute tape.\· of music 
on a flight. Have students select six a/hums 
or tapes that the.r U'OUitl take antlll'rite a 
pamllrafJh explaining thl'irchoiCl'.'· A.•k them 
to listen to on~y that music durin;: tht.• 51·1. 
Mission. A/the conclusion of tbe /li~ht halle 
tht.•m tl'ritt~ their reactions to their selections: 
Would theJ• muk(' the same choices a~ain.? 
~v or W~J' not? 
e Arrtil" and Antarctic <•xplon•r,;; haw kept 
detailrd records of the inl1uenres of an iso-
lated environnu:nt and t:old on human hcha\'-
ior. Challl'nge students to researrh tht'ir 
writings and report to thl• class on parallels 
b<•twcen their ideas and Orbital !Iuman Fac· 
tnrs. Discuss whether similar parallels might 
he drawn with explorers of other territories. 
A\"k students to interpret 111hat Isaac 
A\·imm· ml'ant when he said, ''lbroughout 
the bisto~)' of human!()'. U'i! hat'e been 
e~dending our range u11til it is twu• planet-
ll'ide, (·mlfJring all parts of l:'arth's surface 
cmd reachinx to the bottom of the outm, to 
the toj1 of the lltnwsphae. and b~)'lmtl it to 
/be Moon. We U'illflour;sh (Jil~J' as ton;: as we 
continue that ran~e, ami althou;.:h the poten-
tial ran;:e is not infinite, it is incredih~J' t'ast 
i!I'Cn b)' present standartls. We ll'ili el•t•ntua/~~' 
extend our ranxe to cm'Br the u•bole of the 
solar SJ•.d(•m. and tht'n u'e tl'i/1 ht•ad outward 
to the .~·tars.·· -l<;tJac A''imor in ''Our Future 
in the Cosmos -Spaa. "NAVl Conference 
ilm't' students write position pafu•r,\· 
based on Ibis quotaton. A\·k lbem to defend 
or refute the idea of limiting our exploration 
to Barth. Ask hou' thq tlefine ··our worltl. ·• 
Mlddeck 
Sleeping System on Shutde 
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Concept: Space crews follow specific routines for meeting 
health and survival needs in space. 
e Describe and demonstrate the small span· 
(4 m X .n m X l.7 m) of the middcck in 
which the spaceflight crew lives. flave students 
list the hasic needs they think might have to he 
met in order to survive a seven-day period in a 
microgrdvity environment. Ask them to explain 
and defend their choice. 
Plan a da~!'.r; menu urhkh meets the dailv 
food requireltwnts. Determine how to pre. 
pare the forul< for storage, how lh"cJ' will he 
stored, ami bow the_y will ht! prepared. Plan a 
fill(!·da)' menu whic'h can he stored in a 
child's backpack. Compare the space uliliza-
lion (l'lJ/ume) am/ u•eixht l~{ dehydrated 
food'\ .web as inslunt soup, oranxe drink. 
and dried apples u•itb their rehydrated COUll· 
lelpart<. Make a graph shou•ing the results 
e Visit or read ahout a ship's galley. Com, 
pare and contrast it v.ith the galley on tht• 
Challenger 
When peuple colonize space, it ti'i/1 he 
necessat'}'for them to produce some of.their 
ou•n foods. Discuss the implication.~· of food 
production in .~pace. 
e All clothing for the rrcw, except undcr-
\\•rar. is the sanw for both sexes and includes 
cotton pants. shorts, tee :-;hirts, fli~ht jackets, 
shnrt sleeved shirts, and slipper socks_ Cn•w 
nwmb<·rs frequently movt: around thrir Shut-
tle environment and they net'd to carry and ust· 
pens, flashlights, scissors, fork, knel'boards 
(for·notcs), and a chrckli!-.t. A'ik ~tudents to 
design clothing to accommodate movt·mt·nt 
and a(cessories. Haw thl·m consider h()(h 
vehicular and t·xtra\'chicular nl·eds. How will 
their clothing differ from that which is wom on 
Earth' 
Astro'lauts ha11e recorded evidence that 
lh~J' groll' at/east 2. 54 to 3.81 em (Ito I'/' 
in.) t'l'T)'' soon after they are in a micro;.:rtw 
i~J' em•ironment. 7beir .\pace suits are 
dt•stXned to aa.:ommodate this temporal')' 
grotolh. /Ji.<cuss wilh students why /he hodJ• 
xrows and hmt• the sfJat·e.\· between the t•erte-
brae expand in .1pace. Research body fluid 
shifts in microgra"ily. Hou• does this affect 
clothing requirements? 
e Logos art• symbolil' rt•presentati,ms of the 
major goals of a spaceflight mission. Ask stu-
dents, to imaAine that the class has been 
assigned 10 a spaceflight Have them design 
and prepare a logo for use on their clothing to 
designate that mission. 
f:Xt-'1"cise is needed on a sjJacecrajt so that 
hones and muscles will not deteriorate 011 
long mi.~sions. Ju an apparent weightless 
state, hones and musde.\' do not experience 
the same rest~vtance a ... in /!,rtwity. Hat'e Sill· 
dents compare their exerct:>oe regimen.~ u•ilh 
the recommended 15 minutes per day tread 
mill workout on the .~butt/e. Discuss ll'bl' 
doctors hare patients up and walkinK ,;s 
soon after SUt'Ket')(illnes.,· as possible. 
e Have teams of studl'nts take blood pres-
sures and pulse rates hefore and after three 
minutes of vigorous exercis~. dett~rminc the 
time needed to return to normal pulse rate, 
and record all data. Invite a doctor/school 
nurse/instructor to help students interpret the 
results. What variahles might effect changes in 
pulse rate/blood pressure during and after " 
spaceflight? 
A.<k studeuts to prepare a list of exercises 
the_r could nut do in space and the reason.,· 
wh)! tht.~J' could nut be done. 
e Shuttl~ crew mt•mhl·rs arc allocated :1s 
much as 2800 calories each day of thl' mission. 
Challenge students to decide whether tlwy 
think the crew would need more or ft•wt•r 
ralories in spaC(' than on Eanh. Havt' thl'nt 
explain and Sllllporl their decision. 
Explore the j(Jl/otrfn~: thouxht questions 
as they relate to similar net'ds in space 
a. Haw does the Sbuttle crew's bealtb 
maintenance routine compare with that 
of the crell' of a suhmarine 011 actir.·e 
patrol? 
b. Wbat kind of balanced diet, l'xercise, 
and sleep routine do .J!Uu need to do .vour 
hest itl.your sports/atademic life? 
e Show students a picture or model of the 
Orbiter. Explain that there are systems aboard 
the spaceship to hl'ip keep it funrtinning and to 
keep the crew alive. Discuss l';u:h of lhl' six 
systems with the class: food supply. air. water. 
\\"JSte disposal, poY.'t'r, and communications. 
Assign a group to each of the six systt.·ms 
to bc~in a chart with till' following lwadings: 
a. Name of Syst<•m, b. Nerd for the S~!l'm, 
c. Po:;sihlr Problems if System Dol'S Not !:unc-
tion, q!,. spoiled food, loss of oxygl'n, fin•, 
d. Alternatt· Solutions. Hav~· groups rt•purt 
their findings to thl· class. 
Htu'e student.'! int't'Siif.!,ale fmJhlem.,· 
t'tlfOuntered am/ rcsolred in ear/h!r space-
flixht.l'. Consider, for examf!le, Solar Max 
repair (STS 41-C) and the .~·mcom satellite 
repair (Sr.i 51-D). A<k stude11ts to ll'l'ite 
e:t1Jository es.w~ys e:rplaining the pmhlem-
salt•ing actit-'ities in .\fJaCe. 
Objective: To compare the Shuttle crew's 
needs in space with those net•ds on Earth in 
terms of caloric intake, exercise, and sleep 
1< Talk with students ahout how they maintain 
their health by eating, exercising, and 
sleeping. 
a. Develop an efficient n•wrd-kerping 
chart for each student to record tlw follow-
ing data, 
I) name.d:~y,datl',andhour:;nfslcl'p; 
!) each nwal's iwms and apJlroximate 
nmnht•r elf Gtloncs and t(Jtal ctloril'S 
for the day 
5) type and amount of t'Xl'rciSl' all da~ 
b. l'rovidl• thl' following information on 
daily net•ds of the Shuttle crew: 
i) food/calorks- (appruximatt.'ly 
2,H00Calorit•s) 
l) exercise- (I<; minntt•s on treadmill 
or its equivalent) 
5 ) sleep - ( H hours ) 
2. Rt•vit•w tlw kinds of foods used on a spact· 
mission. Describe a t)'pical daily menu. 
Compare an aStronaut's menu with a stu-
dt~nt's menu. If possible, compare and con-
trast them as to processed or natural foods 
·Compare calories. 
3. Compare students' records for exercise and 
sleep with crew's requirements in space. 
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Concept: A Space Station is tksigned to serve a variety of 
junctions for technological study and development that 
will benefit all humankind. 
e Ask students to recall different kinds of 
space stations from srienrc fiction s!tlri<~s the}' 
have read or movies tht·y h:avt· seen ( naulestar 
Gallactica, the Star Wars l~mpire, the Star Trek 
Federation). EmphasiZt~ that these art• fictional 
versions of somcthin~-: that has never l'xisted, 
but that the Span· St<1tio11 \\.ill soon hl' a reality. 
7be Space Station u•i/1 fulfill l'i;:ht major 
junctions: lit•in;: aret1. fahorator:rfor sdena• 
and technology, fx•rnumenl ohsermtor_v of 
Harth, st•n•icing j(Jr .~jJtlfetraft, station for 
span• t'l'hic/es and /Jl~J·Ioads, mamifacturinJ: 
facili(r. storap,e d(pot, and ,,·tagin,t: base for 
future .\jNJce aclit•ities. !Jil'ide the class into 
small groups to stilt~)' each of the ,\paa Sla· 
lion ftmclio,s. A,·k the groups to describe the 
possible detail,· of thdr function. to nnnjJare 
it to a place or ac/iri~J' u•e knou· on Earth, 
and to describe boa· IJN)' think it ll'ill!ook 
u1ith words and il!ust~alions. Hat'£' the 
groups report am/ combine till i!lustralion.'i 
into a )!.itmt calltlJ.w or flow chart entitled 
··our future llomt• · (.'lee l/lustraliou 
beJou•.) 
e President Reagan's Illans inrlud,• inter-
national t:oor)cratinn in tlw develnpmcm and 
use of the Space Station. Discuss this potential 
internatilmal colony in space. 
Reawms for es/tJhlishfng a space station 
may indttde adtJenture, trade, }rl•edom, 
growth of new tecbnoloJ!.Y, comtnerl:e, Iran.,. 
porta/ion, and numufacturirlg Hat•t• .\'Ill· 
dents suggest other rea.\·tmsfor spat'e coloni-
zation. 
e Challenge students to predict how people 
from Earth will get to the Space Station, how 
long they will stay, and how they will rrtum. 
Ask them to pretend that tickets will go on salt~ 
in the year .WOO. Have them ima~ine what they 
will he doing and whether they or anyone they 
know will go. Predirt whether the Station will 
admit only workers or whether visitors will he 
allowed. 
A<Sign each student to write a first~ 
person account of a new inhabitant of the 
Space Station. Hm'e the students destribe 
their trijJ. their neu• lil'ing quarters, and their 
u•ork. Share the compositions. 
e The Space Station concept will he reality 
for your studt•nts in their lifetimes. Talk with 
tlll'm ahout thr kir1ds 11f anivitit•s and respon-
sibilities which will ht• rt'<lllirl'd on a Spare 
Station. Ask them to pretend that they have an 
opJ)()rtunity to apply for" job on the Stollion. 
Hom.• tlwm writl' tht•ir lt•tter of application to 
tht• spal.'t' pt>rsnnnl'l offkt• to apply for tlw joh 
of their chnh•. 
Cba/Jenxe students to l'tmsider the fol-
lml'ing q11estion: Will migratimrsfrom l:itrlh 
to S{JaL"e Sltllions and other planets bt• simi 
Jar to the migralionsfrom Europe at the tum 
of the f..:entury? Ask students to compare our 
future space ,·ettiers and pioneer.< to the earlv 
sel/lers afld pioneers of Amerka. Ajta a 
hrainstorminx session .. btu•e studt'nls orxa· 
nize their ideas for a composition based 
upon compar~~mn/contrast. 
e Hypothesize with students thal they have 
been given the responsibility of planning a 
Space Staticm community. They may he like the 
planners of some of America's famous pl<innrd 
communities or towns. Ask them to list the 
instilutions, services, johs, activities, n•crca-
tion. and other details their community wuuld 
havt'. Make a lar~r flow chart to ~how the 
relationship of the community's comp01wnts. 
A Space Station Concept 
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Concept: A diversity of jobs is required to plan, build, 
operate, and maintain a spacecraft. 
e Dislribut< pages of classified advertise· 
ments tn thr cla.~s. Dividr the class into small 
~roups In "Tile w.tnl ads for each of the jobs 
on I he crew of S I· L J>nsl !he ads. Discuss 
.. tterher !hey know of individuals who could 
meel the qualifiClltions they set 
Pbilip Morrison. Professor of Pbysics a/ 
/be Massacbuse//s /ns/1/u/e of Technology, 
spealting at a NA.I'A ~vmpostum In 1976, said. 
·: .. It sl!l!ms to me tbf' imagination bas no/ 
.V<'t sucreetkd in conr'f!yfng /o people in gel!· 
era/ uobat•ind of roll! one can baw in today's 
complex explora/on. Very many are tbf' 
indispensable porters. and oPJ!y very feu• are 
tbf' intrepid mountai1leers. " Hlll'f! students 
app(y tbi.< to Mi<sion 5J.L and the space 
program. 
e A.~k studt·nts tn think about their interest.-; 
and tn rhcw,st.• two jobs rt·latcd to spaCl• that 
!hey lhink th<'y wuuld lik•• 10 do, n.•scarch the 
skills and lr•mong n"·essary 111 fulfill the jubs; 
draw up jub applit11tinns; apply fur jubs in 
space; and ~" through a preliminary scn..'enin~ 
and intcrvit•winM, proet'Ss to select two candi· 
dares for '""'h job. 
/nt"f>er.mnal cooperation is a critical 
t•Wment in a .tuccessjul mi.uion. DiscUS.'i the 
kind< of personal qualilie.< that indMduals 
,·bosen for u mis.\"ion must have and the 
qualities rrblcb mi!lbl cause problem.<. 
Ob}tlellva: 
I. To identify job opporlunities m !he 
space industry 
2. To apply decision-making sldlls in small 
groups 
3. To discuss the inlerdependence of per· 
sonnel in completin~ a project 
1. Introduce the concept of jobs by displaying 
pictures of a Shutde, Space Station. or 
sarelllte. Have students lis! !he kinds of 
jobs illakes to desiRfl, build, operate, and 
maintain a Shulde. Space Station. or salel· 
lire. Discuss a misconception tballhe only 
space-relaled jobs are for as1ronau1s. 
Divide the students into small groups 10 lis! 
as many jobs as they can think of under 
each calejtory. llave t"•ch group appoinl a 
recorder. 
2. CA>py each joh nnlll an Index card (~I lhe 
hotlom of !he card. ilk•ntify !he job accord· 
ing to nnt.• of the fnur categories .and have.• 
C'.u:h studt·nt srlt"CI a cud tn restan:h 
3. !lave siUdents makt• or.ll, firsl·person 
report' on lhe jobs. includin~ !he ~>h quali · 
fic-.tt.ions and tr.Uning. 
4. Divide srudenl' inlll ~roups accordin~ Ill 
!heir joh category on the spacecraft Give 
each group an assil(llment that v.ill require 
cooperation and interdependence. Tht• 
a.o;signment could he to design, to build. Ill 
launch and oper•te !he cr•fl, and In main· 
tain il hefort• and aflcr launch. Nou• that 
~roups v.ill have In choose le-Aders and 
individuals to meet with other groups to 
keep the groups coordinalcd. A:;sign '"" 
student• Ill observe !he acti\ilies of all four 
groups and 10 commenl on the follnv.in~, 
How the students made decisions within 
their own ~roups 
How the groups communicall'tl with 
other groups 
Whether the completed plans and worit 
renectt'tl cmperation and organi7:.tion 
Whether individuals performed lhl' """' 
required hy their a.•signed jobs 
The ~roups should keep wrinen records of 
their ideas and decisions, list assignments 
on chan paper. and sketch plans and 
desil(lls Ill ht• displaye-d and shan.'tl 
r;, tlavt· uch gruup presL>flt its work tu dw 
t•ntirt· da.~s. A'ik tht• twn studt•nt ohst•n't'ni 
to prt.•sc.•nt tht•ir mnlllll'Ol'i ami to ;U.'\'l'IH 
t•xplanil.tions and rt•hutt;ds fmm tht.· 
gmups. llavt• studcnL'i pn·p;arc or.tl nr writ· 
u•n sutrtnt'nts nn the follo\\ing topks: 
Th<• impnrunC<' uf any jnh 111 completin~ 
ta.'ik.'i 
llow dffisinns are made.• in completing a 
task 
llnw individuotl workt•rs pc.•rfomt tlu.•ir 
juhs with others as they try rn mmplett' a 
lllsk 
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WORKING AND STIJDYING IN SPACE 
Concept: The space program bas bad both benefits and 
costs for Earth's inhabitants. 
e C:ive some examples of recent spinoffs of 
the space program, including micnlminiaturi-
zation of electronics, lightweight materials, 
solar panels, computerized scanning medical 
devices, portable x-ray machines, automatic 
utility meter reading devices, compact w.tter 
filters, automatic inventory rash regisa•rs, high 
intensity lights. watcr·COIIlcd Jwadha!Jds. 
fabrics madt• of strong chemical bonds, and 
microcomputer softwJ.re. llavt• students 
research their own list. !lave teams of students 
report on an item. whether the work it does 
\VaS possible before ib space application, and 
how the work it dot'S changes lifestyles on 
Earth. Have the students illustrate their 
reports. 
Hat•e stu den/.\' pursue spinoff technolo-
gie,,· in more detail. Teachers l'an locate 
material'i thrOUJ!h NA.£4 Teacher Resource 
Centers 
a. A\·sign a xroup of students to det,elop a 
catalog ofspilloff products. 
b. llat•e studl•nts locate information on 
,,pedfic produf/s ami report boll' the_)' are 
linked to the ,,paa pro;:ram. e.g, fabric 
used for the Poutiac (Detroit) Silt1er-
domt•. hetl/ absorbing dothesfo~ athletes, 
NASJRAN computer structural ana~l'·'·is 
prol!.ram. and jJ/astic we/din;:. 
c. Challenge students to creatl' a "Tecb. 
nological/iiamomic Impact'' statement 
hiJ.:hlighting and tma~pzinx the impact of 
,,pfnoff\·. 'fl1is muld he reported in tradi-
tional oral or tl'rillen formals or as a 
t1idt•o neu1s report jonnat. r.1Ja/lenJ:l' a 
.\·econd f.{rrJII/J of studenl.'i to frea/e the 
opposite samario, "What !I Wt• /lad Not 
l'ursued the .\jJtlft' PrfJKram" and to 
rt•jmrt it in a "Point-Countapoinl" 
formal. 
_AIIhouxh the .\jdnoff\· s('em to htwe improt•t!d 
life on harlh, somt' imlit•iduab· and groups 
heliet'e that the tedmolo,r:y has alw hrouxht 
increased costs. Do a cost-benefit ana~psis 
and debate the issue. 
e Weather satellites are another henefit of 
space tl'chno\ogy. Students may wish to 
research and report the following areas: fore-
cas tin~. tl'ievision reportin~. the meteorologi-
cal satellite system. economic impacts of 
weather satellites, and the potential issue of 
controlling the weather. Students could pre-
pare video news reports or "white papers" on 
controversial a.o;;pccts of the topic. 
Pre.'ient a h..Jtmlht!tkal situation in 
U1hich )'OU are A/1.\11 and want to hire a 
tontra~·tor -four students -to numufac 
lure certain parl.'i for the Space Shu/lit•. Git•e 
the jour students a sum ojpla_y mom~)' am/ a 
period of lime to ··manufacture'' some meal 
packsfor the Shu/lie. 7ben hm'e them dispose 
of their money in the economic commu-
nity -the resi of the class. lise this ac/Mtv 
to lead into the concept of circular flou' of 
xoods and ,\·en1iCl'.'i. Hm•e student.<.; Kl'lleralize 
about/he impact of NAill spe11ding 
e Many of the economic impacts of NASA are 
first felt on a local level. The areas surrounding 
the Johnsnn Space Ct•nter in Texas and the 
Kennedy Space Center in Florida are ohvious 
examples. Students may w.t.nt to generalize 
ahuut the l>otential impact of a NASA facility on 
a community, discussing increased retail sales, 
employment, incn•ased per capita income, and 
accelerated road and building construction. 
Hat•e .'i/Udt•nl.'i .,peculate about /be 
future economic impact of ,\pace travel and 
colonization. 7ber mar want to use a 
defision-making ffwdl•l io decide a b_vpolhet-
ica/ is.'iue, .'iiiCh as tPhelher a space colon)' 
shouJd he established. 7be key concept would 
be the economic impad of the colmt)'-
• om·r tlw f<lllowing res(_•arch llpportunity: 
In past decadt·s, "urban renew.d" has heen a 
highly controversial topi(. 11H' current tn·nd of 
"n•vitalization," a mix of refurhisht'd and new 
constructio11, is a paralll•l. Oin•ct studt•nts to 
Jocat<' inform:ltion on the impacts of this trmd 
and to comp:trt• it with rcnewal. Dismss tht.· 
implications for lifl' in space. 
Challenge students to intJestixate tht 
regulation of communications satellites 
I orbits and relay frequencies). 7bey may 
approach it in an international economic or 
legal context at the present time or at some 
future age. 
e Although the Shuttle itself is reusahlc, the 
equipment and items for crew life aboard the 
Shuttle may be dispusahle. Have students list 
itt.~ms used ahoard the Shuttlt• and indicate 
whether they are reusahl<· or disposahlt·. Dis-
cuss the difference hrtwcen the terms "reusa-
hl(_•" and ··recyclahle." Have students dt'tt.•r-
mine wht~ther any disposahlt.• itt.·ms rould be 
recycled and discuss tlw fl'asibility of such an 
idea. 
Dt:,·cus . .; adt!fllllll~-?t'.\' and tli.wult·auta,~t·.,· 
of robotics in spact• am/ 011 Ear/b. 
e The lllRSS (Tmcking and Data Relay Sate!· 
lite System) is an t~xample of the pott.·ntial 
henefits of the current night. Mission )1-1. will 
deploy illRS-8, the second of three communi-
cation satellites that will allow almost full-time 
coverage of the Shuttle and up to 26 oth(·r 
satellites. Present several scenarios that 
involve communications satellites such as an 
important news story breaking in Europe, a 
long-lost n•lative calling from Latvia, or world-
wide viewing of the Olympic ~ames. Discuss 
how communications satellites arc involved in 
each example and how the quality, speed, and 
reliability of the communications would be 
affected without the use of satellites. 
Have students address the question.'i that 
follow in small grouf!S, debates. 11'1"i/len 
essays, or discussion.'i. 
a. Wb.J• were pret•ious ,,pacecraft not 
designed to be reusable? (tecbnologica/ 
limitations, changes in bml~:etar_J' poli-
cies, and co.'it incrt!ases) 
b. What adtJantaxes are prol'idt•d l~v this 
Space Shu/lie desiJ:n? ( mort• ecmwmiral 
in ll•rms 14 dollars fJ"r payload. rt•.wmrce 
consenwtion, ahili~J1 /0 repair bwperahlt• 
sat(•l/i/('S, lll.'tJ.ti'tl)' lrtl1l.,1mr/alion) 
c. U'hat nmsideralions in term.\· of rt•llst• 
are inmlt•t•d with tJ.w Space ,\'laiion or 
othl•r · 'Jwnnanen/ '· ,\jJllfe jlll·ifi/i(•.,·? (sim 
ilar ecmzomic amsiderations) 
d. Consider products and packa;:ing 
invoft,ed in your ever,J'da.J' life that could 
and should be reqcled. 
e Have a group of students prepare a collage 
of magazine pictures or a mural showin~ space 
technology at work in their community. Com-
munities may allow thes(_~ murals to he painted 
on or displayed in shop windows. 
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Concept: The space program generates experimentation in 
a variety of scientific fields. 
e Provide students some background on the 
use of crystals in communications. Explain that 
the space program has extended the oppor-
tunities for scientist-; to study and grow useful 
crystals. Discuss the potential henefits of grow-
ing a crystal in a microgmvity environment. 
Ask students to defend or refute lsaat· 
Asimot' 's idea: ''Another kind of structure i11 
outer space is factories. lbere is no reason 
u•hy a good proportion of our industrial 
factories couldn't he placed in orbit. Poilu· 
lion that it pmduces can be discharged into 
space." 
Objective.<: 
1. lb drscrihe tht• structure and hehavior 
of the Comet Halley 
2. 1b draw a comet and label its parts 
3. lb explain that light radiation exerts 
pressure 
4. 1b place ultraviolet mdiation in the 
electromagnetic spectrum correctly and 
compare its Wdve lengths to that of light 
1. Explain to students that on Flight Day .\.the 
Spartan astronomical instrument was de· 
ployed from the payload bay to examine 
the tail of Comet Halley. At this time. 
radiation pressurt• from the Sun will make 
the sublimation of materials from tht• head 
of the Comet the greatest. The ultraviolet 
spectrometers on the Spartan will tape 
record Comet radiation invisible to the 
human eye. Thr Spartan unit was retriewd 
by the Shuttle on Flight Day 5. Wlwn 
returned to Earth, tht.• data will he analy~.t·d 
and compared to other ultraviolet data 
gathered by Space\ahs and satellites to help 
us understand the Universe. 
2. A5k students who have recently observed 
Comet Halley to describe their si~htings to 
class members. Ust pertinent facts on the 
chalkboard. Show a chart or diagram of the 
Comet's structure and orbit. Have students 
use the chart to locate the Comet's position 
in reference to the Sun-Earth orbit on the 
day of sighting. 
3. Have students draw and label the parts of 
the Comet. 
4. Have students discuss why the tail is visible 
only when the Comet is close to the Sun. 
Use dry ice to represent the Comet, a 
flashlight to represent the Sun's light, and a 
vacuum cleaner's blower·end attached to 
Explore the following thought questions: 
a. How does the prr>cess of growing a 
crystal of germanium or silicon differ 
from growing crystal< of sugar or salt' 
b. /low would microxravity make puri-
fying metals easier> 
c. Wbat is the odvantaxe of conlainerless 
processing of materials over healing/hem 
in ceramic container.'\ on Earth? 
d. Wby do some materials form cr;~tal< 
and others do not? 
the flashlight to represent the solar pres· 
sure of light. Darken the room. Have a 
student circle close to the "Sun" carrying 
the tray of dry ice while the blower directs 
the sublimating gas away from the coma. 
Observe that the gaseous tail is always 
streaming away from the Sun. Question 
students as to which parts of the ·demon· 
stration are similar to Comet Halley's trip 
close to the Sun. Explain that the pressure 
of light is due to tiny particles called pho· 
tons. tight can exist in fact as hoth wave 
and particles. The pressure of our Sun's 
light is called the solar wind in space. 
5. Exhibit a "dirty snowball" with a rock core. 
Explain that in the vacuum of space, ice 
changes to ~as without melting (sublima· 
lion). The dirt becomes the dust of the tail, 
and the particles in tht· n1cky cort.··eventu· 
ally disintegrate to dust. We st.~t.· them as 
meteors in our upper atmosphere. 
6. Darken thr room and demonstrate one 
property of ultraviolet light by shining an 
ultraviolet (!IV) light source on "glow in 
the dark'' materials. Clap erasers near the 
beam of the UV source to see if eraser dust 
appears different under IN than in normal 
light. WARNING: Do not allow students to 
look directly at the bulb. '!be light could 
burn the eye's retina. 
7. Show where lN radiation is located on the 
electromagnetic spectrum chart. It has 
shorter wavelengths than visible light, but 
not as short as x-rays. Explain that astron· 
omers have used space-orbiting spec· 
trometers sensitive to UV to study dust 
clouds, our Milky Way, and other galaxies. 
They want to compare the effect of our 
Sun's lN on Halley's dust. 
e Ask students to prepare two advertise· 
ments that would convince manufacturers to 
conduct experiments aboard the Shuttle. Om~ 
group could do a maga7jne adwrtisemmt; tht~ 
second, a radio or television advertist.•ment. 
Generate ideas in a hrdinstorming session. 
Parts of a Comet 
TAIL 
MOVE.MENT OF COMET HALLEY 
Late Jan. to Comet at its bnghtest but can-
Feb., '86 not be seen from Earth as 11 
circles the Sun 
Feb. 24, '86 Comet reappears in early 
morning sky, just before sun-
rise, a few degrees above tho 
eastern horizon 
M•r. 6, '815 Comet VISible, perhaps wrth a 
small tail, 5 degrees above the 
eastern horizon during dawn 
twilight. 
Mar. 26, '86 Comet 10 degrees above south-
east horizon in pre-dawn morn-
mg. Its tail may reach up to 20 
degrees or more. 
Aprll10, '86 Comet 10 degrees above 
southern horizon at the crack 
of dawn. Comet should be at its 
brightest. 
Aprll11, '86 Comet begins its journey 
outbound. 
Aprll12, '86 Comet visible before dawn in 
the southwest and after sunset 
in the southeast 
Aprll17, '86 Comet 7 degrees above the 
horizon after sunset in the 
southern sky. 
Late 
April, '86 Comet fades from unaided 
vis ron. 
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Concept: The space environment is a catalyst for creative 
expression In art, music, and literature. 
e Review with students the music that 
throughout history has resulted from explora-
tion, rniRfltlon, and conquest: the sea chanty. 
Appabchian folk songs. Negro spiritual•. West· 
em ballads. Trace the development of each 
from their sources to 20th-century interpreta-
tions. Then challenge students to create a corn· 
parable musical form and expression for space. 
Have them write a paraRfOph about their rea-
sons for choosing the style, lnstrornentation, 
and lyrics. 
Cballenge mtiSic students to Imagine 
IINJI /hey bat>e been natMd to compose /be 
theme music for a •P«e misJion. Ask them 
to identify their musical J/yls. '!ben asllt!Nm 
to ilkntif.~ /be mo~Mnl 1/N/r composition 
would !Ngin -liluncb, t>rl>il, sleep. S{I(Jce 
walk. Next, asllt!Nm to ilkntify the mood or 
feeling of a piece that INs/ sbou~ the llind of 
worlllbey would compose. Asklbem to com-
pose a git'f!n number of mea.<ure.<. 
e To commemorate the SOth anniversary of 
the National Society of Professional f.nginet'r5, 
Richard flaiL'< composed 1be .'ipiril of Eng;. 
neerlnR for on·hestr.t. flavt:• studt•nts considt.•r 
what kind of music wnuld capture the Spirit of 
Explontinn. of Scit•nce, or Leamin~. ur of 
Mission SI·L (chamber music, a rnan:h, a 
chnrale ). 
Hat<' student.< re.<earr:b and report on 
"Wbat efftct bas space exploration bad m1 
music!'' including a di.<eUJSion of im{n'Ot'f!d 
recording /tcbniques as a function of 
advanced electronic technology and /be use 
of electronics in mtiSic composition and 
performance. 
e Read the story of Gian Carlo Menotti's 
opera, Help. Help. 1be Globolinlls!. to stu-
dents and discuss with them the qualities that 
make it a space-age opera. High school stu-
dents might consult with a local opera as.•ocia-
lion about producing it. 
Challenge students to agree or disagree 
with not-ells/james Michener's comment< a/ 
a NAS4 symposium on "~Man iixplores." 
"/ bave a/wQys beliet'f!d that an et'f!nl bas not 
happened until il bas passed through tbe 
mind of a crealit-e artist able to explilin its 
significance. " llat-e 1/Nm putlbelr ideas into 
a piece of persua.<it<' composition. 
e After discussing the modules of a sp-Jce 
station, h•ve students draw their own concepts 
•nd develop their idea• from preliminary 
sketches to detailed drav.in~ to finished paint· 
ings or prints. 
Hat"' student.< ikplct a .'ipacB Station in 
dljftJrt!nl pictorial styla (,,g., ,-,a/Ism, 
expressionism, abstruct ). HIWIJ them paint 
two views: (I) /be S{Jacl Station seen from 
/be Sbultle and ( 2) tbe view from /be .<;pace 
Slat/on. '!ben have them select one of/be 
compositions to exp/orl a variety of 
lecbnlques -water color, o/1, tempera, and 
collage. 
e Have teams of five to eight (the numbers 
of the Shuttle crew) students draw cross sec-
lions of the interior of the rnlddeck area of the 
Space Shuttle. Challenge each team to choose a 
color and decorating motif to use in their 
drawing. The interior nf the Shuttle orbi~r is 
white. Oiscuss color likes/dislikes of individu-
als, •nd how various colors affect mood.• and 
sense of space. Have the students compare the 
colors of their d.ssrcNlm, the cafetrria, R)'Rl· 
nasium, and a r<HJm <~.t home and discuss the 
reasons l>f1y specifir cnlors are selecu·d Have 
each student descriht· his/her personal preft•r-
cnce for the interior design or the orbiter •nd 
then, what modifications might have to he 
made to accommodo&t(.' the tastes of otht!r crew 
memtx>rs 
UisctL<.< bou· artists interpret 1/Nir 
awareness of/be tmrld: some paint directly 
from nature, some from experience and 
memory•, sotMfrom .<lletcbes of nature. and 
some from Imagination. Have students lbinj 
about bou• an artist uo()uld worj during a 
spacef/lgbt. 
e Read poems that mention heavenly 
bodies, aerospace personalities, and space 
objects -from nursery rhymes to modem 
poets -and compare fanciful literature with 
fact. 
Read Gore Vidal's VISit to a Small Planet 
and discuss bow /be alinl visitor Is 1/lte/un-
lilte /iarlblings. Read E.dmond Rostand's 
Cyrano de Berger.K -are any of the means 
of spaceflight devised by Cyrano pliluslble? 
e Talk with students about science fiction 
authors -Isaac A.•imov, r.s. Lewis, jules 
Verne, H. G. Wells, Arthur C. rJarke. Read pas-
sages fmm some of their works and assign 
their books for report•. Discus.• with students 
whether any of the ideas predicted by the 
authors already may h.-e come to pass. 
Astronaut jeff Hoffman Is an a.<trono-
mer. A.fj students to lis/en to bls lkscripllon 
of space and to discuss bis Uo()rd choice and 
sequence of lklalls wbicb enrich bL< narra-
tion. · 7be sight of/be Ice particles in front of 
tiN Sbuttie Is lille ... fi1'Pf/ies ... ~··re dif-
ferent colors. Some of tbose .<parj/es out 
there are red . .. most of 1/Nm are wbite 
. some really bright ones out then! . ... And 
a.< /be Sun Je/s on /be t>rl>iler, tbe ice crystals 
go out. 1be last few of them tum red. '!ben 
they're red. '!ben they're gone. " later be says, 
''IJ11en you looll Oil/silk and St.'e /be IJiacj of 
space and tiN Ice crystals foUou•lng us 
around and the sunrise and sunset et'f!l)' 
hour and a bal/. looll out and see /be light-
ning storms flashing, liN cities ma.llfnglbeir 
1/gbt patterns beneath /be clouds, /be pal-
terns In tiN ocean,fl_ying ot>er the llima.lilyas 
as U'f! do the last two orbits tonight. /ben I 
llnou• I'm really in space. " 
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Concept: The space program engenders diverse reports, 
stories, and other forms of communication. 
e Have students role-play a news corre-
spondent assi~ned to cover the flight of the 
Teacher in Space. Ask tht·m to write the news 
story and a feature story based upon one phase 
of the event. 
Astronaut jeff Hoffman kept 1111 audio 
diary of his April 19H5 mission. Discuss hou• 
this is an example of oral history. Talk with 
student< about the function of oral history. 
Order a copy of his tape from the National 
Public Radio Catalog (See Resources.) After 
listeninx to it, discu.ss if it is more mm,ing to 
hear rather than to read his words. 
e Oral communication is a vital function of 
the space effort. Have your students help you 
make a now chart of the kinds of roles and 
functions of oral communications during the 
launch, orbitin~. and reentry of the Shuttle. 
Help them to understand that for each speak-
ing role, there is also a listening role. 
Brainstorm the UlaJ'S in which commu-
nication skills of readi~g, uTi ling, listening, 
and speak in& are used in training for and 
dun'ng a mission. 
e McAuliffe is keeping a journal of her experi-
ences. Ust individuals in history who have kept 
diaries. Discuss why diaries have been impor-
tant to later generations. 
lbe second .\]!ace Flight Participant will 
be a journalist. Hat 1e students consider the 
reasons wh.J• one of th£' u:riting professions 
U'as selected and what other writers might 
like to make a Shu/lie flight (poets, science 
fiction authors). A<k students what other 
communications professions will probab(y 
he represented in the Space Flight Participant 
Program and list them in order of 
importance. 
e 'Ole Mission launch and its ongoing cover-
age expose students to the jargon of space. 
With your students, hegin to make a list of all 
terms which have been "coined" hy the space 
program. Place each term or acronym with its 
definition on a file card. Begin to post them 
around the room, adding new ones in alphabet-
ical order. 
A\' .~li.\'Sinn 51-Lprogresses, have students 
collect all neu's articles. pictures, and any 
other wapbic detaiL< u>bich they find. A/the 
conclusion of th£! Mission, make a class col-
lage, emphasizing the details which the class 
t'otes most siy,nificant. 
e Ask each student to choose a favorite part 
of the mission which wds shown on tht~ live 
lesson. Allow the studmt to choose his/her 
hest way of communicating infonnation ahout 
that part: oral report, written para~raph. fl('WS 
report, dramatization, ro[(' playing, etc. 
Identify key et•erl/.< in the history of 
spaceflight and express them in a u•orkable 
chronoiO!(Y. Speculate about future e1•en/s in 
space. 
--~---- - --···--
• Use Comet Halley as a sprin~hoard for 
historical investigation. Till~ reference dates 
for its returns are 1652, 17SH. 18.35-18.\6, 
1910, 1986, and 2062. KL•y <Juestion, What has 
life been like during past returns of Comet 
Halley? What do you think life might he like 
during the next appeamncr in 2062? 
Possible projects: 
a. Time capsule approach. Hat'e stu-
dents create a lime capsule that depicts 
life in the United States in 1986. Hat•e 
them compare the contents of their cap-
sule with the expected contents of other 
reference years using im,entory lists of 
facsimile artifacts. 
b. Time frame approach. Have students 
imagine that a tddeo is being made 
entitled "History of the World, Part/. "II 
will include every/bin~ from the begin 
ning until noll'. '!beir task is to 
prepare -either t•isually, orally, in 
writing, in skits, or iu l'ideo-tdgnettes -
the frames or scenesfrom those reference 
years in which Comet /Iaiiey was present. 
lbemes in their time frames can include 
styles, housing, technolo/()', food and 
agriculture, current)', manufacturing, . 
important people and events, (ype.< of 
governments, medical science, social and 
economic conditions, musif, dance, and 
entertainment. 
e Discuss the relationship of the following 
events to historical themes: 
a. Do you think there is a space race? Why 
and how did it develop? 
b. What other themes and events paral-
leled the space race? 
c. \Vhat social themes are linked to space 
history? 
d. What evidence is there that interna-
tional competition was replaced by 
cooperation? 
e. How have economic themes affected the 
space activities? 
Objectives: 
I. To wrilt' articles that can he submitted 
to a student neW$paper 
2. To publish a student newspaper ahout 
space and the Teacher in Space 
1. Technologiral improvements in satellite 
communication have enahlcd publishers 
to print newspapers with national appeal. 
Television and radio news receive and 
send their messages via satellite and 
microwaves, cnahling us to follow news-
making events. The Teacher in Space proj-
ect will he no exception. While the com-
mercial media carry the event, students 
can track the mission from their own 
perspective, in their own newspaper. 
2. Distribute current newspapers to groups of 
students. Discuss the functions 11f different 
kinds of stories and help the students iden-
tify the parts of the newspaper, news arti-
cles, features, editorials, comics, and 
advertisements, etc. How might news-
papers be similar or different in the future? 
a. Identify information about Mission Sl-L 
which would make a good news or feature 
story. Divide the class into small groups to 
write news stories. 
b. Discuss Mission Sl-L. ust the kinds of 
products which could he the subject of 
advertisements. Ask students 111 divide into 
groups. Have each group srlect a product 
to advrrtise in thr newspaper, e.g., a space 
suit, a space meal, or a trip. Challengt• each 
group to design an advertisement for the 
newspapt•r, complete with iUustration, 
prices, and details likely to attrJct sales. 
r. Divide the class into three groups to 
express their opinions on the Tt•acher in 
Space project. One group will Mite edi-
torials, one the letters to the editor. and 
the third the cartoon. 
3. Using the students articles, publish a class 
or school newspaper which records events 
ahout Mission Sl-L and space in geneml. 
4. To complement the student-produced 
newspaper on the present mission, chal-
lenge students to prepare editions on past 
'"' '~" '"" """oo•. $ 
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Concept: As humanity's presence in space grows, so does 
the future need for laws and decision malting. 
e Ust potential problems of law and gov-
ernance in space: rights of span· travelers, 
repatriation of dmwwd astronauts, liahility 
problems. o\\lflership or control of heavt•nly 
bodie6 or areas. Investigate the curn·nt status 
of law in space. To introduce the topic, present 
the following prohlem · 
Geosynchronous satellites orbit ahove 
Earth. Who determint•s right of way for 
these orhits ami" who assigns transmission 
frequencies? Cl11l' Lnited Nations. The 
International Telegraph Union. 1111, has a 
special arm, the World Administrative 
Rltdio Omference. WARC. to make such all<>CI· 
lions.) 
Assign students to research the network of U.N. 
and intergovernmental space agencies which 
establish and enforce space laws. 
Han• students research exislint: xu ide· 
lines and principlt•s for ,\pace gon•rnmt•ll/. 
l'roride copies of the pr01•isions of the Trell(l' 
on Principles <im•t•rning the Acti\·iti{•s of States 
in the Explonuinn of Outt•r Spact·. Including 
the Moon and Other Ct•lestial Bodit•s opened 
for si~:nature kr the /.:,v. Genera/A\·,,·emb~J' in 
1967. !Ji.KU!is ll'ith students u•hJ• if is called 
the MaJ.:Ntl Chartafor.\jJa(:e. (Se~ Illustration 
he/oil'.) 
e (iive specific uamples of circumstances 
that the students could classify hy the appro-
priatc treaty provision. For example, "A coun-
try cannot claim territory in space." "A country 
should regulate the space activities of its l'iti-
zens." (See UlustrJtion below.) 
Encourage students to create editorial 
cartoons or m'gnettes involl,ing the spet:ial 
problems of space /au•. 
e Have student'\ design an outer space 
regime as they believe it should function. The 
Star Trek Federation is a good hypothetical 
example. Some issues surrounding the creation 
of the regime may be one nation -one vote 
versus voLes based on contribution, enforce-
ment, jurisdiction, and courts. 
''1'onip,htl am directing NA.\i4to del'elop a 
pernumeni{J' manned space sfilfion-
and to do il U'ithin a decade.·· 
-1/0ilald l/ea/!a11. Sial<' of !he 
{inion Atldress,januar_J'lS. 1984 
Ask stude11ts u·hl' the Presidelll made that 
dt•cisirm. tomn.tiltinf.? r•a.\·t amounts of 
natimUII resources at a time rrhen hudget 
dt.ficils ll'cre risinp,. 
lntrodun' tht' col/cejJt qf a decision-makinx 
model or j)rotess_ l :<~t' examples of other pi r-
ota/ spaceclc.'l'isions.sm·has thelumiT landing 
or tlsk s/udt•lltsfor their ideas of other bistori· 
cal tluisirms. Reinforce the cmJn•pts of 
KOals, aflenwtit•es. amle."\pecll'll Oll/('(UIIes. 
e Use the Spacrship Decision- Makin~ Mndt'l 
(See Illustration p. 4.) to "walk throu~h" the 
Space Statitm dt't'ision with tht· das:-;. Ap(llr tlw 
Model to a varit•ty of spau•-orientt•d pmhlt•ms 
Historical decisions may ht• n•srarchNI and 
evaluatt~d in terms of "accura.cv ... Present drri-
sions may bt• followed dosriy. \\ililt• future 
dt•risions may tx• considt·red. llll'st· may bt• 
dnm• individually, in small ~roups. or as o1 
whole class. 
a. Histotical Decisions 
I ) Creation of NASA 
2) Kennedy's goal of reaching the Moon 
before 1970 
.~) Participation of other countrit.•s in early 
space efforts 
4) Continuation of Apollo after 1967 deaths 
S) Inclusion of women as astronauts 
6) Apollo/Soyuz joint mission 
b. Current Dedsions 
l) Sharing scientific data with other 
nations 
2) Use of Earth observation satellite data 
by governments 
.l) Cost factors 
4) Manned vs unmanned space missions 
c. Future Decisions 
I ) Space coloni7.ation 
l) Space manufacturing or mining 
facilities 
.l) International spare ventures 
~) Landing on other planets 
A Treaty of Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other Celestial 
Bodies. The Treaty was opened lor signature on January 27, 1967. This "Outer Space Treaty" or "Space Charter" has been characterized by 
some as a Magna Charta for space. Treaty provisions declare that: 
(1) International law and the Charter of the United Nations shall 
apply to space act1vities. 
(2) Outer space and celestial bodies are the province of man-
kind and shall be used only for peaceful purposes and for the benefit 
of all mank1nd 
(3) Nuclear weapons. weapons ol mass destruction, military 
bases, and m1litary maneuvers are banned from space. 
(4) Outer space shall be free for exploration, use, and scientific 
investigation. 
(5) •There can be no claims of sovereignty or territory by nations 
over locations in spacE", "by means of use or occupation or by any 
other means .. 
(6) Jurisdiction over space objects launched from Earth shall be 
retained by the launching state 
(7) Private interests are recognized as having freedom of act1on 
in space, so long as a government or group of governments on Earth 
authorize and exercise continuing supervision over ttleir acliv11!es. 
Signatory nat1ons (seventy-eight at last count. including the United 
States and the Soviet Union) are therefore under a duty to oversee 
the actw1t1es of their citizens and commercial ventures in space. 
(8) Governments are l1able for damage caused on Earth by their 
space objects 
(9) ·Astronauts are "Envoys of Mankind" and are ent1tled to non-
interference and all necessary assistance in distress. 
{10) The natural environments of celestial bodies should not be 
se1iously disrupted. and Earth must not be contaminated by extra-
terrestrial organisms 
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------------------------------------
T<·achrr Rt'sourcr Cenwrs at major NASA installation:-.. provide easy access to NASA-
rt'latrd materials that can tw inrorpor.ued inw the classroom at all levels. lbe mate-
rials reflrCl NASA research. h'chnology and development in a variety of curriculum 
and subject areas. Rl'S(IUrces availahle include NASA videotapes, 16mm films. -~~mm 
slides. NASA publications. audio cassettes. computer sohware, laser discs, teacher's 
guides, and classroom activities. Educators can review the mall'rial and request 
copies for use in thl'ir classrooms. The only charge is the cost of reproduction and 
mailing. Visit or mntact the Teacher Resourcr Center nrarest you for information 
ahout services and materials: 
AI.ARAMA SPACE ANn ROCKET CENTER 
Attn: NASA Teadwr Rt•sourrc Room 
Tranquility Base 
Huntsville, AL .~5807 
(201) H.\7-.Hflfl. Exl. .\6 
NASA AMI:."' RESEAIU;II CI:Nl1\R 
Ann: Tcarht·r Ht•sourn· Ccntt•r 
Mail StoplO'f- 7 
Moffell fit'ld. CA 940y; 
(415) 69.\-(}{)7-;' 
.~ASA GOOOARn SPACE FLIGHT CENTI::R 
Attn: Tcat:h(•r Rcsourct• Lahoratncy 
Mail Stop I )0· -~ 
Greenbelt MD 20771 
(JOI) )qq-H9Hl 
NASA JET PKOI'lii.<ION IAilOKATORY 
Attn: Gil Yanow 
Science and Mathematics Teaching 
Rcsourn• Cemcr 
Mail Stop IHO· 20.:; 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(H18) );4-6916 
NASA LYNDON 11. JOIINSON SPACE 
CENTER 
Attn: Teacher Resource Room 
Mail Stop AP-I 
Houston, TX 770,8 
(715) .\85-.H'i'ior ·HH 
NASA JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
Attn: Educators Resource LibrA!)' 
Mail Stnp ERI. 
Kennedy Spare Center, FL 32899 
( W5) 867-4090 or 9.~83 
NASA l.ANGLI\Y RESEARCH CENll:R 
Ann: Lan~lt•y Tt•adwr Resourre Center 
Mail Stop 14.6 
Hampton, VA l3665-S22'i 
(804) H65-4468 
NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER 
Ann: Teacher Resource Room 
Mail Stop 8-1 
Cleveland, OH 44.US 
(216) 267-IIH7 
NASA NATIONAL SPACE TECHNOL(){;y 
lABORATORIES 
Attn: Tc.•acher Resource Center 
Building 1200 
National Space Technology laboratories, 
MS .\9529 
(601) 68H-)).\8 
NASA R(•Wonal Teacher Resource Rooms haw ht•cn established at the followinA 
institutions· 
Mr. Rkhard P. Macl.t-nd 
Executive Director 
U.S. Space Foundation 
P.O. Box 1838 
Colorado Spring~. CO 80901 
(.\0)) 510-1000 
Mr. Barry V.m [)('man 
Museum of Sci(~nn· & Industry 
'J7th Strt't't and lakeshore llrivr 
Chicago, IL 60(l:i7 
()12) 684·1414, Ext. 412 
Dr. Kenneth Pnol 
School of Education 
llniversity of Evansvillt• 
1800 Unt:oln AwnU{' 
Evansville, IN 47714 
(Hl2) 479·2766 
Mr. Scott Seaman 
llirector. Learning Resources Division 
Northem Michigan University 
Marquette, Ml 49855 
(906) 227·1.\00 
Ms. Carolyn Cooper 
Olson Library Media Center 
Northern Michigan Univer~ity 
Marquette, Ml 49H55 
(for materials only) 
(906) 227-2117 
Professor David Housel 
O'Dowd Hall, Room 11 S 
Oakland University 
Rochester, Ml 48063 
()13) 370-)079 
nr. Richard Mitch(']! 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Hox S2 
Mankato State tJnivcrsity 
Mankato. MN 56001 
(107) .\H'HI16 
Professor noreen Kl•abi{' 
Ct•nter for Information Media 
St. Cloud State \lniversit_y 
St. Cloud, MN S6501 
{61'l) l'JS-l062 
Ur. Marlin Marin 
·nw City Cnlll'gt· 
NAt: 1/ lOX 
Con\'t'nt AV{'Illlt' oil I.'Hth Strt't't 
New '\hrk, NY 100.~1 
(212) 690-66-:'X 
llr. 1\Jul A. Mr\\1lli:tms 
l~xt'Cutive Director 
NASA Industrial Applit'ations Center 
l,i William Pitt llnion 
llniwrsity of l'ittshurgh 
l'iusburgh, PA 1Sl60 
(412) 62+S211 
Mr. Gregory L. Vogt 
Executive Director 
Science. Economics & Technology 
Center 
818 West Wisconsin Avenue 
Milwaukee, WI 552.H 
(-414) 765-9966 
Or. Ruby Koch 
College of Education 
llj Morris Hall 
llniwrsity of Wisconsin at LaCrosse 




An Astrommt\journal hyJ(1f Hoffman. National Puhlit: Radin, 198S. (Ordt•rs to 
Nationall\lhlic Radio, 1•.0. Hox .:;5417, Madison. WI S.~705. l·HOO-lS3-tlH08cxcept 
Wiscunsin anti Alaska. $12. 9') including postaA<'- Fret! Catalog.) 
Bales. Richard. 7be SfJirit of l:'ngineering Alt•xandria, VA: National Society of Profes-
sional Engineers. ( J<jl() Kin~ Street, Alexandria 22:\1-~; 70,V6K4-2H52) 
ISranley, Franklyn M. -VJaa Colon_v: Frontier of the 2M Century. New York: lm:le-
star Books, 19M.~ 
Chapman, PD. and Kondurant, R.L. Comet /lalle_)' Return.~: A Teacher'." 6'tu'de, 
Jl)H.:;-1986. Washington, D.C.: IJ.S. Govemment ~Tinting Office. F.J•·t97. 
f)('an, li•igh. Giatl Carlo M(motti:~ Help, Help, Tbe GlohfJlink.~/New York: McGrAw-
Hill Book Company, 1970 
Jacobs. Leland H. Poetr_J•for Space Enthusiasts. Champaign, IL: Garrard rub!ishing 
Company. 1971 
National Aeronautics and Spact' Administration. Food for Space Right. Wa~hington, 
O.C.: tr.s. <iovernmrnt Printing Office, NF·LH/6·82 
-----· JfiaogrrwiiJ' ... A Neu• Tool for Basic and Applied Research In Space. 
Washington.])_(:.: ll.S. Gt~wmment Printing Office, EP-ll2. 
··--· NASA •·acts. Washington, D.C: ll.S. Govcmmcnt Printing Office. 
(assorted educational puhlirations) 
GPO : 1985 0 - 496-021 : r!L 3 
____ Shutt It· Pn·diction am\ Ht•mgnitilm Kit (Si•ARK) ami 'il-L Mission Chart. 
(Lyndon B. Johnson Spat:e Center. SPARK AP'-'. llousttm. 1'X 770'iH.) Kit can ht• 
reused \\-lth new mission charts. 
____ Social ,\'ciences and SfJtKf! f..r:jJloration. Washington, D.C.: \I.S. 
<;overnnwnt Printin~o: Offict•, 198·~ 
---· .\]Jinoff 1985. Washington, O.C.: tr.s. <iovt'nllllt'nt Printing Offirt'. 19H1 
National Space lnstitutt'. /Jia/-a-Simttle. Washington, O.C.: Nonional Space lnstitutt', 
1-H00-410-627! 
OMNJ:~ Screen f7iRhts/Screen lrmlasies. Garden City, NY: Douhlcctay and Company, 
Inc., 19H.:.. 
Pogue, William R. Hou· Do You Go 1b 1be Bathroom in Space? New \brk: Tom 
Doherty Associates, 198S. 
Radlaucr, Ruth and Ed; and Mather, .Jean and Bob. Satellite 'Jech 'flllk. Chicago: 
Children's Press. 19H4. 
Student Shul//e /m,oll!i!ment Program (SSIP ). National Science Teachers Associa-
tion, 1742 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D.C. l0009. 
Weiss, Malcolm E. Far OUt Factorie.~: Manufacturing In Space. NY: Lodestar Books, 
1983. 
NASA grants permission for reprinting this Teacher's Guide. 
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o Develop Educational materials for Space Marshall 
Telesccope/technology utilization 
o NASA liaison to MD State Dept. of Ed. 
o Assist NASA Teacher, Student Minority 
Programs 
o Produce video tapes career-s in Aerospac 
<LaRC> 
o 11 Space Classroom11 - using existing tech-
nology to bridge traditional educational 
educational methods 
o VP - TISEF 
o Interface with education leaders, 
trainers, & writers, gifted Ed., planning 
gr-oup math and science ed., task forces on 
teaching 
o Assist Houston public TV <KUHT> with "Space 
Watch" 
o TISEF 
o NASA liaison with Idaho State Dept. of 
Educ 
o Develop curriculum with state-of-the-art 
material - Idaho State Dept. of Educ. & 
Mt. Bell Foundation 
o Maintain contact with NASA/Ames 
















o NASA liaison with TISEF 
o Strengthen TISEF and activate on-going 
educational programs & events 
o VP-TISEF 
o Write historical monograph on the entire 
Teacher in Space Project in coordination 
with history office. 
o Explore and design methodologies to expand 
NASA's educational programs on an inter-
national basis to U.S. dependent schools 
worldwide. 
o Explore and develop model dissemination 
network for NASA materials in coopera-
tion with National Diffusion Network. 
o NASA Liaison with all Midwest regional TRR 
o Develop elementary software for TRR 
o Conduct workshops on implementing Liftoff 
curriculum material. 
o Develop elementary math/CS curriculum 
materials for TRR. 
o Halley's Comet Education Packet 
o Space Ambassador~'s conference 
o Kroger video tapes 
o Teacher Workshops 
o Scholars program 
o NASA data base & bulletin board 




TEACHER IN SPACE EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION 
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TEACHER IN SPACE EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION 
Teacher in Space Educational Foundation <TISEF>: 1110 Vermont Avenue 
NW., Suite 710, Washington, D. C., 20005; contact Terl Adams, 
202/833-9250. This Is a non-profit educational organization, created in 
March 1986 by the Space Ambassadors 1 n the Teacher 1 n Space Program 
<TISP>. Conceptualized prior to the Challenger accident, the main goal 
1 s to use space as a cat a 1 yst to he 1 p creative teachers transform their 
classrooms into schools of the future. Through electronic training, 
aerospace conferences, teacher recognition awards, and information 
publications, the Foundation aims to help innovative teachers prepare 
their students for the 21st Century. 
APPENDIX Y 
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TEACHER IN SPACE AUDIENCE REPORT 
Educational Activities of the Space Ambassadors 
June 1985 through July 1986 
Tvpe Activity 
Lectures 1616* <71%) 
workshops 233 (10%) 
Publications 45 ( 2%) 
Others 373 (17%) 
2267 
Level of Instruction 
Elementary 797* (39%) 
Middle 414 <20%) 
Secondary 442 <21%) 
Undergraduate 177 ( 9%) 
Graduate 223 ( 11%) 
2053 
Type Audience 
Teachers 1156* (30%) 
Students 1172 (30%) 
Administration 532 (14%) 
Business 281 ( 7%) 
Corrmunity 560 ( 15%) 
Other 173 ( 4%) 
3874 
* Number of events 
************************************ 
Audience Size 
Pre-Accident Post-Accident Total 
1.4 mi 11 ion 2. 7 mi 11 ion 4.1 mi 11 ion 
APPENDIX Z 
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CHALLENGER FUNDS AND MEMORIALS 
Space Shuttle Children/s Fund: American Security Bank, 1501 
Pennsylvania Avenue N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005; Contact, 
Roger W. Conner, 202/624-4695. 
Nation a 1 Air and Space Museum <NASM> bu i 1 ding at Du 11 es 
Airport, which will house the space shuttle Enterprise. The 
building is to be called Challenger Hall. The NASA Credit 
Union initiated the dr l ve. They have de 1 ayed forma 1 fund 
raising efforts unti 1 the new building is approved by 
Congress. Contact Don Bell, 301/699-1000. 
Challenaer Fund: c/o The Space Foundation, P.O. Box 58501, 
711 Bay Area, Suite 300, Houston, TX 77058; contacts, Dr. 
William Urban or Mrs. Nancy Wood, 713/332-0779: The funds 
that are raised eventually will be turned over to the 
Challenger Center for Space Science Education. They also 
were co-sponsors with the Houston Chamber of Commerce, the 
C 1 ear Lake Economic Deve 1 opmen t Foundation and Space 
Industries, Inc., for the bene£ it concert, funds of which 
were turned over to the Challenger Benefit Fund. 
Challenaer Fund: P.O. Box 51-L, Colorado Springs, sponsored 
by the U.S. Space Foundation P.O. Box 1838, Colorado 
Springs, CO 80901, Richard MacLeod, President, 303/550-1000. 
The Funds received will go toward building a new orbiter. 
SPace Camp/Challenger Memorial Fund: Scholarships for 
under- pr i vi 1 eged children to the Space Camp in Huntsv i 11 e, 
AL; contact is Linda Burroughs, 205/837-3400, Ext. 23. 
About twenty children were given scholarships last summer. 
The Christa McAuliffe American Education Fund: c/o American 
Security Bank, P.O. Box 0149, Washington, D.C. 20055. This 
fund was established by the National Foundation for the 
Improvement of Education, an affiliate of the National 
Education Association <NEA). The objective is to 
commemorate Christa McAuliffe/s pioneering spirit through 
scholarships and grants for teachers to explore new and 
innovative ways to teach and to encourage the high school 
and college students to enter the teaching profession. 
Christa/s Challenge: Box 1930, Washington, D.C. 20013-1930, 
202/879-4400. This scholarship fund was established by the 
American Federation of Teachers <AFT> to provide tuition 
assistance to high achievers who make a commitment to a 
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career in teaching. AFT sponsored television spots to 
promote contributions to the fund. A permanent memorial of 
Christa McAuliffe will be placed in the AFT Headquarters 
building in Washington, D.C. 
The State of New Hampshire Christa McAuliffe Sabbatical 
Trust Fund: 116 North Main Street, Concord, NH 03301. This 
sabbatical program recognizes outstanding New Hampshire 
teachers and provides them the opportunity to complete 
educational projects which will benefit the state/s students 
and teachers. 
Natl on a 1 Ta 1 en ted Teacher Fe 11 owsh i p Program: Renamed in 
honor of Christa McAuliffe by the Education and Labor 
Committee of the House of Representatives and passed by the 
Congress. The Pr:'Ogr:'am was or:'gan i zed in 1981 to of fer' 
fellowships to encourage and rewar:'d outstanding teachers. 
U.S. Department of Education: Providing up to $1 mi 11 ion 
from the Secretary/s discretionary fund to provide Christa 
McAuliffe Scholar:'shlps for teachers to study and improve 
their' knowledge in science and mathematics under:' the 
tutelage of distinguished scholar's and scientists. 
NASA Teacher Resource Institute at the University _ _Qf 
Pi ttsbun:n has dedicated the Institute to the memory of 
Sharon Christa McAuliffe. Renamed to: 
Shar:'on Christa McAuliffe Teacher Resource Institute at 
the NASA Industrial Applications Center, University of 
Pittsburg. 
Pr:'ide in Space Week: a fund-raising activity in Evanston, 
Wyoming, from Febr:'uary 10-14, 1986. The activity collected 
monies as contributions to NASA for construction of a new 
shuttle. Julie Guess, one of the Wyoming Teacher in Space 
f ina 1 i sts coordinated the' effort. Uncondl tiona 1 monetary 
contributions to NASA by check mailed to: Director of 
Financial Management, Code BF, NASA Headquarters, 
Washington, D.C. 20546. 
USA Challenger Scholarship Foundation: L. I. Hanson, P.O. 
Box 681053, San Antonio, TX 78269; 512/522-0469. Planning a 
fund-raising tribute to the Challenger crew in January 1987. 
The aim to break the wor 1 d/ s record for re 1 ease of sma 1 l 
helium balloons. Their goal is to send 1,281,986 <a play on 
the date of the Challenger tragedy) balloons aloft. Each of 
the balloons, they hope, will be sponsored by an individual 
or corporation. They plan to use funds raised for 
scholarships for college students, to send younger students 
to Space Camp, and to develop a space career center. 
Resnik Scholarship Fund: Akron Public Schools, 704 North 
Br:'oadway, Akron, OH 44308; contact, Robert Lewis, treasurer, 
216/434-7229. They awarded a $2,000 scholarship last June. 
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Resnik Scholarship Fund: Carnegie-Mellon University, 603 
Warner Hall, Pittsbutg, PA 15213; contact, Dr. Richard 
Cyert, 412/268-2200; for women in engineering and science. 
Judith Resnik Endowment: American Association of University 
Women, AAUW, 2410 Virginia Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 
20037; contact Swe <pronounced sway) Thant, 202/728-7615. 
Funds will be used for predoctoral awards to individual 
women. 
Children of the Challenger: Ms. Betty St. John, 3958 
Carnett Court, Ft. Worth, TX 76133. Day phone, 
817/292-5388; night phone, 817/924-4982; for donations to 
build a new orbiter from school children. This group does 
not collect funds but refers donors to the Challenger Fund 
in Colorado Springs. 
Challenger Scholarship Memorial Fund: 
Petersburg, VA 23804; contact is 
804/861-8020 or 734-2140/2268. Supported 
Channel 8. 
P.O. Box 2420, 
Skip Gieseking, 
by Radio KHK an TV 
Cha 11 enger Benet it Fund: c/o Texas American Bank, Trust 
Division, P. 0. Box 2529, Houston, TX 77252, 713/759-2500; 
Former Astronaut Dr. Joseph P. Allen, 713/338-2676, has been 
asked by the families of the seven astronauts to represent 
them in coordinating the proper distribution of 
contributions made in their memory. 
Onlzuka Memorial Committee: P.O. Box 1927, Kailua-Kona, 
Hawaii 96745; 808/329-1634. Purpose ls to place a statue of 
Onlzuka at the airport in Kona, rename the airport and build 
a pavilion to the memory of Onizuka at the airport; contact, 
Fred J. Fujimoto, Chairman. 
The Challenge[" Center Foundation: The Challenger Center, 
P.O. 90077, Washington, D.C 20090, 713/488-6481. This 
Foundation was established by the family members of the 
Challenger crew. Its purpose is to establish and support a 
national Challenger Center for Space Science Education as a 
living tribute to the seven-member Challenger crew. 
Ron McNair Conmittee: P.O. Box 663, Lake City, SC 29560; 
Harry Wrl ght, Chairman, 803/394-3728. Schol arsh 1 ps for 
graduating seniors from Lake City High School, who plan to 
pursue work in some field of science. 
Ronald E. McNair Scholarship Fund: Established at North 
Carolina A&T State University, Greensboro, NC. Contact, 
Shirley Frye, 919/334-7600 or 765f4. An endowed chair in 
computer science has just been completed; a donor has given 
funds for a bust of McNair to go outside the new $8.5 
million engineering building which has been named for 
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McNair-; the State Legislatur-e has appr-opr-iated money for-
scholar-ships for disadvantaged students. 
Ron McNair Scholarship Foundation: P.O. Box 54281, Atlanta, 
GA 30308, 404/872-2333; contact, Carl McNair, Cheryl McNair 
is chairperson. They are working with the Southern 
Education Foundation. Purpose is to provide scholarships, 
nationwide, to graduating high school seniors, who will be 
continuing on to college. 
CHALLENGER MEMORIALS 
Astronauts Memorial Foundation. Inc.: P.O. Box 628003, 
Orlando, FL 32862-8003; 305/740-7373. Sen. Jake Garn and 
Rep. Bill Nelson are co-chairing this effort to raise funds 
for the design, construction and perpetual care of a 
memorial at Kennedy Space Center- <KSC), FL, for all 
astronauts who have lost their- lives. Once the memorial is 
completed, education will become the focus with the 
scholarship fund to be established to support students 
pursuing careers in the fields of teaching, engineering and 
science. Plans are to have the drive underway by January 
28, 1987; have the memorial dedicated on January 28, 1989; 
and to have educational facilities in palce at KSC by 
January 28, 1991. Rep. Nelson will take part in the 
kick-off of the fund raising effort on August 21 at 5:30 
P.M. at the Visitors Information Center at KSC. A 
statewide, 7-km., non-competitive walk/run-a-than is planned 
for November 22 and the state has been asked to issue 
commemorative shuttle license plates with the fees going to 
the Foundation. The month of November is to be designated 
Challenger month in Florida and a number of educational 
programs are planned aimed at promoting a positive view of 
the space program. Contact: Alan Helman, AlA, Helman, 
Hurley, Charvat and Peacock Architects, Maitland, FL, 
305/644-2656. 
Space Flight Memorial Foundation. Johnson Space Center: 
P.O. Box 58009, Houston, TX 77258-8009. Contact, John 
Francis, 713/333-5986. Center Rotary Club originally 
launched an effor-t to build an interfaith memorial on or 
near the Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX. They have been 
asked by Johnson Space Center to defer any further fund 
raising efforts and will probably join in the Chal Ienger 
Center for Space Science Education effort. 
Judith Resnik Memorial. Jerusalem: An $8 million gymnasium 
foe disabled Israeli wac veterans is to be built In 
Jerusalem as a memorial to Judith Resnik and her fellow 
astronauts who died aboard the space shuttle Challenger. 
Contact: Mitch Chupak, 136 East 39th Street, New York, NY 
10016, 212/725-1211. Dr. Er-ika Freeman-Padan and Marvin 
Hamlisch are co-chairmen of the Ad Hoc Committee for the 
Memorial. 
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L-5 Challenger Memorial: A resolution, introduced by 
Congressman Badham <Republican-California) to authorize the 
L-5 Society, a private exploration advocacy group to erect a 
memorial in Washington, D.C. to the Challenger crew is still 
pending in the House. 
In addition to the L-5 bill there at least a dozen other 
bills in House committees covering such Challenger-related 
actions as establishing a permanent Teacher Recognition Day 
on each January 28, authorizing the President to award gold 
medals to the families of the Challenger crew; renaming 
seven of the moons of Uranus after the Challenger crew, etc. 
Funds received by NASA, specifically for a new orbiter are 
going to the general NASA trust fund. S2054 <Congressman 
Nickles, Republican-Oklahoma), which would permit NASA to 
accept gifts and donations for a space shuttle, which may be 
named Challenger II, passed the Senate on April 11, 1986, 
and has gone to the House. 
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